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Abstract 

 

With its capability of merging virtual and real worlds, Augmented Reality (AR) provides 

a new framework for professional practices in numerous disciplines: it can deliver inter-

active pieces of information in real-time and in space. In music, such capabilities can have 

an important role in music notation and interfaces for electronic music performance. Nu-

merous experimental musical applications have been developed since the early 2000s 

both for education and performance. However, in most circumstances, AR has been seen 

more as an aide towards the understanding and/or realization of traditional repertoire 

rather than a game-changing technology able to foster new artistic practices. There are 

still many uses yet to be explored, especially concerning compositional practice  

This dissertation also paves the way to a new repertoire in which the unprecedented pos-

sibilities offered by AR might be fully adopted and developed. This is an explorative work, 

structured mainly by a series of articles written solely by the author and published during 

his PhD studies (or accepted for publication at the time of writing). In these papers, a set 

of differentiated applications and compositions in the AR field are realized. The main 

thread that links all of the studies lies in the investigation of the relationship between AR 

and gesture-based musical practices (such as gesture-based control of spatialization and 

AR augmented instruments). A central role played by gesture-based music notation is the 

capability to notate a gesture in the space, with its exact coordinates and its exact velocity. 

Such a novel form of notation, enabled by AR technology and impossible in other domains, 

can also be enriched with interactive capabilities. As discussed in some studies included 

in this dissertation, virtual objects assigned to notational functions can also be assigned, 

simultaneously, to interface functions, thus creating interface-notation hybrids. Other 

studies of this dissertation address the capability of a virtual object changing its functions 
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over time: AR notation can also be transformed into a virtual performer or into a visual 

augmentation of gesture. Another hopeful contribution of this dissertation to the musical 

use of AR lies in providing technical explanations of implementation procedures that could 

serve as a background for the creation of best practices.  
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1. Introduction and Background 

1.1 Overview 

Augmented Reality (AR) is the technology that allows one to visualize virtual objects 

upon the real world and interact with them. For example, it is possible to create a virtual 

planet, “place” it in the middle of a room and interact with it through a controller or bare 

hands (given certain coordinates in space, see [1]). A user typically needs a headset or 

some other kind of dedicated device able to render the virtual objects on a stereo view 

screen; the interaction between real and virtual world is made possible by sensors provid-

ing motion capture data. 

The use of such technology in a musical context can provide a new frame for composi-

tion and performance. Virtual objects can be used as visual interfaces to control and gen-

erate audio. Virtual objects can deliver precise information in 3D space for the realization 

of a performance gesture, thereby paving the way for the development of a new form of 

musical notation. By their very nature, they can function as a purely visual element for 

any form of public performance: projectors can be used for showing virtual objects to the 

audience even in the absence of headsets. It is also possible to assign more than one func-

tion to any one single virtual body, thus creating unprecedented hybrids of instruments 

and notation.  

1.2 Aesthetic reason and nature of interactive music notation in AR 

The research presented in this thesis arises from the will to expand the current pano-

rama of creative possibilities: musical notation is both a reflection and a catalyst of per-

formance practices. In fact, it is possible to trace a parallel relationship between the con-

ception of musical aesthetics and the conception of musical notation. For example, the 
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difference between a descriptive (notation of the result) or prescriptive (notation of the 

gesture) approach accounts for completely different aesthetics standpoints:  

• Descriptive notation: accuracy of some measurable parameters (pitch, rhythm 

and loudness), leading to the centrality of exactness of performance in a pitch-

rhythm-loudness grid; 

• Prescriptive notation: identification of timbral categories that can be achieved 

and researched through the representation of performance actions (some de-

gree of inaccuracy is embedded into the notation). 

These two extremes have been variously explored and mixed in the landscape of New 

Music1 at least from the 1950s (background provided in the next paragraphs). 

If notation is so crucial for musical practices, then an expansion or enhancement of no-

tational possibilities can also enlarge the spectrum of creative sources and lead to new 

aesthetic panoramas. Such an idea can be further supported by another consideration: 

the notation possibilities explored and proposed in this thesis rely on a technological ad-

vancement (Augmented Reality) which can also transform musical notation itself. For the 

first time, we can have an interactive notation system that can react and be transformed 

during a composition inside the real, 4-dimensional space-time. Therefore, a framework 

for notation can, at the same time, become a framework for performance, and vice-versa. 

As this research will point out, there is a general continuity between notation and inter-

faces in the AR panorama. That is to say, the classic distinction between notation and 

instrument can be questioned and overcome. 

 

1 By New Music is here identified a very vast and differentiated spectrum of experimental music 
experiences that have been characterized by the rejection of the logic of the mass-production mar-
ket of music. The concept of “musical research and advancement” has been and is somehow crucial 
for all the New Music practices, as opposed to “pleasing a target audience in a target market” (the 
core of market-oriented music). Although this clear distinction might be arguable (the New Music 
world can be seen as a nieche target market), the difference in technical means and artistic goals 
is sharply clear in most of the circumstances. 
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Interactive AR musical notation, as presented in this study, is a form of prescriptive no-

tation, used for indicating gestures, in the form of a trajectory, exactly where they have 

to be performed in the moment they have to be performed with the speed they are meant 

to have. Such an approach has the effect of reducing the traditional “impreciseness”2 of 

prescriptive notation is reduced, by extending the notational space to the 4 space-time 

dimensions of the real space. The aesthetic consequences of such an enhancement (still 

to be fully discovered and assessed) can be anyway identified in two points:  

• the reduction of the precision gap between prescriptive and descriptive notation: 

by accurately notating the action, it is possible to exactly predict the timbral out-

come even for complex gestures; 

• the presence of the notation in the real space of performance suggests unprece-

dented interactive capabilities, especially considering the possibility to add or 

change functionalities for any given virtual object. 

Regarding the first point, it is worth considering that any vibrating body  (such as a string 

or a metal plate) produces different sounds depending on access points of interaction 

(such as the point in which a surface is struck) and points of contact of additional bodies 

(such as fingers pressing an harmonic node on a string or magnets attached to specific 

nodes on a tam-tam). By carefully indicating such a geography, it is possible to carefully 

identify the sound. 

1.3 Augmented Reality 

Although it has been in existence since the 1970s [2], AR technology has become a com-

mon and relatively well-known topic only in the past six or seven years, with the release 

of Google Glasses first (2013) and successively with a large number of different devices, 

 

2 Such an “impreciseness” has been seen, in some cases, as an aesthetic resource rather than a 
limitation. 
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including Hololens 1 and 2, Meta headset, Magic Leap, HTC Vive Pro etc., each of them 

supported by vast marketing campaigns that raised the general awareness of such tech-

nology.  

AR technology cannot yet be considered mature, as there are numerous technical chal-

lenges yet to be overcome. Nevertheless, its persistency in the market, the existence of a 

solid niche market3 and the intrinsic possibilities of the medium let us foresee game-

changing outcomes in the next 5-10 years. 

1.3.1 Technologies 

AR technology is articulated in two main components: rendering (on screens or projec-

tors) and motion tracking. These two parts are intertwined to the point that the former 

cannot be properly performed without the latter, and the latter has no meaning if not in 

conjunction with the former. In fact, the perspective on virtual elements (the point of 

view) is redrawn on screens at each new video frame according to the new position of the 

user. This way, virtual objects appear localized precisely in space, as the point of view 

changes with the change of the viewer’s position. Interaction between a virtual scene and 

a real user is similarly performed through the tracking of head positions and orientation, 

hand position and orientation etc.. Every element of the real world has to be equipped 

with some sort of sensor or be detected through a camera in order to interact with the 

digital world. 

The rendering can be performed on 5 kinds of devices: 

• Non-see-through head-mounted displays: where one or two screens are 

mounted inside a headset; the AR representations and the view of the real 

 

3 In particular, enterprises use AR for the formation of specialized personnel working on with 

complex machines. Another use is constituted by medical applications for surgeons who can practice 

complex operations before proceeding on the actual patient. Hololens 2 specifically targeted this 

nieche market without selling to the general public. 
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world (detected through the use of front-facing VR stereo cameras) are both 

rendered on these internal screen(s). Any kind of VR headset equipped with a 

proprietary or third-party stereo front facing camera such as ZED Mini has this 

capability. Non-see-through head-mounted displays have been the most used 

for the works developed during the research presented in this dissertation, 

mainly due to the size of the field of view for visualizing virtual objects (much 

less limited compared to the other wearable pieces of hardware). 

• See-through head-mounted displays: the use of transparent layers of special 

laser-reflecting glass layers allows one to view the real world as well as holo-

gram-like virtual bodies superimposed on? it. Examples of such devices are: 

Hololens 1 and 2, Magic Leap, Meta headset etc. This kind of devices have not 

been used due, mainly, to the very limited field of view for visualizing virtual 

objects. 

• Mobile devices: virtual and real world are rendered on the device’s single 

screen. The environment is detected through the cameras of the device. Vir-

tual objects are rendered on top of the camera feed. Advantages of this tech-

nology are the ease of access and the comfortability: headsets are usually 

heavy to carry and potentially problematic to set up. However, these devices 

do not allow to have free hands and face limitations in the processing capabil-

ity. Mobile devices can also be used as screens for low-end head mounted dis-

plays. This kind of device has been used for the development of LINEAR (see 

1.6.3 and 5); 

• Projectors: the virtual objects are projected directly on surfaces in the real 

world. The use of holographic film , i.e. transparent projecting canvases, that 

can provide some perception of 3D depth for virtual objects [3]. In the projects 
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presented in the portfolio, projectors are used for mirroring other cameras 

points of view; 

• Smart contact lenses: micro-LED screens are applied on contact lenses, con-

nected through a specific Wi-Fi protocol to another wearable device for the 

graphic processing. The company MoJo Vision is currently developing the first 

prototypes.  Although still in an early experimental phase, this kind of device 

is extremely promising due to its ease of use which would not compromise the 

immersivity. Future steps of the research presented in this dissertation could 

be developed on such AR hardware. 

The motion tracking plays a crucial role for the precision of rendering of a point of view 

(therefore, the accuracy and immersivity of the AR experience). Depending on the differ-

ent kinds of positional tracking systems, different implementation advantages and prob-

lems arise. The motion tracking can be performed in three main ways:  

• Outside-in: external sensors or devices provide positional tracking. This is the 

case of HTC Vive or Oculus Rift, that use respectively Vive lighthouses of Oculus 

sensors for identifying the device position and orientation; this is the only form 

of tracking which is independent from the direction of the gaze of the user: 

inside-out and marker-based tracking are unable to detect what is not in the 

visual cone of the user. This is the kind of tracking system used for applications 

that require fast head movements from the performer and that must be inde-

pendent from the look of the environment (colors and patterns on a wall, for 

example). Outside-in tracking has been used in most of the applications in-

cluded in the portfolio. 

• Inside-out: the sensors (accelerometers, gyroscopes, infra-red cameras, RGB 

cameras etc.) are mounted on the device itself. This form of tracking is used 

on mobile devices, see-through head-mounted displays such as HoloLens and 
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non-see-through devices such as Oculus Go, Windows Mixed Reality headsets 

and Vive Cosmos. This tracking system is very dependent on the direction of 

sight: devices are never capable of scanning the environment at 360 degrees, 

therefore they lose the tracking when the user’s head suddenly points to a 

new direction. By embedding the tracking system inside the hardware, devices 

do not require a preliminary calibration for external sensors. Furthermore, 

they are not theoretically bound to the area of action of external sensors. This 

tracking system has been used in LINEAR (see 1.6.3 and 5); 

• Marker-based: the understanding of position and orientation is derived from 

the analysis of the deformation of the perspective of a fiducial marker4 due to 

the position and orientation of the user. The advantage of this form of tracking 

is the ease of use and the capability of creating AR scenes even with a low 

processing power. However, in order to create an AR scene, every virtual ob-

ject should correspond to a fiducial marker (when a fiducial marker is not on 

the sight line of a camera, the corresponding virtual object is not rendered). 

Marker-based tracking has not been used in the projects described in this dis-

sertation because it is too dependent on the direction of sight. 

1.3.2 Uses 

AR was conceived in the military domain for aircraft pilots who needed a way for visual-

izing information about flight data such as trajectory and status of the equipment without 

looking away from the direction of the flight [2]. Starting from the early 2000s and with a 

remarkable acceleration in the past five or six years, numerous additional uses have been 

developed. The capability of letting a user to visualize information while leaving the hands 

 

4 An image that must be visually complex and does not have to include repetitive patterns, such as 

QR codes. 
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free to complete a task has proven to be fruitful for the training in the realization of many 

practical tasks in fields such as industrial instruction and medicine..  

Training in industrial machinery systems has been the core of numerous researches con-

ducted in the past few years, e.g. [4]–[7]. In general, the papers demonstrate the capabil-

ities and advantages of immersive systems for effectively delivering information about 

components and functioning of complex equipment in industrial production situations. 

Such a capability is helpful in reducing the instructing time required for new personnel to 

start operating industrial machineries. AR also provides the possibility of remote assis-

tance for training [5], [7]. 

AR has proven potential in the medicine sector, in different branches, spanning from 

emergency medicine [8], plastic surgery [9], dental medicine [10], tumor management 

[11], robotic-assisted surgery [12] and numerous other branches. In general, AR proves to 

increase accuracy and decrease duration of interventions. 

To summarize, AR’s strongest advantage seems to lie in its capability to provide infor-

mation in real-time and in space while allowing one to complete a task. The applications 

to the musical context experimented in this research follow from the previous statement: 

in fact, AR interactive notation consists exactly in showing information in real-time and in 

space (gesture-based AR notation) so that a task can be accomplished at the same time 

(performance).  

 

1.4 AR in music  

1.4.1 AR-based education and music education 

Education is another wide field for AR use, encompassing most disciplines [13]–[15]. The 

use of some form of immersive technology for education tends to have a beneficial impact 
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on engagement, memory retention, learning time and accuracy of learning in those areas 

where coordination of movements matters for the quality of the final result.  

AR has shown great potential for application also in music education.  The field of music 

has inspired researches on AR since the early 2000s. At that time music researchers 

started to comprehend that “[a]ugmented reality present[ed] a number of opportunities 

for musical exploration” [16]. As of today, a [vast set of instruments or topic have been 

addressed. In fact, along with music instruction for guitar [17]–[19] and violin or viola 

[20]–[22], non-western instruments education has also arisen: Guqin [23], Koto [24], 

Dombyra (Kazhakh traditional instrument) [25], traditional Malaysian instruments [26] 

and traditional Thai folk instruments [27]. Applications for piano instruction are by far the 

most researched, with a large number of experimentations (e.g., [28]–[32] to cite a few). 

Tendentially, studies are focused on the development of immersive applications providing 

visual information about hands the hands positioning [17]–[24] or the keys to press [28]–

[32]. For example, a quite standard tool is constituted by the AR piano-roll (example in 

Figure 1 [32]), where colored blocks fall on the keyboard or move in direction of the player 

in correspondence of the keys to press. As long as a block intercepts a key, that key has 

to stay pressed and it should be released only when the block has disappeared. 

Figure 1 - PianoLens session. 
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The literature shows that AR has a clear advantage in lowering the barrier of entry for 

beginners, by guaranteeing a higher accuracy since the first session. It also betters the 

mnemonic retention. However, the applications created so far have been targeted to stu-

dents in very early stages and have been limited to the learning of a repertoire limited in 

terms of complexity and difficulty. Moreover, while AR has proven to be beneficial for 

beginners, it is confusing for experts who already have developed own strategies for play-

ing.  

It is important to notice that all the mentioned musical applications have been devel-

oped for allowing students to learn standard repertoire, as an aid to traditional instruc-

tional means. On the contrary, the research presented in this dissertation has been carried 

out with the aim to pave the way for a new repertoire. 

1.4.2 AR interfaces and tools for performance 

The earliest research on the application of AR systems to music were conducted in the 

first years of the 2000s and involved improvisation [33], performance [34], and composi-

tion [16], [35].  For example, the Augmented Groove [33] allowed users to change digital 

instruments, patterns and harmonies in a computer-generated improvisation setup. In 

order to do so, users had to add, remove, translate or rotate cards with fiducial markers 

scanned by a camera.  A screen was also rendering virtual 3D objects superimposed to 

those cards. By 2009 also researches on AR for music entertainment [36], creation of vir-

tual musical instruments [37], and music therapy  [37]–[39]began to appear in Academia. 

More recently, researchers have also focused on the design of AR interfaces5 with ges-

ture-based controllers. Amy Brandon’s Augmented Percussion [40] is a composition for 

 

5 An interface, in the field of electronic music, is any sort of device (physical or virtual) that can 

provide input data for an electronic system dedicated to the production of audio. Those input data 

are used for the high-level control of performance parameters such as pitch and intensity. A MIDI 

keyboard is a well-known example of musical interface.  
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marimba making use of virtual objects as AR interfaces for controlling electronic pro-

cessing parameters. Some of the virtual interfaces are rendered as if they were “embed-

ded” in the marimba, creating a sort of augmented6 instrument. These virtual objects can 

be accessed and controlled through the use of bare hands; the hands’ is detected by the 

sensors included in a AR headset7. Behringer’s AR controller for the software synthesizer 

Deepmind 12 [41], designed for HoloLens, allows one to control filters and other pro-

cessing effects by using bare hands for moving sliders and objects in a 3D field. These 

applications are particularly interesting as they clearly show the interactive nature of vir-

tual bodies in AR. 

1.4.3 3D and AR Immersive scores 

Technical developments during the last decade enabled the use three dimensions in 

real-time rendering, thus fostering the idea of 3D musical notation, as in D. Kim-Boyle 

[42]. In his 64x4x4 (Figure 2) for string quartet, the score is animated and nodes inside the 

3-D space are mapped to different pitches and playing techniques. For example, “colored 

nodes […] represent various natural harmonics. The nodes are connected by a series of 

thin lines the color of which denote the strings on which the harmonics are to be per-

formed” [43]. In [44] Kim-Boyle introduces the concept of “immersive score”. His compo-

sition 5x3x3 (2016), previously realized in 3D for a single screen, is ported into a room-

scale sized AR environment. The performer, wearing an AR see-through headset (Ho-

loLens 1), is immersed in a virtual structure (the score), superimposed onto the real world 

and can navigate it. In this context, AR is used only in its visual capacity without any direct 

 

6 An augmented instrument is an instrument whose possibilities are extended in the digital domain 

through the use of sensors applied to the performer.  
7 Metavision’s Meta2. 
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interaction between the interpreter and the score. This composition introduces a brand-

new idea of musical notation as a structure displaced in space.  

 

1.5 Gesture-based notation  

Lachenmann’s Gran Torso (1971, Figure 2), presents graphic elements along with freely 

arranged derivations of CMN (Common Music Notation). In figure 2, one can observe the 

use of the typical clef representing the string’s body and lines indicating the bow position. 

More importantly, in the first violinist’s first bar appear two shapes with an arrowhead, 

indicating form and direction of two different movements (to be performed together). In 

this example, the notation of gesture becomes more analytical. Scores that privilege the 

notation of action or gesture over the notation of result (prescriptive notation) are also 

called action scores [45] or action-based scores [46]. 

 

 

Figure 2- Gran Torso, bars 95-97. 

Figure 3 - Tlön, page 2 
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An extreme example is provided by Mark Applebaum’s Tlön (1995) (Figure 3) for three 

conductors without sound. The piece is a purely gestural composition whose score no-

tates the position of the completely extended arms along a clockwise (for the left arm) 

and counterclockwise (for the right arm) trajectory. 

In other cases, action scores might include exclusively graphic notation with no use of 

elements derived from CMN (such as bars or staves). For instance, Jean-Francoise 

Laporte’s Dégonflement for inflatable balloons and two players uses different shapes for 

indicating different actions to perform on the balloons. The rhythmical structure is ap-

proximately indicated proportionally through the placement of different shapes in the 

left-right dimension of the paper. 

1.6 Research questions 

Following from the presented, the potential of AR for real-time interactive information 

delivery with spatial disposition lets us foresee the potential of AR technology for music 

notation. In particular, this research is focused on two questions:  

Q1: What aspect of musical notation could  Augmented Reality enhance?  

Q2: Given its interactive nature, what new possibilities for interactive musical notation 

could AR enable?  

1.7 Methodology 

The research questions have been addressed through an exploratory approach. Several 

pieces of software have been realized and used in public performances, showcases and/or 

for the realization of compositions. Given the broad range of possibilities and the absence 

of established practices for Augmented Reality-based music performance (and program-

ming), the exploratory process started with applications that were not strictly dealing with 

music notation. At the beginning, the aim was to become familiar with the medium and 

its possible uses before applying it to music notation.  
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The collection of articles gathered in this dissertation detail a continuous evolution from 

the exploration of Extended Realities in general (Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality) 

towards a more narrowed focus on gesture-based notation in Augmented Reality. The 

exploratory evolution is articulated in four progressive areas of exploration: Virtual Real-

ity, use of gesture in AR, the use of AR gesture-based notation for improvisation and the 

use of AR gesture-based notation for composition. Alongside these exploratory steps on 

the engineering side, compositional experimentations have been carried out. In a prelim-

inary phase, two previously existing compositions (Another elusive place and your 

body…your voice) have been reworked, as a preparatory step to the successive AR-based 

compositions (see Portfolio).  

1.7.1 Exploration of Virtual Reality 

Differently from Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality (VR), by definition, does not provide 

any visual access to the real environment, thus putting the user inside a purely virtual 

environment. Being slightly more explored in terms of programming practices and artistic 

research, VR was a good starting point for an exploratory research. The description of this 

initial approach is described inside the following paper. 

Overview of Paper 1 - Synesthesizer: physical modelling and machine learning for a 

color-based synthesizer in virtual reality  

Published in Springer’s Lecture Notes on Computer Science [47]. 

This application transforms colors detected inside a VR environment into sounds by us-

ing machine learning and physical modeling. A machine learning tool (Wekinator) is used 

to map every color to a specific set of parameters for five different instrumental physical 

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-21392-3_18
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-21392-3_18
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models8. The development of this application gave me a better understanding of the in-

teractive possibilities inside an Extended Reality application and to show the potential of 

the medium in terms of audio-visual processing and intermedia connections. 

1.7.2 Exploration of the use of gesture in Augmented Reality 

Since the earliest stage of development, I decided to focus on gesture, using AR’s 

connection with positional tracking and the precise detection of gestural behaviors. By 

conveying spatial information inside the physical environment, AR is particularly well-

suited for the representation and exploitation of bodily behaviors in space. This 

exploration is described in the next two papers, dealing respectively with a gesture-based 

spatialization tool in AR and the use of AR interfaces for augmenting the piano9.  

Overview of Paper 2 - Composing space in the space: an Augmented and Virtual Reality 

sound spatialization system.  

Published in Sound and Music Computing SMC2019 proceedings[48]. 

The tool described in this paper allows one to draw trajectories in the air in 3D space 

and time by using a controller with motion tracking capabilities. Virtual spheres of differ-

ent colors follow those trajectories preserving the original speed of the gesture. A sound 

source is attached to that virtual body and its position is simulated in an n-channel 2D or 

3D sound spatialization system. The use of gesture is explored in terms of visual and vir-

tual representations in 3D space and time (almost a form of notation) used for an accurate 

creation and playback of sound spatialization trajectories. The implementation of the pos-

sibility to store and recall gestural trajectories both with their space and time parameters 

 

8 Algorithms based on the physical behavior of instrument that allow the simulation of excitement, 

vibration and resonance phenomena. From this algorithm, a virtual instrument’s timbre is 

synthesized.  

9 Instrumental augmentation is a process through which a performer is given some extra control 
on electronic music parameters through the use of motion capture equipment. E.g., data about 
the hands’ elevation delivered by a hand-tracking device can be used for controlling the room size 
in a parametrical reverb. 
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was an essential step towards the creation of the AR gesture-based notation system used 

in the composition Portale (see portfolio) and described in chapters 6, 7 and 8. 

Overview of Paper 3 - Augmented Piano in Augmented Reality 

Paper accepted for publication at NIME (New Interfaces For Musica Expression 

Conference) 2020. In this article I describe the use of Augmented Reality interfaces for 

augmenting the piano10. I outline different design issues, implementations and interaction 

possibilities. I also introduce the concept of interface-notation hybrid: virtual objects 

linked to sound files or sound parameters (interfaces) are also used to mark a trajectory 

in space that is meant to be followed by the performer (notation). The use of gesture is 

here studied in two ways: a) extended performance actions derived from the addition of 

virtual playable components to the real ones; b) the notation of a gesture through the use 

of musical interfaces. The use of AR explored here was essential for studying interactive 

properties of the notation system presented in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 and in Portale. 

1.7.3 Exploration of the use of Augmented Reality for gesture-based notation in an 

improvisation context– 

After experimenting with different possibilities I found two main points of interest I 

wanted to develop further: a) AR interfaces; b) AR gesture-based notation. The following 

paper describes a fusion of interfaces and notation into an interface-notation hybrid used 

for improvisation purposes. 

Overview of Paper 4 - LINEAR: Live-generated Interface and Notation Environment in 

Augmented Reality  

Published in TENOR 2018 conference proceedings. 

 

10 Instrumental augmentation is a process through which a performer is given some extra control 
on electronic music parameters through the use of motion capture equipment. 
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This environment is a tool used for improvisation using mobile devices. By pressing a 

dedicated UI (User Interface) button on a smart mobile device, a performer can create 

virtual objects along the trajectory of his/her own gestures. These bodies are linked to 

unique samples (one per virtual object) and those bodies’ sounds are played back when 

the performer “collides” with those virtual objects. As a trajectory indicates the 

movement needed to perform in order to obtain a specific sound, it is therefore a form of 

notation. By following a trajectory, the performer also plays its sound back (as it triggers 

every sample from each virtual body on that trajectory). Thus, each trajectory is an 

interface-notation hybrid, as its components (virtual objects) at the same time notate the 

action and provide the sound result of that action. 

1.7.4 Exploration of the use of AR for gesture-based notation in a compositional 

context  

In the following two articles, the idea of AR for music notation was further developed. The 

first one deals with the concept of interactive embodied notation and gesture-based AR 

scores. The second article explains why the use of AR for gesture-based notation can be 

compositionally relevant and what are the unique features that differentiate it from 

traditional forms of notation on paper. 

Overview of Paper 5 – Composition as an embodied act: a framework for the gesture-

based creation of Augmented Reality action scores 

Accepted for publication in SMC 2020 (Sound and Music Computing Conference) 

proceedings. AR interactive embodied notation is defined in this paper as that form of 

gesture-based AR notation that, through the use of sensors, allows one to record, store, 

recall and organize musical gestures in space and time. The trajectory of each gesture can 

be recorded as a sequence of points in space, ordered on a time scale. It can be 

represented through the use of virtual bodies and/or with visual effects that follow those 
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paths with the precise speed with which gestural representations were generated. Each 

trajectory can be stored, recalled and organized on a timeline without leaving the AR 

scene. The final score is a succession of trajectories in space performed by virtual objects. 

This paper outlines an innovative form of notation (embodied interactive notation) which 

can be further explored and enhanced in future research.  

Overview of Paper 6 - Action scores and gesture-based notation in Augmented Reality  

Accepted for publication in TENOR 2020 conference proceedings. 

The capability to notate the exact point in space where a performance act has to be 

realized, with its exact trajectory, can be of use in those cases in which an exact position 

of interaction with an instrument’s surface can noticeably change the sound. For example, 

on a complex vibrating object such as a tam-tam, the position where a beater hits the 

metal audibly changes the timbre. The effect is even more noticeable when additional 

masses (such as magnets) are attached to it and modify its timbre depending on the 

position of magnets and hitting point. In such a situation, a notation on paper could be 

less precise and more time-consuming to learn for performance than an AR notation that 

shows the precise interactions points and trajectories. Following from these advantages, 

it is possible to conceive an innovative way of composing which approaches music writing 

from a bodily point of view: the score is fully written “at the instrument” not on paper.  

1.7.5 The Realization of a Composition Using Interactive AR Gesture-based nota-

tion: Composition 1 - Portale 

Portale (Portal in English) is a composition for tam-tam, AR environment and live-

electronics. Its score is not written on paper. In fact, the events are organized in a code 

sheet inside the AR software which is one component of the technical framework required 

for the performance. The actual gesture-based notation is only featured in the last section 

of the composition. In fact, the form is articulated around some different possibilities of 
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interaction that can be established between a performer and a Virtual Object (VO). The 

composition shows how, in AR, the distinction between notation, performer, character 

and visual element can be blurred and re-conceptualized and how new functions can be 

assigned to VOs. Portale can be considered a composition of interactions and, in a broad 

sense, its formal development presents different forms of interactive notation. 

1.7.6 A new set of Etudes for a new augmented piano: Composition 2 - Studi sulla 

realtà nuova 

The portfolio includes two Etudes, for augmented piano in Augmented Reality. Every 

Etude is meant to address a different set and/or combination of possibilities in the frame 

of AR for interactive performance. The first, Sopra (on top) focuses on the creation of an 

articulated set of interfaces that appear and disappear around the instrument. Beyond 

extending the instrument’s sound possibilities, the work requires virtuosic playing in the 

alternation between keyboard and virtual interfaces. The second, Ghiaccio (Ice), deals 

with the concept of visual expressiveness of virtual musical interfaces: the interface de-

sign itself is a compositional and artistic resource and is used to convey an expressive 

impression. 

1.7.7 The conductor as an AR performer. Composition 3: Passacaglia 

Among the most exciting challenges of AR for music performance, there is the exploration 

of usability possibilities in a chamber/orchestral music context. While the simultaneous 

use of AR headset for all the musicians presents technical challenges that would require 

a long experimentation with musicians, a compromise can be reached by assigning the 

conductor the possibility to control electronics processing and playback while conducting. 

This composition proposes the use of an augmented conductor within an AR context. 
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1.7.8 Creating AR environment for simplified fruition. Composition 4: AR Installa-

tion  

The installation is thought for non-musicians. It allows participants to limitedly 

personalize an audio-visual experience. It is an AR environment presenting virtual planets 

which rotate around a star. Each planet is linked to an audio file, as well as the star. All 

the virtual asters can be captured with a controller and moved. By moving a planet, the 

user can apply a simple processing effect (pitch shift) to the related sound file. By moving 

the star, the user can shift the pitch of every sound file. The user can also instantiate one 

extra planet (thus playing back one extra sound) and design its trajectory in space by using 

the arm gesture. The simplified interactive structure of the installation has been thought 

was intended for a 3-minute long experience, with a 30-second instruction phase. This 

installation served both for observing the reaction of non-musicians to music-related 

applications in Augmented Reality, and for experimenting with the use of simplified and 

easy-to-learn forms of interaction. 
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2. Paper 1 - Synesthesizer: physical modelling and machine 

learning for a color-based synthesizer in virtual reality [47] 

Published in Springer’s Lecture Notes in Computer Science  and  MCM 2019 

Conference Proceedings 

Abstract 

The Synesthesizer is a software synthesizer inspired to chromesthesia, that kind of syn-

esthesia that connects sounds and colors. While chromesthesia usually produces color 

perception in response to sound stimulation, this synthesizer does the opposite: sound is 

generated according to color detection. More precisely, RGB (Red Green Blue) values are 

detected (one pixel at a time) and used to determine the behaviour of five physical models 

for virtual instruments. The motivation for creating such a synthesizer arose from the will 

to generate a timbral continuum out of the color continuum, allowing to explore the re-

lation between color spectrum and sound spectrum. 

The Synesthesizer has two additional possible applications: 

• A picture can become a sort of score; graphic scores can have a different source 

of interpretation; 

• Given its intuitiveness, it might allow even non-experts to explore the possibilities 

of sound synthesis.  

The current version has been developed in a Virtual Reality(VR) environment.  

2.1 Introduction and background 

Synesthesia (joined perception, from the Greek syn, together, and aisthesis, perception) 

is produced by the simultaneous trigger of two or more sensorial responses as the result 

of the stimulation of just one sense [49]. 

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-21392-3_18
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-21392-3_18
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In particular, chromestesia (color-related perception, from the Greek chroma, color, and 

aisthesis) links sight to hearing, producing color in response to sound.  

The application of such phenomenon to the artistic field has been realized at least since 

the 18th Century, with the Color Organ by Louis Bertrand Castel (1740) [50].  

While a full review of the literature on the topic is far beyond the scope of this paper, it 

is worth pointing out some works, realized in the past twenty years, related to the gener-

ation of sound from color detection (or from other sets of information that can be derived 

from images). Such applications (in fact reverting the usual sensory pathway of 

chromestesia), are closely related to the presented synthesizer, where the author applied 

a color-to-sound strategy. 

The work described in [51] shows the use of a metaphoric interface (shapes and colors 

used as controllers for generating timbres). In this case, beyond the artistic interest, the 

reduced difficulty of musical production (thanks to the simplified interface) can let music-

making be available to a larger set of users.  

[52] shows a strategy for converting pixels and images into melodies (not simple events). 

Its implementations is based on a system of rules (based on a chromaticism index) essen-

tially linking color to pitch (or set of pitches).  

Color-to-sound relations have been also applied in market-oriented production, e.g. [53] 

and [54]. 

In the cited cases, the idea of translation of color into pitch (and brightness or saturation 

into loudness) seems to be the most researched. A clearer focus on timbre can be found 

in other applications, like Hue Music [50], based on color-averaging across sub-sections of 

a picture. The software associates 8 different colors to 7 timbres (white is equated to si-

lence). 
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2.2 The Synesthesizer 

2.2.1 Color-to-sound mapping 

The presented synthesizer is exclusively focused on timbre production. Pitch can be 

changed manually but is not controlled algorithmically.  

A conspicuous part of the background literature implemented scientifically grounded 

procedures. However, even when using close relationships (e.g., color wavelength to pitch 

wavelength, as in [55], the final result is dependent (to some extent) on an arbitrary map-

ping of values. In fact, the wavelength of the visible light, as perceived by an average in-

dividual, ranges from 380 to 750 nanometers (i.e., slightly less than one octave). Conse-

quently, re-mapping colors to pitches (even reducing the pitch range to one single octave) 

requires some strategy that is extraneous to the direct relationship of color and light 

wavelengths (thus resulting, at some point, in an arbitrary decision).  

In the Synesthesizer, the author decided to follow the concept of synesthesia as a cog-

nitive process that produces different results in different subjects [56]. The user decides 

(arbitrarily) the connection between five physical models developed with Modalys (snare-

drum, tube, gong, bowed string, plucked string, with customizable parameters) and five 

colors (chosen by the user). Even if the Synesthesizer provides a timbral correspondence11 

for each one of the possible colors producible with the RGB representation (16,777,216 

combinations), it requires the user to decide only few relationships. Every other corre-

spondence is produced by the output values of a Machine Learning (ML) algorithm (de-

scribed in 2.4).  

 

11 More specifically, a different set of values of parameters of the physical models. Depending on 
the RGB values, two instruments are chosen and cross-synthesized. The process is explained more 
in detail in 2.5. 
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2.2.2 Components 

In its current version, the Synesthesizer is based upon three different programs linked 

through OSC protocol: 

• A software developed in Unity12 by the author for color detection in VR;  

• A Wekinator13 project, mapping the three incoming RGB values to 35 output val-

ues; 

• A Max/MSP patch managing five physical models developed with Modalys. 

The software for color analysis consists in a Virtual Room containing different pictures 

(customizable). It is meant to be used with an HTC Vive headset. 

2.2.3 The VR color scanning software 

The user is asked to hold two controllers. The right one is used for triggering a 

Raycaster14. If the line collides with one virtual object, such as a picture, the color of the 

 

12  A programming framework providing a solid environment for graphic intensive applications. 
13 The Wekinator is a software for the application of Machine Learning in the arts field. 
14 A virtual straight line drawn from the controller towards infinity. 

Figure 1.4 - A Raycaster (violet line) is sent towards the picture (H. Bosch's De hooiwagen). The color of the pixel inter-

cepted by the Raycaster is used to color the panel attached to the left controller and sent through OSC to the Wekinator. 
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point of incidence on the surface (pixel) is extracted and used to color a virtual panel at-

tached to the left controller. 

RGB values (ranging from 0 to 255) are also sent through OSC to the Wekinator project 

described in the next paragraph. 

 

2.2.4 The Wekinator project 

The linear regression algorithm of the Wekinator has been trained on 5 different colors 

(each one related to one physical model in the Max patch described later). 

For each of these 5 colors (i.e. a vector of three values), 35 output values (related to the 

5 physical models) have been manually inserted and the model have been trained accord-

ingly. 

For every other color, the output values are predicted (i.e. interpolated) by the model. 

In other words, the Wekinator is used for generating continuously different values of 

the 35 output parameters according to color changes (each of the 16,777,216 possible 

RGB vectors creates a different combination of those 35 parameters). 

Figure1. 5 - The code of the Update function in the class responsible for RGB data extraction. 
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It is to be noted that such extreme richness can be achieved through the production of 

a training set of just 5 colors, thanks to the Machine Learning tool. 

Output values are sent to the Max/MSP patch through OSC connection. 

2.2.5 The sound processing 

The Max/MSP patch has two main functions: 

• Running the 5 Modalys models; 

• Performing cross-synthesis between "adjacent" models. 

 

The first incoming parameter is used for deciding which instruments are playing. In the 

Max patch (see Figure 1.5), all the models (except for the Tube) present a "Cross with" 

bar. According to the first parameter, two adjacent instruments are activated and merged 

through cross-synthesis. The position along the "Cross with" bar determines the balance 

in the mix of the two instruments and their cross-synthesis (in the picture, the mix is per-

fectly balanced; in case the bar would be completely blue, only the sound of the Tube 

would be produced: both the Snare and the cross-synthesis would be silenced). The other 

34 parameters are used to regulate in real-time all the values of the different models.  

One important point of the overall process is that by changing the training set of the 

Wekinator the overall collection of results can be entirely changed. Such possibility is to 

Figure1.6 - The Max/MSP Interface 
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be considered a key feature and derives from the consideration that synesthetic percep-

tion is linked to individual differences.2.3 Uses, limitations and future work 

The project is aimed at three main results: 

• Constructing an intuitive and easy-to-use interface providing a facilitated artistic 

experience even to non-musicians; 

• Exploring the possible links between different senses (pictures can be scores); 

• Creating a tool for timbral research, finalized to compositional use. 

As shown before, RGB coding provides more than 16 million possibilities. In addition, 

results depend exclusively on how the Wekinator is trained, i.e. by changing the paramet-

rical output values for the training, the timbral outcome can totally change as well: the 

use of colors can introduce an intuitive, fast-to-program way to navigate across timbral 

spaces. 

The implementation in a VR environment responds to a series of practical reasons: 

• Pictures can be easily changed and a scene can include more than one picture; 

• No need to calibrate a sensor for different lighting conditions; 

• The use of Raycasters allows to reach and scan even far pictures. 

Among the limitations, the most impactful one is probably the impossibility to change 

the pitch algorithmically. As the application is strongly focused on timbre, timbral differ-

ences related to pitches are crucial.  

The differentiation of timbral combinations is another limit. Even if an enormous collec-

tion of combinations is theoretically available, many results are extremely similar (and 

sometimes indistinguishable). Increasing the training size15(more than 5 colors) and/or 

the number of physical models might improve the variety of results. 

 

15 For the sake of clarity, it is worth pointing out that the model is here used only as a way to fastly 
produce interpolated values. Therefore, its prediction accuracy is not a main concern in this specific 
case. 
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Another limitation is the pixel-by-pixel color analysis. Future improvements could con-

sist in the implementation of image analysis techniques16 for deriving more complex mu-

sical textures and evolved compositional elements (such as rhythm, multilayered textures 

and time development).  

The described tool was presented and demoed during the First Annual AR/VR Retreat in 

December 2018 in Berkeley. A previous version, not in VR and making use of a physical 

color sensor (with the contribution of Jonathan Rullman) was presented at RedBull Hack 

the Hits in October 2018 at Chicago's MLab. In both cases, no evaluation experiment was 

designed. A future study should be addressed to an evaluation of the Synesthesizer in 

terms of usability, engagement and perceived appropriateness of color-to-sound corre-

spondences. 

2.4 Conclusions 

This paper has presented an application that translates color into timbre by using Ma-

chine Learning (through the use of Wekinator) and physical modelling for virtual instru-

ments (by using Modalys). 

The process has not been based on physical similarities between light and sound and 

has not made use of algorithms directly making a conversion without human intervention. 

The initial decision of color-to-instrument mapping is crucial, as it constitutes the training 

set of the Machine Learning algorithm, responsible for interpolating parameters for the 

remaining colors (more than 16 million combinations). The use of arbitrary decision is 

considered coherent with the principle of individuality of synaesthesic experiences. 

 

16 Strategies of data extraction could include spectrographic analysis, image segmentation (by 
grouping sets of pixels) and feature extraction. 
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By providing an intuitive and simplified interface, the program can be used for timbral 

research at different levels, from people with no musical education to composers. It might 

also provide an additional way of interpretation for pictures and graphic scores. 

Future improvements (by implementing pitch-changing strategies and image analysis 

techniques) could further expand the potentialities of this application.  

An evaluation, obtained by designing experiments with musicians, non-trained users 

and synesthesic subjects, will be the object of a future research. 
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3. Paper 2 - Composing space in the space: an Augmented and 

Virtual Reality sound spatialization system [48] 

Published in SMC 2019  conference proceedings 

Abstract 

This paper describes a tool for gesture-based control of sound spatialization in Aug-

mented and Virtual Reality (AR and VR). While the increased precision and availability of 

sensors of any kind has made possible, in the last twenty years, the development of a 

considerable number of interfaces for sound spatialization control through gesture, their 

integration with VR and AR has not been fully explored yet. Such technologies provide an 

unprecedented level of interaction, immersivity and ease of use, by letting the user visu-

alize and modify position, trajectory and behaviour of sound sources in 3D space. Like 

VR/AR painting programs, the application allows to draw lines that have the function of 

3D automations for spatial motion. The system also stores information about movement 

speed and directionality of the sound source. Additionally, other parameters can be con-

trolled from a virtual menu. The possibility to alternate AR and VR allows to switch be-

tween different environment (the actual space where the system is located or a virtual 

one). Virtual places can also be connected to different room parameters inside the spati-

alization algorithm. 

3.1 Introduction 

Sound spatialization has been used as a resource for musical expression at least since 

Willaert's production at Basilica di San Marco in Venice (mid 16th century) [57]. More 

recently, since the first implementations of electronic music and especially in the past few 

decades, with the development of advanced sound spatialization algorithms (e.g., Vector-

based Amplitude Panning (VBAP) [58], Higher Order Ambisonics (HOA) [59], spatial sound 
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has become a key element of the compositional syntax for an increasing number of com-

posers: “space as a finality in music expression” (Leo Kupper in [60]) and “space as a com-

positional language”[61] . 

Since the first experiments by Pierre Schaeffer in the early 50s [57] one of the key as-

pects has been the control of the trajectories of sound sources (i.e., how to manipulate 

position coordinates through a “high-level” interface), along with the composition of 

many other parameters that can affect sound perception (e.g. directivity, aperture of 

sound source and room characteristics). 

Many solutions have been developed by providing some form of graphic editing/auto-

mations. In order to achieve intuitiveness and ease of use in a context where a big number 

of parameters comes into play, often some specific form of gestural input has been de-

ployed. Gestural interfaces include tablets or gamepads ([62], [63]), gesture recognition 

through camera input, both for visible light and infrared ([64], [65]), or different sensors 

[66]. More extensive reviews can be found in [67] and [68]. 

One further differentiation among systems can be identified between real-time sound 

spatialization systems or off-line studio editing applications: in the latter group can be 

inscribed systems responding to the needs of computer-aided composition, i.e. intuitive 

controls to be connected to the development of a musical structure ([62], [69]). Real-time 

control systems can often be referred to as DMI (Digital Musical Instrument [67], [70]) 

and more specifically as Spatialization Instruments, defined as “a Digital Musical Instru-

ment, which has the capability of manipulating the spatial dimension of the produced 

sound, independently of its capability of producing or manipulating the other sound di-

mensions” [68]. 

Notwithstanding the high differentiation in functionalities and implementation details, 

all the cited input models result in some kind of symbolic representation that does not 

show the sound source in its exact position in space. In other words, none of those system 
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lets the user see and control the sound trajectory “as it is”. Overcoming such limitations 

might provide a better control, as “[...] devices whose control structures match the per-

ceptual structure of the task will allow better user performances.”([71], referring to [72]). 

In the case of Spatialization Instruments, “matching the perceptual structure of the task” 

would mean to exactly see where the sound source is positioned in space17. 

The recent advancements in VR and AR technologies provide the background for repre-

senting the sound location. 

3.2 Description of the system 

The described tool allows to represent and control the behaviour of sound sources in a 

3D immersive space, as well as to edit other sound source parameters and store, save and 

recall those data. Such automations can be modified after creation. Representation of 

positioning is in real-world scale and has a reduced level of abstraction, prioritizing as 

much as possible intuitiveness and matching visual objects to sound behaviour. 

The Augmented Reality implementation allows to see and place sources in the real 

space. 

The VR mode provides interaction with virtual environments. Different (real and virtual) 

locations can be linked to different audio room settings inside the spatialization algorithm. 

The system is developed through the interaction of two main components: 

• an AR/VR project developed in Unity3D for the HTC Vive Pro headset; 

• a Max/MSP patch dedicated to sound spatialization by using Spat (Ircam tools). 

The two programs talk to each other through OSC (Open Sound Control) protocol. 

 

17 The limitations of direction and distance perception (that would counteract the idea of clear 
identification of sound source position and trajectory) will be discussed later. 
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The system has been tested in the LIATe (Lab for Immersive Arts and Technology) at 

Hong Kong Baptist University, with a 24.2 channels setup. 

 

3.2.1 The Unity Project 

The AR session is implemented in Unity for HTC Vive Pro, currently the only headset 

allowing both VR and AR applications.  

The input comes from the two controllers for the Vive, which have 6 DOF (Degrees Of 

Freedom) motion tracking.  

The right controller allows the positioning of one sound source at a time through par-

enting (an operation by which a virtual object is linked in position and rotation to another 

object). By moving the controller and pressing the back trigger, the user can create/mod-

ify the trajectory of the selected sound source. Such trajectory is shown as a line drawn in 

the air. As a child18, a source can be given an offset respect to the parent controller, thus 

translating and magnifying the movement of the controller (for example, by shifting the 

 

18 A parent is the object providing the reference coordinate system, while a child is a virtual object 
whose coordinates are referred to the coordinates of the parent. 

Figure 3.1 - 10 sources distributed over the Sound Spatialization setup in the LIATe shown in the Max object 

spat5.oper. 
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sound source one meter above the controller on the Y axis, a 360° rotation of the control-

ler would create a 2m diameter circle centered on the controller). 

 

Figure 3.2 - Point of view 1 on a combination of sources and trajectories. 

Figure 3.3 - Point of view 2 on the same combination. 
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The position of sound sources (update frame by frame) is sent through OSC to Max/MSP 

(that performs the sound spatialization). 

In the current state of development, the application allows to control up to 10 sound 

sources at the same time. 

The left controller can move an additional sound source.  

Furthermore, it has a User Interface (UI) attached allowing for the selection of different 

tools (the UI only sends OSC commands to Max/MSP, which actually performs the tasks): 

• shifting the sound source from the parent controller (over the three different 

axes); 

• selecting and soloing (if needed) different sound sources and assigning different 

trajectories (recognizable by different colors);  

• changing the aperture and yaw of the selected source; 

• choosing the spatialization algorithm; 

• changing the room (as a VR room); 

• storing and recalling those trajectories; changing trajectories after drawing. 

 
Sound sources are visualized as spheres of different colors; when they move, either they 

follow a trajectory or are moved by a controller. The trajectory is not followed with a fixed 

speed: speed is changed according to the original gesture (every trajectory is, originally, 

Figure 3.4 - The Menu attached to the controller. 
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drawn with a gesture). If the sound source's duration is longer than the trajectory's one 

(e.g., the sound source is 3 seconds and the trajectory is 2 seconds long), the sound source 

is left static on the last point of the trajectory. However. the gesture representation can 

be always edited in real time by pressing the trigger of the controller. Thus, the user can 

freely adjust a trajectory to the sound source it is related to. 

 

3.2.2 Sound spatialization 

OSC bundles sent out from Unity are received by a Max/ MSP patch based on Spat (Ircam 

tools).As both Unity and Spat use a coordinate system where 1 corresponds to 1 meter, 

the passage from one system to the other does not require remapping except for coordi-

nate systems alignment. While the AR/VR project in Unity can be considered the front-

end of the application, all the core functions are actually implemented in Max/MSP and 

most of the functions control Spat parameters (position, sound source aperture, yaw, 

etc.). The system uses different “coll” objects (each one for every different sound source), 

in order to store, save and recall trajectory information. Different spatialization algo-

rithms are available (e.g. 3D VBAP, HOA and binaural) [73], and their use is left to the 

discretion of the user. Sources moving along trajectories can also be saved as audio tracks. 

 

3.3 Localization of sound and virtual objects 

The presented application is based on a relation between virtual object position and 

sound source position; therefore a critical issue must be considered: distance estimation 

and respondence of visual and aural movements.  

As [74] shows, the vision-based distance estimation of a virtual object presents problems 

in an AR environment. While the angular positioning is rather precise, the understanding 
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of distance tends to be underestimated. The study evaluates numerous rendering strate-

gies for virtual objects (such as aerial perspective19, cast shadows20 and shading21). The 

authors find, through two specifically designed experiments, that the most effective (by 

far) rendering strategy to reduce the underestimation of distance consists of casting shad-

ows on the floor (rendered shadows are created by a virtual source of light perpendicular 

to the floor). In fact, in both experiments, cast shadows proved to increase accuracy in 

distance estimation respectively by 90% and 18%. 

For audio discrimination, as shown in [75], [76] many parameters and spectral cues en-

ter into play: sound level, direct-to-reverberant ratio (DRR), spectral shape (e.g., low-pass 

filtering of frequencies in function of the distance), binaural cues like Interaural Time Dif-

ferences (ITDs) and Interaural Level Differences (ILDs), dynamic cues (motion) and famili-

arity with the sound. Even though such cues are important for giving an idea of distance, 

a precise estimation of the perceived distance is problematic. In fact, given the complexity 

of the overall perceptual system and the dependency of recognition upon many different 

factors, including the conformation of the venue itself, distance perception is biased and 

tends to underestimation.  

[75] also shows that the presence of a visual cue can help in focusing the position of a 

sound source (sometimes producing ventriloquism, the phenomenon that occurs when a 

listener mistakenly adjusts the perception of sound localization to the position of the vis-

ual cue). 

 

19 Increased hazyness of colors with the increase of distance. 
20 Renderings of virtual shadows on the floor. 
21 Defining the reflectance properties of a virtual object. 
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Moreover, the discrimination of behaviour of sources is made problematic by some 

other effects: for instance, one sound tends to be more sharply localized when its position 

coincides with the one of a real speaker. Another phenomenon we can take as an exam-

ple, named as flickering in [61], consists in the impossibility for our hearing to discriminate 

position under a very fast source movement, or better, the tendency to ignore most part 

of a trajectory, by focusing only on some discontinuous points in space. 

According to [75], [76] the simultaneous presence of both visual and aural cues helps in 

discriminating position, distance and behaviour of a sound source; as down-cast shad-

ows22 help to have a correct estimation of virtual objects position, they further increase 

the precision of sources localization.  

 

 

 

 

 

22 Down-casting shadows in AR requires a 3D scanning of the environment. HTC Pro has the capa-
bility to do so, but the range is rather limited and subject to visual artifacts. In VR shadows are easy 
to represent properly. 

Figure 3.5 - The same configuration of Figure 2 and 3 but in VR (and with down-cast shadows 
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3.4 Uses, limitations and future works 

The presented tool allows to control sound spatialization in an immersive environment, 

providing the visualization of sound sources' positions and trajectories. It allows fast test-

ing of spatial compositional solutions and real-time control over numerous spatialization 

parameters. It can be used live as a Spatialization Instrument or off-line as a sort of (lim-

ited) Digital Audio Workstation (DAW).  

As pointed out in [62] the limit of some gesture-controlled (real-time) systems might fall 

short for what concerns large-scale conception and compositional organization, especially 

in relation to musical structures that might prescind from bodily gestures. For this reason, 

a future improvement should include the possibility to edit trajectories even in a com-

puter-aided composition context.  

The Spatial Instrument described might seem to follow from a naive approach: sound 

trajectories can be perceived with the same clarity of our visual perception (i.e., the two 

representations, visual and aural, of a movement are, to some extent, precise and identi-

cal). As already shown in [61], [75], [76]even hearing under the most ideal conditions, 

perceived distances appears to be "a biased estimate of physical source distance” [75]. As 

the perception of distance (but also of behaviour over time) is influenced by spectral char-

acteristics of sound, the proposed system can be useful as a way for “fast prototyping”, 

but cannot solve the problems inherent to sound spatialization, that in numerous cases 

require a tailored approach to different sound sources, sound fields and timbres. 

In addition to the source-trajectory approach shown in this paper, another resource 

might be found in a spectral spatialization approach. One possible idea would consist of 

distributing different frequency bands of one audio file across the space as if they were 

different sound sources and providing each band with dynamic movements; while such 

approach could not have a single-bin accuracy while maintaining intuitiveness of use, bin 

grouping based on psychoacoustic perception (such as Bark bands [77]) would certainly 
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be possible. Therefore, it would be possible to obtain a fluctuating timbral environment 

by organizing the movement of different Bark bands inside one timbre. 

Moreover, a future study will be addressed to the assessment of the usability and use-

fulness of the tool both with trained musicians and untrained people. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

The paper has described a VR/AR immersive system for sound spatialization. It allows 

real-time control over position, trajectory and other parameters of different sound 

sources, visualized as spheres. Trajectories are visualized as virtual strokes. 

The Digital Instrument mapping is intuitive, as sounds' positions and trajectories mirror 

the gesture of the player. These gestures can be translated in space and scaled (a small 

movement can result in a shift of several meters). A simple UI attached to the left control-

ler allows the user to change different parameters and options (spatialization algorithm, 

sound source, aperture and yaw etc.). The application can be also used as a tool for auto-

mating trajectories and can be useful for electroacoustic composition. Data about sources 

movements can be stored as text in “coll” objects; spatialized sound files can also be ex-

ported as audiofiles. 

The switch from AR to VR changes the environment where virtual sources are visualized 

from the real world to a VR landscape. Such possibility to switch makes it easier to render 

on the floor shadows of virtual objects representing sound sources. As [74] shows, such 

shadows, rendered under the objects with a virtual light perpendicular to the floor, in-

crease the accuracy of estimation of virtual objects positions. 

The intuitiveness of the system is enhanced by the simultaneous presence of both visual 

(representation of sound sources and trajectories) and aural cues. On the other side, such 

close mimicking between sound and visual behaviour might induce a simplistic approach 

(as if localization of sound sources could always be perfectly accurate). 
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The user should always consider some degree of inaccuracy due to intrinsic characteris-

tic of sound spatialization: the understanding of source positioning is influenced by many 

parameters, such as intensity, direct-to-reverb ratio, and spectral EQ. Consequently, in 

numerous circumstances, a case by case approach should be considered. 
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4. Paper 3 - Augmented Piano in Augmented Reality 

Accepted for publication in NIME 2020 conference proceedings  

Abstract 

Augmented instruments have been a widely explored research topic since the late 80s. 

The possibility to use sensors for providing an input for sound processing/synthesis units 

let composers and sound artist open up new ways for experimentation. Augmented Real-

ity, by rendering virtual objects in the real world and by making those objects interactive 

(via some sensor-generated input), provides a new frame for this research field. In fact, 

the 3D visual feedback, delivering a precise indication of the spatial configuration/func-

tion of each virtual interface, can make the instrumental augmentation process more in-

tuitive for the interpreter and more resourceful for a composer/creator: interfaces can 

change their behavior over time, can be reshaped, activated or deactivated. Each of these 

modifications can be made obvious to the performer by using strategies of visual feed-

back. In addition, it is possible to accurately sample space and to map it with differenti-

ated functions. Augmenting interfaces can also be considered a visual expressive tool for 

the audience and designed accordingly: the performer’s point of view (or another point 

of view provided by an external camera) can be mirrored to a projector. This article will 

show some example of different designs of AR piano augmentation from the composition 

Studi sulla realtà nuova. 

Author Keywords 

NIME, Augmented Reality, Augmented Instruments, Music Performance 

CCS Concepts 

•Applied computing → Arts and humanities; Performing arts • Applied computing → Arts and 

humanities; Sound and music computing •Human-centered computing  → Human computer 

interaction (HCI) → Interaction techniques; Gestural input 
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4.1 Introduction and background 

From the end of the 80s, researchers started to explore the possibilities of letting per-

formers of acoustic instruments control electronics (Augmented Instruments) or translate 

the virtuosity of playing techniques in the digital domain (Hyperinstruments). 

More in detail, innovative “approaches are possible with ‘augmented instruments’. First, 

sensors can be utilized to add control possibilities that are not directly related to normal 

playing techniques. For example, various buttons can be added to the body of the instru-

ments[…]. Second, sensors can be applied to capture normal playing gestures”[78]. In 

practice, augmented instruments increase the control a performer can have in perfor-

mances implying electronics, by detecting his actions through sensors or physical inter-

faces. 

“The basic concept of a hyperinstrument is to take musical performance data in some 

form, to process it through a series of computer programs, and to generate a musical 

result. […] The performer uses more-or-less traditional musical gestures, on a more-or-

less traditional musical instrument. The instrument itself, however, is “virtual”, since the 

computer system supporting it can redefine meaning and functionalities at any 

point”[79]. A similar concept can also be found in the definition of Digital Instrument (for 

a detailed definition, see [70]). 

Research on Augmented Instruments and Hyperinstruments is essentially based on the 

idea of integrating electronic systems inside the musical performance with the aim to 

overcome the distinction between electronic processing (computer-generated music) and 

acoustic/gestural/human playing. The use of sensors or of newly designed interfaces for 

sound synthesis and parametric control of signal processing were developed in order to 

deliver a real-time (and usually intuitive) control over electronic sound production. 

The newest possibilities offered by the means of VR and AR can further expand this kind 

of research, while providing a new, immersive framework.   
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A good number of applications have already been developed in the domain of digital VR 

Instruments [80]. For example, ChromaChord [81] allows the user to play virtual interfaces 

by using LeapMotion and Oculus Rift: colored blocked generated pitches when the hands 

of the user collide with those virtual objects. Another example is the Synesthesizer [47], a 

VR color-based synthesizer that uses Machine Learning to map colors scanned in a VR 

environment to a large variety of timbres. In AirPiano[82], the simulation of the real func-

tioning and haptic feedback of a real piano keyboard is simulated inside a virtual environ-

ment. VRMin [83] is a VR augmentation for the Theremin. The principle behind it is similar 

to the one that is at the basis of the AR interface design presented here: the virtual rep-

resentation in space of the interactive areas is used in order to increase the playing pre-

cision. Contrarily to the AR design for interfaces described in this paper, VRMin is in VR, 

i.e. the real instrument is not visible. Additionally, VRMin could be considered more as a 

learning tool than a performance tool. 

Music education has also been considered for interactive AR applications featuring in-

terfaces. In particular, the piano has attracted numerous researchers, e.g. in [29], [84]–

[86]. A quite recurrent strategy is the piano roll (or VR/AR MIDI roll), consisting in moving 

virtual blocks indicating the keys to press with the right timing.  

Numerous applications have also been developed for live performance. LINEAR[87] is a 

tool for generating interfaces-notation hybrids in real-time (the trajectory of the gesture 

to perform is indicated by virtual bodies that produce the intended resulting sounds when 

“hit” by the performer). That is one of the first examples of accurate space sampling, 

where the exact position of interaction can be easily determined and used as a technical 

and expressive resource. In [48] a Virtual Instrument for sound spatialization is described. 

The tool allows one to draw trajectories in the air (with embedded speed information) 

and place sound sources on those trajectories. The position over time of those sound 
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sources is then simulated by a n-channel audio system. A. Brandon’s Augmented Percus-

sion (2019) is a composition where a marimba is augmented by placing virtual objects 

around it. Some of them are also embedded in the body of the instrument. Those objects 

are used to manipulate the processing of the marimba’s sound. G. Santini’s Portale is  a 

composition for tam-tam, AR environment and live-electronics where virtual interfaces, 

AR augmentation and AR gesture-based notation are featured. Furthermore, the compo-

sition is articulated around different interaction possibilities between the real performer 

and a protagonist Virtual Object. Innovative solutions have been also explored for the 

audience, conceiving AR not only as a tool for the user/performer but also as a visually 

expressive component for an audience. Among the most interesting solutions, remarka-

ble is the use of holographic film for giving a hologram-like perception without the use of 

headsets for the audience [3], [23]. The creation of innovative performance formats cre-

ated for an AR fruition by people on their mobile devices has also been experimented: AR-

ia [88] is a system for generating 3D live figures for the live rendering of an AR opera on 

high-end mobile phones. 

All the mentioned explorations show a progressively developing panorama, where ex-

periments contribute, year by year, to the development of best practices. This paper con-

tributes by describing different design solutions for AR piano augmentation, a topic that 

still needs to be explored in depth.  

4.2 Environment 

The composition Studi sulla realtà nuova has been developed for a combination of hardware 

and software components. Beyond the traditional audio equipment (such as microphones, 

speakers and pc), the environment requires: 
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• One non-see-through Head Mounted Display (HMD)23; 

• One stereo VR front-facing camera24; 

• motion capture trackers (one for detecting the position of the piano, the other 

two for the hands of the performer)25; 

• Software developed in Unity 3D for AR rendering and interaction; through Open 

Sound Control (OSC), sends commands to: 

• Ableton Live making use of custom Max Effects (created through Max for Live) 

and software synthesizers and samplers. 

The point of view of the performer can be mirrored to a projector, in order to share the AR 

view with the audience. 

4.3 Different types of interfaces 

The interfaces used in Studi sulla realtà nuova can be divided into 4 different categories. 

4.3.1 Object-trigger 

The simplest form of AR interface is constituted by isolated virtual objects that can be 

used for triggering one specific action (a processing preset, a sample etc.). 

 

 

23 HTC Vive Pro headset. 
24 ZED Mini, providing a better quality and a shorter latency than the headset’s original front-facing 
VR cameras. 
25 Vive Trackers. 
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The interface in Figures 4.1-4.2 consist in a sphere that can be activated with a gaze 

interaction: a smaller sphere, followed by a tail particle effect (with blue and light blue 

particles in figure 4.1-4.2), indicates the center of the point of view of the performer, fa-

cilitating the right orientation of the performer’s head. A raycaster26 is used for determin-

ing whether an interaction with the interface occurred (if the raycaster intersects its sur-

face, the virtual object is activated). A sort of explosion is used as a visual feedback for the 

performer and as an expressive idea for the audience, who can relate the visual effect to 

a modification in the musical content (in this case, a chord is changed in the software 

synthesizer). 

 

26 A test of intersection with surfaces. In this case, a straight line sent from the center of the point 
of view towards infinite in the direction of the gaze.  

Figure 4.1. A virtual interface (green sphere) used for triggering samples. 

Figure 4.2. Visual feedback of the gaze interaction. 
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In another case, a water-like surface, “submerging” the keyboard, is used for triggering 

the next spectral delay preset in a Max for Live effect. 

The object is activated when a hand emerges from the water (the hands’ position is de-

tected through the trackers). The visual feedback is delivered through the creation of re-

flections simulating some water’s undulatory motion. 

The dimension of the interface is disproportioned to its limited effect: a one-action trig-

ger could have fitted a much smaller space. However, in this case, the design has privi-

leged the scenic and visually expressive quality over the functionality (the interface is de-

signed for the audience’s point of view). 

4.3.2 Multi-dimensional sliders 

Another way to design a virtual interface is to map coordinates in one, two, or three 

dimensions in space to a continuum/multiple continua of values used for controlling pa-

rameters, parameters’ groups and interpolated presets. Rotation values can be used for 

gaining an additional set of three dimensions (x, y and z axis values). 

Figure 4.4 Visual feedback of the interaction 

Figure 4.3. Water-like surface/interface 
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In Studi sulla realtà nuova, a tracker is used to access the cartesian coordinates of the 

hand’s position27 in space, the Euler angles of its rotation over three axis and the rotation 

Quaternion (a vector constituted by one real and three complex numbers used for encod-

ing rotations in 3D space). 

Therefore, it is possible to use data gathered from the tracker sensor for controlling 

multi-dimensional sliders. Those kinds of virtual interfaces are activated when the per-

former’s hands enter inside the portion of space occupied by the virtual body. Upon acti-

vation, positional data are used to control the audio software. When the performers’ 

hands are outside of the interface, positional data are not sent. 

For the interface in Figure 4.5, the x-axis (left-right) is used for pitch (quantized to 12-

tone equal temperament, indicated by the frets), y-axis (down-up) for microtonal tuning 

and z-axis for loudness (rear-front). The rotation of the hand around the z-axis is used for 

controlling a low pass filtering cutoff frequency.  

 

 

27 More precisely, the local position, i. e., the position respect to the central point of the interface. 

Figure 4. 5.  A multidimensional slider, shaped as a block of ice, with frets for different notes. 
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4.3.3 Composite interfaces 

A more articulated way for augmenting the piano in Studi sulla realtà nuova consists in 

creating a composite interface constituted by a series of interactive points in space (trig-

gers) and/or interactive portions of space (sliders). Those single objects are then arranged 

around the instrument. By delivering a larger set of input points, a composite interface 

lets the interpreter completely control the electronics processing, without the need of 

any external help (e.g. for triggering live-electronics cues). 

The use of this kind of interface can also allow a new degree of virtuosity, as the different 

virtual bodies can be used and seen as additional parts of the instrument itself, exactly 

located in space, with which the composer can require an accurate and virtuosic interac-

tion over time. 

The interface in Figure 4.6 is composed by a series of triggers (green and light blue bod-

ies, arranged around the instrument) and a 1D slider (the light blue body, positioned per-

pendicularly over the keyboard) modifying the intonation of a chorus effect. 

4.3.4 Interface-notation hybrid 

Multiple virtual bodies can also be positioned along a trajectory in space and their ap-

pearance can be consecutively delayed so that the required speed for following the tra-

jectory is also suggested. In this case, a 4D (3D space + time) indication of the gesture to 

perform is carried out by virtual objects which, at the same time, can be assigned to some 

Figure 4.6. An example of composite AR inteface. 
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control actions. We can call interface-notation hybrid such a combination of gestural in-

formation and control interface. 

In figure 4.7, the performer follows the trajectory indicated by the virtual bodies and hit 

the string at the end of such a trajectory. The speed of movement suggested by the con-

secutive appearance of the virtual spheres is also an indication of loudness of the final 

string hit. At the same time, when the hand passes through the position of the virtual 

bodies, it destroys those objects and triggers sound samples, except for the last body (the 

nearest to the piano strings) which triggers the new preset for a combination of chorus, 

granular synthesis and spectral delay. The disposition in space of the bodies indicates a 

gesture to perform. That gesture, once performed, leads, on one side, to hit the string 

with a certain speed (therefore loudness), on the other side, it produces sounds on its 

own because of the samples triggered by the virtual bodies. The movement, even before 

hitting the string, is, by itself, finalized to the production of sound. Therefore, the place-

ment of virtual bodies notates the position in space both for virtual and for real sound-

generating hits. Consequently, while being interfaces, the virtual bodies also constitute a 

form of (gesture-based) notation. 

The interface-notation hybrid can be also generated by the performer, through his/her 

own gestures. In this case, virtual bodies are instantiated at regular time intervals along 

the trajectory created by the performer before hitting the string.  

Figure 4.7. An interface-notation hybrid. The performer is starting following the trajectory which will end on 

piano strings in the middle register (meant to be hit with the hand). 
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4.4 The score 

Beyond interface-notation hybrids, Studi sulla realtà nuova requires the use of tradi-

tional notation. In those cases, a 2D score needs to be used. As the performer is wearing 

a headset, such a need poses some problems. 

In fact, the HTC Vive Pro delivers visuals rendered on screens (one per eye) of the real 

world through the front-facing cameras. Consequently, the resolution of camera and 

screens is crucial. The camera provides a 720p per-eye resolution, which makes reading 

real scores quite problematic (lack of visual clarity). A virtual body rendered directly on 

the screens (bypassing the resolution limits of the VR cameras) reaches a 1600x1440 per-

eye resolution. 

Therefore, the score is not printed but is visualized inside the AR environment as a vir-

tual body (virtual score). More precisely, each page of the score is used as the texture of 

a virtual rectangle (plane). Every time a page is turned, the next page’s picture is loaded 

as the new texture. Pages can be turned by using a dedicated interface near to the score. 

  

 

Figure 4.8 The score in the Unity Editor 
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4.5 Discussion 

The presented interfaces for piano augmentation have been developed as a composi-

tional resource for this specific project, not as a tool for being used by other composers 

in a more general capacity. From the author’s point of view, this is not a limit, but rather 

a particularity of AR applications for musical performance: designing an AR interface is 

relatively time-inexpensive compared to the construction of a physical one, where, be-

yond the software development, the assembly of hardware components comes into play. 

AR technology provides a fast and intuitive way to design interfaces, making it easier to 

conceive them as a component of the compositional process (i.e., a set of interfaces is 

created for only one composition and designed depending on the specific musical con-

text).  

The clear visual presence in space makes any form of augmentation more intuitive to 

approach for a performer, who does not necessarily have to memorize positions in space 

or specific movements. Additionally, if provided with haptic wearable devices, virtual bod-

ies can be associated with a tactile feedback, thus enhancing immersivity. 

A major advantage of a virtual AR interface over a real one consists in its possibility to 

change over time. Changes might include functions, shape, position in space, appearing 

and disappearing. Especially for composite interfaces, the arrangement of triggers and 

sliders can be changed over time, according to the most comfortable position for playing 

both the piano keys and the virtual objects. Again, the visual presence of such objects 

makes it easier to provide indications for the interpreter and allows more articulated de-

signs strategies without increasing the steepness of the learning curve for the performer. 

In fact, while a similar set of possibilities could be available by just using sensors and soft-

ware implementations (with no AR components), the player would need to memorize the 
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different functions and actions/positions of interaction, with no obvious indication in time 

and space.  

With the use of interface-notation hybrids, the gestural components of the composition 

can be designed and choregraphed and the gesture itself finds a new possibility of expres-

sion. 

All the presented interfaces are relatively simple to use and do not include advanced 

functionalities in terms of gesture recognition and analysis of the physical movement 

(e.g., linking specific shapes of the gesture to some specific dynamic/spectral outcome). 

In this sense, the kind of augmentation presented here is not as developed as a fully-

fledged Digital Instrument or Hyperinstrument could be. However, articulated practices 

can be recovered through a high accuracy in spatial interaction: thanks to the visual feed-

back,  the composer can require to the performer to narrowly differentiate interaction 

between close points in space.  

The mirroring to a projector of the point of view of the player poses interesting ques-

tions about the interface design from the audience perspective. In fact, the visual dimen-

sion itself becomes an element to develop in time and to compose, along with the inter-

action and its graphic feedback. Interfaces for instrumental augmentation are not only 

important for their functional capacity, but can also be considered and designed as a vis-

ual component of a multimedia composition. 

In some future work, an evaluation of the composition with several performers could be 

valuable for developing more effective design strategies. 

4.6 Conclusions 

This article has presented some possibilities of design for interfaces in AR, meant as a 

form of instrumental augmentation. The mentioned interfaces can be of four kinds: ob-

ject-triggers, multi-dimensional sliders, composite interfaces, interface-notation hybrids. 
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The visual presence in space of such augmenting virtual devices allows a better-than-

before space resolution for mapping position-dependent functions without requiring any 

memorization process. The precision of the space sampling allows more virtuosic ways of 

interaction and the indication of gestures to perform in 3 dimensions. The resulting piano 

augmentation makes the input points look and behave like a physical extension of the 

piano. The flexibility of design in AR is one of the most promising characteristics: inter-

faces can be modified over time (in position, appearance and function), and such changes 

can be made immediately intuitive. The need to also consider the visual quality of AR in 

music performance from the audience’s point of view potentially has a deep impact on 

the work of a composer making use of such a technology. In fact, interactions, visual feed-

backs, interfaces behavior and gestural quality of virtual bodies also have the potential to 

carry an expressive visual component which can be developed and composed in time as 

much as the sonic dimension. 
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5. Paper 4 - LINEAR: Live-generated interface and notation en-

vironment in Augmented Reality [87] 

Published in TENOR 2018  conference proceedings 

Abstract 

Recent developments in Augmented Reality (AR) technology are opening up new modes 

of representation and interaction with virtual objects; at the same time, increase in pro-

cessing power of portable devices is enabling a wide diffusion of applications until recently 

usable only in very specific situations (like motion-capture labs). 

This study aims to describe an AR environment created for musical performance: LINEAR 

(Live-generated Interface and Notation Environment in Augmented Reality), where the 

author explored some perspectives made possible by the current state of AR technology 

applied to music.  

In LINEAR, one dedicated performer using an AR iPhone app, can create virtual objects 

(rendered in real-time and superimposed to the real environment) according to the move-

ment of the device; they are used both as virtual interfaces for electronics (sending OSC 

message to Max/MSP on a computer) and as forms of live-generated graphic notation. 

LINEAR allows, with some limitations, the representation of gestural movements with an 

exact 3-D placement in space: we can now have an analogic notation of gestures, rather 

than a symbolic one. For the iPhone performer, the act of notation corresponds to the 

notated act. 

The resulting representations can be also approached as graphic animated notation by 

other performers (the iPhone screen is mirrored to a projector).  

The multiple perspectives on the notation and the possibilities of interaction with virtual 

bodies allow a high level of flexibility, while introducing some almost unprecedented re-

sources and foreseeing a very rich scenario. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The idea of LINEAR came from a simple observation: no kind of existing musical notation 

can really represent a gesture. Even if a specific movement can be described through 

some kind of symbol or graphic representation, its trajectory can never be fixed in space. 

The importance of gestural notation in musical scores has been increasing with the over-

whelming exploitation of Extended Techniques and the implementation of choreogra-

phies inside the compositional process, sometimes even detached from the need for a 

resulting sound.  

The current state of AR technology allows the live generation of virtual entities that can 

keep track of the trajectory of one gesture in 3-D space.  

Those bodies can then be linked to arbitrary functions and data, thus constituting virtual 

interfaces. Furthermore, the trajectories can be interpreted as live-generated graphic no-

tation.  

The implementation of these possibilities inside LINEAR is aimed at developing open 

forms with an open instrumentation (including live signal processing); the real-time gen-

eration of the score and the possibility of change in perspective (thanks to AR technology) 

create a lively compositional ecosystem: the score is not pre-composed by the composer; 

instead, every performer has the possibility to intervene in real time on the notation, 

while interpreting it. This way, every player can influence the other ones' behavior. As 

explained in section 3, this is particularly true for the iPhone performer, who has the high-

est level of control on the notation. 

The project described in this paper was not conceived to explore all the possibilities of-

fered by AR applied to music. It is, instead, a work in progress, where some preliminary 
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ideas are realized, revealing limits both in the still new, fresh and basically unexperi-

mented practice of AR based musical performance28 and in the technology itself. 

 

5.2 Background 

The development of LINEAR is based on a very new evolution in technology and there-

fore the author could not rely on numerous similar experiences realized before. However, 

the artistic and technical panorama providing a background for this work is quite vast. In 

the next paragraphs, the different aspects of such scenario will be introduced. 

5.2.1 Graphic notation on paper 

Since the 50s (and in isolated cases even before29) musical notation has been pushed 

beyond a pitch-rhythm representation (as in Common Western Music Notation), in favour 

of an enormous amount of experimentations, depending on different aesthetical pur-

poses, authors, environments and historical periods. 

For this reason, a brief categorization of graphic scores or forms of graphic notation can 

never be really exhaustive or precise. However, we could roughly divide the use of graphic 

notation in five main categories:  

• graphics are linked or linkable to specific parameters (for example durations or 

dynamics), even if in a "non-conventional" context (as in Cage's Variation II, 

1961); 

• electronic music notation (an example could be Stockhausen's Studie II (1954); 

however, depending on the aim of notational process and kind of composition, 

the notation could vary enormously); 

 

28 Visual augmentation of live music performances (as in [111]) cannot be assimilated to the in-
tended outcomes of this project, since that kind of visual augmentation does not have direct con-
sequences on sound and gestural behavior. 
29 E.g., L. Russolo, Risveglio di una città, 2014 
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• graphics are used to obtain some kind of intuitive reaction and forms of free as-

sociation; they may result from particular re-combinations of traditional staves 

(as many pieces in Crumb's Makrokosmos, or in Bussotti's AutoTono, 1978); 

• all the possible structures/trajectories of the work are resumed in one map (as in 

Kourliandsky's cycle of Maps of non-existent cities, 2012) or in a rhizomatic30 rep-

resentation (as in Haubenstock-Ramati's Konstellationen, 1976);  

• graphics are used (often even in combination with traditional notation) in order 

to add indications of specific gestures/actions basically (although not necessarily) 

aimed at producing sound (as in Lachenmann's Gran Torso, 1971 or Laporte's 

• Dégonflement, 1978 or Yiran Zhao's Dirigentenquartett Verwickelte Synästhesie 

(2013). 

 
As shown later, the graphic notation generated in LINEAR may be referred to the last 

two categories. 

 

5.2.2 Real-time scores and animated notation 

As soon as the technology allowed it, the gain of a temporal dimension inside a score 

(i.e., time is not just codified on the x-axis of the paper, but really "passes" and modifies 

what the performer sees) became another way to push notation beyond its "traditional" 

boundaries.  

Essentially, real-time scores make use of some forms of animated notation (i.e., graphic 

animation is implied, producing scrolling, permutation, transformative or generative 

scores) [89]. 

 

30 For the concept of rhizomatic musical notation, see [95]. 
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According to Freeman, real-time scores can be placed "in the context of algorithmic and 

computer-assisted composition and also within the aesthetic framework of open-form 

composition" [90]. Usually, they require a constant sight-reading since the performer can-

not wholly foresee the following musical events. 

For example, Gerhard Winkler's KOMA (1995) makes use of live-generated scores, visu-

alized on a computer, where shapes related to micro-glissandos and dynamics are contin-

ually moving in real-time, according to principles of real-time generation [91].  

 

In Shafer's Terraformation (2017) chords to be performed on a viola are created during 

the performance (following specific rules set by a decisional algorithm) and translated, in 

real-time, into an action-based notation comprising three different layers (common nota-

tion, "fret" notation and two sets of color-gradient notation, see Figure 5.1). 

The Decibel Scoreplayer is a tool for real-time scores, allowing the network-synchronized 

scrolling of graphic scores [92], [93].  

 

Figure 5.1 - Extract from S. Shafer's Terraformation. The color-gradient line on top indicates bow contact po-

sition, "fret" notation indicates fingerings and coloured circles left-hand pressure over the strings. 
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In some cases, it is used for regulating the real-time changing transparency of different 

superimposed images forming a score; such changes in transparency allow the visualiza-

tion of different trajectories/possibilities inside a rhizomatic score (as in Vickery's compo-

sition trash vortex~ [94], [95]). 

Some compositions reveal a strong orientation towards an advanced use of graphics and 

animations, almost transcending the concept of score in favor of the idea of dramaturgy. 

For instance, in P. Turowski's Genni (2018, Figure 5.2), the score may be seen as the stag-

ing of a plot with geometric figures as characters. This piece also shows the expansion of 

animated notation to the third spatial dimension. In the next paragraph, 3-D notation will 

be presented more in detail. 

5.2.3 3-D and VR scores 

The possibility to access the third dimension in image rendering in real-time, made pos-

sible by the increase in processing power of computers and the diffusion of programming 

frameworks for real-time 3-D rendering (as Jitter and Processing) can be considered, in 

the opinion of the author, a real turning point in musical notation. 

Kim-Boyle, in [42], presents two compositions using 3-D notation. In 16:16 for piano, in 

particular, the score is animated and nodes inside 3-D space are mapped to different 

pitches and kinds of piano strings preparation according to position and color. The author 

Figure 7.2 - Screen-capture from P. Turowski's Genni. 
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also proposes the visualization of the 3-D score by using red-cyan glasses; such an adjust-

ment allows a true perspective vision of 3-D notation for more than one person at a time 

without the need of VR setups. 

Another interesting form of 3-D notation, for playing drums, can be found in [96]: the 

score allows the representation of different layers of information about the same drum 

pattern, depending on the point of view on the 3-D structure obtained from pattern anal-

ysis; the author also shows 3-D printed scores obtained by those models. Finally, he intro-

duces the use of VR for immersive visualization of 3-D models. 

The first ideas about musical visualization in VR can be traced back to 2001 [97], with 

the proposition of a virtual representation of musical structures derived from form anal-

ysis in a VR environment; however, only recently some real experiences have being de-

veloped. 

In SpectraScore [98] (Figure 5.3), elements visualized in a 3-D VR environment (rendered 

in real-time) transmit image data to Max/MSP for audio synthesis. Therefore, the sound 

environment changes depending on visual data extracted from the observed objects. 

In A. Brandon's Hidden Motive (2018), a graphic score is generated live by the composer 

(who may also be in another part of the world, sending it through wi-fi) and transmitted 

Figure 5.3 - Screen-capture showing the stereoscopic vision for a session with Spec-

traScore VR (Available: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LK6rQFAmPDE) 
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to a mobile device mounted on a VR headset (Figure 5.4). The score is also mirrored to a 

projector.  

However, the use of VR is not necessarily aimed at visualizing 3D scores. In [P.O.V.] 

(2017) for saxophonist, VR glasses, electronics and video mapping by Oscar Escudero 

Romero, the performer uses VR glasses for visualizing a 2-D scoreplayer and some short 

animations used as markers for some musical details (like repetitions). The use of VR, in 

that case, is necessary because of the particular nature of the piece: lights should be 

turned off in order to deliver good quality projections; this solution lightens up another 

potential use of VR: scores can be visualized even in the absence of light.  

All the experiences above, from graphic to VR scores, extend resources and aims of no-

tation far beyond the Common Western Musical Notation. If a trend can be traced in the 

presented research progress, it consists in a process towards forms of 4-D representation 

(notation in the space-time continuum) and interactivity. Last developments in AR tech-

nology could constitute the most advanced peak in that direction.  

 
Figure 5.4 - Screen-capture from Amy Bandon's Hidden Motive 

5.2.4 Augmented Reality 

Augmented Reality (AR) is a term coined in the 1990s by Tom Caudell [99], for a tech-

nology born in the 1960s ( [2], [99]). AR allows the vision of virtual objects (with a precise 

position in space) superimposed onto the real environment; those "holograms" are made 
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visible through the use of portable devices such as smartphones or tablets (one example 

is the famous Pokèmon Go! developed by Niantic31). In different setups, virtual objects 

are visualized through screens or projectors connected to a computer (as in [100]). The 

use of head-mounted see-through devices (such as HoloLens32) may be referred to AR, 

although it is usually inscribed inside the Mixed Reality (MR)33 field. 

Another essential feature of AR consists in the real-time interaction with those items: 3-

D virtual objects have a precise position in space and can be looked at from different per-

spectives. They can be manipulated, with some limits, according to their shape and posi-

tion in space. 

 

5.2.5 AR and music 

The first experiments in the application of AR to music can be traced back to 2000 with 

the Augmented Groove~ [16]. The study proposed a marker-based34 AR sequencer, where 

different people could insert or remove MIDI tracks by adding or removing cards from a 

table. Users wearing head-mounted displays (not see-through) could see virtual images 

rendered on top of the cards. Similar techniques were used by the same authors in 2001 

[34], 2003 [35] and in 2007 [36] (implementing also voice and gesture recognition for in-

teraction). A similar experience, yet more evolved and expanded to the simultaneous use 

of more than one setup (a sort of orchestra of marker-based AR instruments) can be found 

in [101]. 

 

31 Pokemongo.com. Available: https://www.pokemongo.co 
32 Microsoft, "Microsoft HoloLens". Available: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens 
33 MR is that technology that allows the representation of virtual objects inside the real environ-
ment through the use of specifically designed see-through head-mounted devices. 
34 Marker-based AR renders virtual objects according to image recognition of specific markers. Each 
marker is related to one precise virtual objects. Usually, those markers are drawn on cards and the 
3-D model is rendered on top of them. 
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The literature started to grow especially during the last years, following the increased 

technological possibilities and the continuously spreading interest in the market. Applica-

tions developed so far seem constrained, at least in most of the cases, to the imitation of 

already existing interfaces (as the holographic interface for Behringer DeepMind35) or to 

an aid for improving learning in already existing practices on traditional instruments (e.g., 

[17] and [18] for guitar, [102] and [103] for piano).  

For example, in [18] AR technology was used as a support for studying different songs 

for guitar: virtual fingers were projected on the frets (visualized on a screen connected to 

a computer), in order to indicate positions for specific chords. The virtual fingering posi-

tions were changed according to the exact timing of the selected song. 

Augmented Piano Roll [102] and Pianolens [103] (Figure 5.5) have many similarities. 

While there are some differences in implementation (use of projectors or HoloLens), the 

functioning is almost the same. Some colored blocks, whose width corresponds to the 

keys' one and whose length is proportional to the duration of the note to play, are rolling 

towards the performer. When they come across a specific line (which is the indicator for 

"now"), the pianist has to press the corresponding key and keep it pressed until the end 

of the block. These systems also provide feedback on right and wrong notes and rhythms.  

 

35 “Behringer DeepMind 12 Augmented Reality Launch - Sheffield". Available: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9MTlsA-wi4 

Figure 5.5 - PianoLens demonstration. 
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Other studies have been focusing on the exploration of potentialities for real perfor-

mance. 

An interesting use of virtual objects in AR as control interfaces is explored in [100], de-

scribing an environment where controllers are visualized in the real world through the use 

of projectors. Such interfaces can be used thanks to the spatial tracking provided by the 

use of depth and RGB cameras. 

GLASSTRA [104] allows the conductor of a laptop orchestra to visualize in real-time the 

status of the orchestra on Google Glasses. 

An app created by the media artist Zach Liebermann36 permits the recording of sound 

while generating a 3-D sound-wave representation. Different visual chunks of the virtual 

object are linked to correspondent audio chunks in the recorded sound (hence back-and-

forth movement along the drawing corresponds to back-and-forth playback of the sound 

file). The 3-D virtual representation also becomes a 3-D virtual interface for playing back 

the recording. 

The HoloLens AR interface for Behringer's DeepMind 12 provides AR controllers for the 

synthesizer to be used with bare hands. 

All the experiences above present some form of interactivity and imply mostly real-time 

information delivery. As shown in the next section, LINEAR permits interaction with virtual 

objects, while allowing a new form of notation that it is not conceived as an aid for learn-

ing a previously existing score but as an autonomous musical representation. 

 

 

36 Z. Liebermann, "iOs 11 - AR app - recording sound in space and playing back by moving through 
it," 2017. Available: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ET2CKUqdPCo 
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5.3 LINEAR: framework and artistic implications 

5.3.1 Introduction 

LINEAR is an environment designed for new forms of notation and new interfaces in 

Augmented Reality.  

It is composed of the combination of different devices. Its core consists in an AR app for 

iPhone, developed by the author. It communicates with Max/MSP through OSC (Open 

Sound Control) connection. The iPhone's screen is mirrored to a streaming box connected 

to a projector. A dedicated router allows wi-fi connection between the devices.  

LINEAR is conceived for the development of open forms in an electroacoustic context 

with an open instrumentation. An ensemble using LINEAR should include the following 

figures:  

• one iPhone performer (using the AR app); 

• one laptop player, controlling some parameters and presets of real-time DSP (Dig-

ital Signal Processing); 

• at least one instrumentalist playing an acoustic instrument (with live processing). 

Before presenting functioning and aims of LINEAR, a preliminary technical introduction 

is necessary. 

5.3.2 Technical framework 

The software on iPhone is based on ARKit, the framework released by Apple in 2017 for 

developing Augmented Reality applications on iOs devices.  

The AR technology provided by ARKit consists essentially in rendering virtual objects 

over the rear camera input (thus blending these bodies with the real environment); virtual 

entities have a precise position in space and, at each video frame (the usual frame-rate is 

60 frames per second), they are rendered on the iPhone screen according to the perspec-
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tive of the observer (more specifically, the device calculates its own position and orienta-

tion and therefore derives the observer's perspective). This rendering procedure gives the 

illusion of a precise positioning of virtual projections in 3-D space. Thus, the device's po-

sitional tracking is one of the core features of AR. 

According to the Apple Developer Documentation37, positional tracking (fundamental 

for correct rendering of 3-D images) is performed through a Visual Inertial Odometry (VIO) 

algorithm. It is based on two different data sources: CoreMotion (the Application Pro-

gramming Interface, or API, that delivers combined data coming from gyroscope, meas-

uring orientation, and accelerometer, measuring acceleration) and the iPhone camera. 

Feature points are extracted from visual data contained in each video frame captured by 

the camera; they are compared to the contiguous video frames' feature points for under-

standing spatial movement. At the final stage, feature point analysis is combined with 

CoreMotion data to provide a stable38 (as much as possible) positional tracking.  

Rendering can be performed in three different frameworks: SpriteKit (2-D rendering, not 

suitable for the purposes of LINEAR), SceneKit (3-D rendering), and Metal (3-D custom 

rendering: the most advanced and efficient but requiring low-level programming).  

The AR app for LINEAR is developed in Swift using ARKit and SceneKit. For the purposes 

of this app, one major advantage of SceneKit over Metal lies in the possibility to instanti-

ate an object by coding only its position in space, its shape and its texture. The framework 

automatically handles the rendering pipeline and the use of projection matrices for 

providing a convincing spatial perspective. 

 

37 Apple, "ARKit - Apple Developer". Available: https://developer.apple.com/arkit/ 
38 As better explained in Paragraph 5.4, the functioning of image data analysis is crucial, since the 
positional tracking is not stable in case of environments with scarce visual complexity. 
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The library SwiftOSC by Devin Roth39 is included to handle OSC (Open Sound Control) 

messages. 

 

5.3.3 The AR app on iPhone 

 

Startup 

On start, the app presents the camera view (i.e., the normal input of the device's rear 

camera). The screen orientation is locked on landscape mode. 

A small green sphere is instantiated 50 cm in front of the camera, marking the center of 

the point of view. At each frame, the sphere's position is updated according to the device's 

position and orientation, so that it appears always in the center of the screen (i.e., the 

center of the camera view). 

The app has two main functionalities: 

• Creating virtual objects (divided into four categories) linked to stored information 

(including the name of each object, in order to recall precisely the memorized 

data); 

• Sending to and receiving different sets of messages from Max/MSP via OSC ac-

cording to specific events. 

Creation of virtual objects - first three categories 

Virtual objects are divided into four categories, each one with a different particle sys-

tem40 attached (linked to different colors: yellow, blue, red and dark violet. Figures 5.6 – 

5.7).  

 

39 "devinroth/SwiftOSC". Available: https://github.com/devinroth/SwiftOSC 
40 A particle system (or particle effect) is a graphics effect making use of numerous copies of a small 
virtual object (particle); each particle can have different movements and behavior. However, the 
overall impression gives the idea of a single, lively body. 
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The creation of objects of the first three categories (yellow, blue and red particle effects) 

is enabled when the iPhone performer presses the lower part of the screen. The device 

behaves then like a brush, painting virtual entities in space according to the trajectory 

during the drawing action. The resulting lines are formed by a succession of small, sphere-

like virtual bodies (surrounded by a particle system) aligned along one trajectory. 

The body category is chosen according to the speed of the device (depending on specific 

thresholds). 

Every time a new body is created, the software gives it a name and links it to the desired 

set of information (changes may occur according to different setups and instrumentations 

for different performances). 

When the iPhone performer is not pressing the lower part of the screen, no virtual body 

is created and the application detects collisions41 between the green sphere and the 

painted trajectories. 

 

 

41 Each object has a "physics body", used for detecting virtual collisions, attached to it. Every time 
the green sphere marking the point of view collides with one virtual object, the data linked to that 
object are sent to Max/MSP. 

Figure 5.6 - Screen-capture of the iPhone screen running the AR app for LINEAR. One 

possible graphic result. 
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Creation of virtual objects - fourth category 

The objects of the fourth category (dark violet) are generated according to OSC mes-

sages received from a Max/MSP patch running on a laptop. Those OSC messages contain 

the 3D coordinates of the position of the object to be instantiated; those coordinates are 

derived from a set of three sound descriptors (e.g., spectral centroid, spectral spread, 

spectral magnitude) referred to the analysis of the input signal of the Max/MSP patch; the 

sound produced by one or more instrumentalists participating to the performance is the 

audio input. The bodies of this category are not generated continuously; their instantia-

tion is triggered by an envelope follower. Additionally, the laptop player can activate/de-

activate this functionality. 

The iPhone performer can delete every object created in the scene by tapping the high-

est portion of the screen. All the virtual objects are released from memory, particle sys-

tems associated disappear and the data related to the previously created virtual bodies 

are reinitialized. This function makes it possible to draw new sets of trajectories without 

preserving the old ones. Such processes are similar to the starting point of a new section 

in a composition using traditional notation. 
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VR mode 

The laptop player can trigger a VR mode, excluding the rendering of the camera input 

and leaving only the virtual bodies. The background can be in any color chosen by the 

laptop player. This functionality can be used freely throughout the performance. During 

the VR mode the positional tracking is still functioning, allowing a correct visualization of 

virtual bodies according to different perspectives. 

OSC communication with Max/MSP 

Information exchanged via OSC is of three kinds: 

• data related to virtual objects, sent from the iPhone when bodies are instantiated 

or whenever a collision between the green sphere and a virtual body is detected; 

• speed data sent out at each video frame; 

• data related to sound descriptors applied to the input of the Max/MSP patch 

(acoustic instruments), sent from the laptop to the iPhone. 

 

 

Figure 5.7- The combination of Figure 5.6 in VR mode. 
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Production of sound in Max/MSP 

Data sent from the iPhone on body collisions are used to play single samples from dif-

ferent libraries (linked respectively to the first three categories). Objects of the  

Figure 5.8 - Rehearsal (F. Teopini iPhone, L. Y. W. Angus flute). 

Figure 5.9 - Max/MSP Patch for the laptop player LINEAR (may change for different 

performances and setups). 
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fourth category (violet) are linked to the sound they are generated by (the input from 

acoustic instruments analyzed and sent to the iPhone). Each body, once created, is related 

to a single sample; therefore, each trajectory drawn by the iPhone performer has a precise 

sounding identity and can be played in every direction (depending on how the point of 

view is moved: backward, forward, in small chunks). Objects of the fourth category are 

discrete points in space (they are tendentially not positioned along trajectories). They 

break the general continuity of the notation. 

The iPhone performer can walk around or across virtual bodies, thus changing the per-

spective on (and somehow reshaping) the AR interface and the sounding gestures.  

The Max/MSP patch also provides live DSP for all the instruments involved in a perfor-

mance42. Speed data are sent at each video frame from the iPhone to Max/MSP and used 

to regulate different parameters (such as loudness, DSP presets or parameters' values).  

 

5.3.3 The laptop player 

This performer handles volumes, presets, overall balance and spatialization. Addition-

ally, he/she can also choose what the iPhone speed is going to control. 

As explained before, Max/MSP sends messages to the iPhone app, in order to create 

virtual objects according to sound descriptors. This functionality is triggered by the laptop 

player and can be interrupted by him/her at any moment. 

Figure 5.9 shows the UI (User Interface) used by the laptop player for a performance 

including electric guitar and cello. 

Techniques and layout may vary depending on the context. 

 

 

42 The Max/MSP patch is modular and allows fast implementation of different techniques accord-
ing to the needs of different performances. 
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5.3.4 The perspective of the iPhone performer: graphic gestural 3D notation and 

virtual tangible scores 

The iPhone performer creates the highest number of virtual sounding bodies during a 

performance, each with a precise placement in space and each linked to a precise sound 

sample. Consequently, a specific result derives from a specific movement, and that move-

ment is represented by a specific trajectory drawn thanks to the created virtual bodies.  

The notation indicates a precise gestural behavior for the iPhone performer: it describes 

what gesture he/she has to perform in order to obtain a specific result. However, the 

notation is conceived to leave some decisional freedom to the interpreter, as it does not 

indicate how fast or how continuously the trajectory should be followed. Furthermore, 

the performer's movements are not necessarily constrained to the painted lines. 

3-D drawings are, at the same time, a control interface for sample libraries. The "physi-

cal" interaction between the green sphere marking the center of the point of view and 

the other virtual bodies generates sounds (through the Max/MSP patch). In short, from 

the perspective of the iPhone performer, virtual bodies have two different functions: they 

bring information about movements for generating sound and they are the "generators" 

of that sound.  

Such a co-presence of notation and sound generator/control interface in the same vir-

tual objects, induces us to consider the existence of a new typology of scores which could 

be called (quite oxymoronically) virtual tangible scores, as a particular case of tangible 

scores (defined as "graphical scores […] physically incorporated in the form of the instru-

ment" [105]). 
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5.3.5 The perspective of the other players 

Graphic animated notation 

The other players (laptop performer and instrumentalists) cannot interpret the drawings 

the same way as the iPhone performer does. They cannot interact directly with virtual 

objects.  

For them, those trajectories are part of a real-time animated\footnote43 score that does 

not have immediate gestural implications. 

The score they read is intended as a means to convey creative energies during the per-

formance. As Fischer writes:  

 "An animated notation is an invitation for composers and performers to start their 

own so-called mapping process. They need to connect or map visual attributes 

with sonic attributes. In staff notation the mapping by composer and performer 

are basically congruent. In animated notation the mapping process is done indi-

vidually, first by the composer and then by the performer." [106], p. 35. 

 

 

43 The animation derives from the continuous movements of the iPhone performer, who is con-
stantly changing the perspective on the AR shapes. 

Figure 5.10  - P. Pakiela reading the graphic notation from the projected image. 
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Such a continuous re-mapping process implies a particular form of creativity that other 

types of notation intrinsically exclude (e.g., Common Western Notation). The score is not 

written once and fixed. This kind of notation, derived from graphic scores developed since 

the 1950s, redefines the idea of composition in terms of continuous creative effort ex-

ploited by a group of performers; in LINEAR, in particular, the group operates exclusively 

in an in-time dimension, excluding any out-of-time structural planning44. 

Codification strategies applied so far by the author of this article require the iden-

tification of different body categories (particle system colors) with generic sound 

qualities (e.g., yellow = moaning sounds, red = inharmonic-distorted sounds, blue 

= lively high-pitched sounds, violet = static-low sounds). Instrumental techniques 

used for the realization of the score are discussed before rehearsal or performance, 

but there is no pre-decided path to follow. Performers are asked to "read" a single 

trajectory until they reach a point of conjunction with other trajectories. At that 

point, they can jump to another tone.  

The definition of more refined strategies for the interpretation of the animated score is 

an open process: the interaction between the iPhone player and the score creates a high 

number of unpredictable situations, hard to codify in advance. However, some guidelines 

seem to emerge. The possibility of a change in perspective performed by the iPhone 

player is probably the most powerful resource: getting closer to (thus zooming-in on) a 

specific point inside a trajectory has wide repercussions. For instance, getting extremely 

close to one virtual body would fill the entire screen with the color and particle effect of 

that body, thus creating a sense of totality of the sound quality related to it. It is also 

 

44 Though with a strong simplification, the idea of the in-time/out-of-time dichotomy is derived 
from Xenakis [112]. 
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instinctively translated into a ff (at least, according to the performers that played in LIN-

EAR). On the contrary, finding a point of view that excludes almost every virtual object, 

except for some small, far bodies, could be interpreted as a perforated and quiet sound 

texture.  

Notational feedback 

The instrumentalists and the laptop player can partially modify the score. 

The laptop player can trigger the VR mode: when it is active, the real environment is not 

rendered and is substituted by a plain color background. In this case, performers can con-

centrate only on the virtual score. According to the performers the author worked with, 

this functionality somehow changes the re-mapping process and, in general, makes it eas-

ier for the players to concentrate only on the score reading. However, the AR mode is 

considered the main one. Motivations for this are presented in 3.8. 

Another functionality is triggered by the laptop player: the creation of virtual bodies of 

the fourth category. 

When instrumentalists play (interpreting the notation on screen), they generate nota-

tion (and virtual interfaces), as virtual bodies are instantiated according to sound analysis. 

Such a process produces a phenomenon that could be called notational feedback: the 

notation is created as an effect of its interpretation. The concept of notation can be 

pushed to some unknown boundaries, where the ideas of authorship, composer, form 

and improvisation can be seen under a new, slightly different light. 

5.3.6 Compositional ecosystem 

Going back to the definition of animated score by Fischer, we can suggest that, in LIN-

EAR, AR scores go somehow a step beyond. The process of mapping is not done "first by 

the composer and then by the performer". It is rather re-constructed in real-time by the 

whole ecosystem formed by all the performers. The role of the "composer" is limited to 
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the predisposition of the conditions for the ecosystem to be formed (software develop-

ment, proposition of strategies). Beyond that, the notation and the details of formal de-

velopment are completely in the hand of the real-time performing ecosystem. 

There is an internal hierarchy, with the iPhone player on top (considering the privileged 

relationship with the score). To some extent, an AR drawing may be assimilated to a for-

mal section (or to the whole piece) in a commonly notated composition: the "main idea" 

is the entire virtual painting, and the development lies in the different perspectives one 

can obtain (zoom-in, zoom-out, rotation, exclusion from the field of view, etc.).  

5.3.7 Relation of the score with the audience and with the environment. 

The essential feature of AR consists in blending the real environment with digitally ren-

dered objects.  

The presence of an object in the real space clarifies its spatial existence and dimension 

(this is especially important if we recall the idea of virtual tangible scores presented in 

3.5).  

The interaction with the real environment brings the score itself inside the space of the 

performance. The score has a 3-D inclusive nature (it can potentially include the entire 

venue of the performance). The audience is, in some way, part of the whole process of 

creation and can be surrounded by those virtual objects. 

Figure 5.11 - A performance (Liverpool, FACT 3). 
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Essentially, the projected score also acts as a visual part of a multimedia performance. 

While the VR mode presents only the score itself, AR also provides a perspective on venue 

and spectators. For this reason, the AR mode is considered the main one. 

 

5.4 Issues and Limitations 

In its current form, LINEAR shows some limitations, ranging from the still preliminary 

stage of artistic development to the imperfections in positional tracking. 

Regarding the latter issue, as explained in 3.2, ARKit makes use of feature points for 

performing its VIO algorithm. The absence of visual cues in the image detected by the 

camera will result in poor positional tracking. In worst cases, virtual objects move ran-

domly around the scene. 

Main causes for poor tracking are recognized as being bad light conditions and reduced 

visual complexity in the scene (therefore, lack of feature points)45. 

Fast movements and sudden changes in the camera view easily lead to tracking issues 

(feature points must be compared between consecutive frames), reducing the iPhone 

performer's freedom of movement; at the current stage of development, the use of AR 

trajectories as choreographic indications, though promising, is not completely viable and 

presents risks for the stability of positional tracking.  

Another problem is distance estimation. As [74]shows, users tend to underestimate dis-

tances, with obvious limitations to the flexibility and precision of interactions with virtual 

entities. Among many technical solutions, only shadows projected on the floor have a 

positive impact on distance estimation. At the current stage, downcast shadows are not 

implemented in LINEAR. 

 

45 Apple, "Introducing ARKit: Augmented Reality for iOS - WWDC 2017 - Videos - Apple Developer". 
Available: https://developer.apple.com/videos/play/wwdc2017/602 
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Even if the camera input is rendered on the screen, the device does not understand how 

the surrounding space is shaped, i.e., it does not understand depth data in the image. 

Therefore, the interaction of virtual and real world is still limited. For instance, virtual en-

tities positioned behind a real object would not be hidden, as it would happen in reality 

(phenomenon called occlusion). 

The possible notational solutions are currently constrained to only four body categories, 

each one emitting a particle effect. Even if an infinite number of different trajectories can 

be created, the look of a single virtual body or of a body category cannot change over 

time. The use of a VR mode makes the notational process more dynamical but does not 

overcome all the limitations. 

There is also an intrinsic (and wanted) constraint: the system is not meant to create 

fixed, pre-composed AR scores. The author is currently working on another project aimed 

at filling this gap. 

5.5 Conclusions and future work 

The current state of AR technology permits the exploration of unprecedented possibili-

ties in musical notation and performance. While the technology itself existed for 50 years, 

only recently it has reached a level of flexibility and precision allowing a relative ease of 

implementation. 

In this study, the author has presented a possible use of AR in LINEAR, where the OSC 

connection between an iPhone app, a Max/MSP patch and a streaming box produces an 

environment usable for performances based on live-generated animated scores and vir-

tual interfaces. Its use sheds light on some concepts that have not been fully explored yet: 

• virtual tangible scores (the iPhone performer plays virtual trajectories, i.e. the no-

tation itself); 
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• notational feedback (some virtual bodies are created according to the analysis of 

the acoustic instruments' sounds; i.e., the notation is created by itself, as an effect 

of its reading); 

• compositional ecosystem (all the performers have a direct influence on the nota-

tion and how it is interpreted). 

In future works, notational process and performance strategies can undergo considera-

ble improvements, especially with the design of a more complete and complex set of pos-

sibilities. Enhancements would include techniques of image processing for the camera in-

put, such as distortion, frame differencing, tessellation as well as dynamic change of the 

visual features of virtual body categories throughout one performance. 

The integration with different sensors could further expand the application functionali-

ties. Major improvements in world tracking could be accomplished using 3-D ambient 

scanning sensors (as the Structure Sensor46. This implementation would allow a higher 

freedom in movement for the iPhone player (better positional tracking) and a better qual-

ity in the interaction between virtual and physical world. Introducing the use of a headset 

for mobile devices (Bridge47 by Occipital for Apple devices) could also bring to a higher 

level of immersion for the iPhone performer and to a different approach with notation 

and perspective changes. The idea of virtual tangible scores suggests the use of haptic 

devices in order to give the feeling of touch with virtual structures.  

The continuous contact with performers (aimed at identifying limitations and at improv-

ing artistic and technical aspects of the system) is, and will be, an essential part of this 

research. 

  

 

46 Occipital. "Structure Sensor - 3D scanning, augmented reality, and more for mobile devices". 
Available: https://structure.io}). 
47 "Bridge - Mixed Reality and Positional Tracking VR Headset for iPhone and iOS". [Online]. Avail-
able: https://bridge.occipital.com/ 
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6. Paper 5 – Composition as an embodied act: a framework for 

the creation of Augmented Reality action scores  

Accepted for publication in TENOR 2020 conference proceedings 

Abstract 

In a context where Augmented Reality (AR) is rapidly spreading out as one of the most 

promising technologies, there is a great potential for applications addressing musical prac-

tices. In this paper is presented the development of a framework for creating AR gesture-

based scores in the context of experimental instrumental composition. The notation sys-

tem is made possible by GesturAR, an Augmented Reality software developed by the au-

thor: it allows one to draw trajectories of gestures directly on the real vibrating body. 

Those trajectories are visualized as lines moving in real-time with a predetermined speed. 

The user can also create an AR score (a sequence of trajectories) by arranging miniaturized 

trajectories representations on a timeline. The timeline is then processed and a set of 

events is created. This application paves the way to a new kind of notation: embodied 

interactive notation, characterized by a mimetic 4D representation of gesture, where the 

act of notation (performed by the composer during the compositional process) corre-

sponds to the notated act (i.e., the action the interpreter is meant to produce during the 

performance). 

6.1 Introduction and background 

GesturAR is an application that allows to create, store, recall and organize trajectories 

in 4D space and time created from performance gestures detected through motion cap-

ture equipment. It is the first step towards the exploration of a new concept of musical 

notation: embodied interactive notation, where the act of notating (realized as a physical 
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gesture in 3D space) corresponds to the notated act (the gesture that is meant to be per-

formed) and the transition from the moment of notation (by the composer) to the mo-

ment of interpretation (by the performer) is mediated through an AR system (see section 

6.3).  

This project relies on a background mainly including gesture-based notation, live nota-

tion and 3D/AR/VR forms of notation. 

6.1.1 Extended techniques and gesture-based notation 

Lachenmann's Gran Torso (1971, Figure 6.1), presents graphic elements along with 

freely arranged derivations of CMN (Common Music Notation). In the example in Figure 

6.1, it is possible to notice the use of the typical clef representing the string's body and 

lines indicating the bow position. More importantly, in the first bar of the first violinist 

appear two shapes with an arrowhead, indicating form and direction of two different 

movements (to be performed together). In this score, as in numerous other that deal with 

some forms of gesture-based notation, the performative act that generates the sound is 

a compositional resource and part of the musical form. At the same time, the possibility 

to compose the gesture (alongside the sound) allows composers to create a brand-new 

set of timbral resources that were unthinkable and unreachable inside the frame of tradi-

tional instrumental techniques. 

Figure 6.1 - Lachenmann's Gran Torso, bars 95-97. 
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6.1.2 Real-time scores 

With the increasing processing power of computing devices it has become possible to 

add one extra temporal dimension to scores, i.e., time “passes”, modifying the score itself. 

Real-time scores (typically scores visualised on a screen) make use of some forms of ani-

mated notation. As they are essentially represented on screens, they can also be called 

screen scores and categorized as scrolling, permutative (elements of the score are moved, 

copied or cancelled in real-time), transformative (elements of the score are transformed 

in real-time) or generative scores (an algorithm generates in real-time the notation or 

parts of it) [89].  

Such scores need specific pieces of software for being visualized (and are embedded in 

the software). For example, the Decibel Scoreplayer is a tool developed specifically for 

real-time scores synchronized over a network [94], [107]). It can be used for scrolling 

scores, or for changing transparency of layers of superimposed static images (as in Vick-

ery’s composition trash vortex [95]) are revealed by such changes in transparency. 

Advanced use of graphics and animations can be found in more recent scores, some-

times more focused on some idea of dramaturgy than on notation itself, projected to-

wards film-making and gamification. P. Turowski's Genni (2018), is the staging in a 3D en-

vironment of a story where the characters are geometric figures. The score has to be in-

terpreted by the performers as a form of graphic notation. 

6.1.2 3D, VR and AR scores 

Technical developments during the last decade allowed the utilization of the three spa-

tial dimensions in real-time rendering, thus fostering the idea of 3D musical notation, as 

in [42]. In Kim-Boyle's 64x4x4 (Figure 6.2) for string quartet, for instance, the score is ani-

mated and nodes inside a 3D space are mapped to different pitches and playing tech-

niques. For example, “colored nodes […] represent various natural harmonics. The nodes 
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are connected by a series of thin lines the color of which denote the strings on which the 

harmonics are to be performed”[108].  

More recently, VR and AR applications started being developed. The concept of immer-

sive score is presented in [108]. The 3D score 5x3x3 (2016), for any three pitched instru-

ments, is translated, in room-scale size, into an AR environment. The score becomes a 

virtual structure superimposed to the real world. It can be visualized by performers wear-

ing Hololens 1. 

In Escudero's [P.O.V.] (2017) for saxophonist, VR glasses, electronics and projected 

video, the performer sees, in a VR environment, a 2D score and some short animations 

used as markers for some musical details, such as repetitions. Projections require lights 

to be turned off; the VR environment reproduces a score in the absence of physical light. 

In A. Brandon's Hidden Motive (2018), a graphic score is generated live by the composer 

and transmitted to a mobile device mounted on a VR/AR headset through wi-fi. The score 

is also mirrored to a projector.  

Figure 6.1 - Kim-Boyle's \textit{64x4x4} string quartet. 
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LINEAR [87], in Figure 6.3, constitutes one of the first experiments making use of AR as 

a resource for live-generated notation and musical performance in the context of improv-

isation. The application allows one to draw perdurable gestures in the air. Those gestures, 

represented as virtual strokes formed by numerous virtual bodies, are linked to specific 

sounds. In order to produce some sound, the performer is required to draw and then in-

teract with those virtual objects. Thus, virtual trajectories are both notation (as they indi-

cate the gesture to perform) and control interface (as they can be used for producing 

sound).  

Other forms of AR music notation have been experimented in the field of music educa-

tion. Piano learning is by far the most explored topic, presenting already a high number 

of studies (e.g. [28], [29], [109]). Experimentations also exist for guitar (e.g. [18], [19]), 

violin or viola [21], [22] } and non-western instruments (e.g. [23], [24]). In a good number 

of researches on AR-based music education it is possible to find: 

• the use of some form of indication of position in 3D space (where to perform an 

action); 

• the notation of event's timing is not in space (e.g., on 2D paper or screen) but over 

time (i.e. events are notated when they are meant to happen and their duration 

is indicated through visual cues that last as long as the event they are referred to). 

Figure 6.2 Rehearsal using LINEAR. 
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The piano roll (often used in AR piano education) is a good example: AR colored blocks 

come towards the performer in correspondence of specific piano keys (indication of posi-

tion). As long as a block is “in contact” with the respective key, the player has to keep that 

key lowered (indication of time over time). Notwithstanding the interest of some solu-

tions, notation in music education is usually adopted for teaching simple compositions 

selected from the traditional repertoire (compositions are notated in CMN in their original 

form) for beginners or amateurs. Evaluations in the studies show an increase in precision 

by using AR, a higher motivation and a lowered barrier of entry for beginners. 

All the experiences above, from graphic scores to AR notation, extend resources and 

aims of the notation far beyond the CMN. It is possible to individuate a process towards 

the expansion of notation from the 2-dimensionality of paper towards the (interactive) 

space-time continuum. AR technology has the potential to further enhance these possi-

bilities. 

6.2 GESTURAR 

GesturAR represents a first step towards the exploration of a new notational concept 

made possible by the recent developments of AR: the creation of 3D gesture-based action 

score (or interactive embodied notation, see section 3). The concept behind it is that, by 

notating quite exactly a movement in 4D space and time (as a trajectory), new aesthetical 

and experimental possibilities might arise. Current notational solutions for extended tech-

niques are, in numerous cases, complete as they are: in fact, indeterminacy in the identi-

fication of the precise action to perform (almost intrinsic in prescriptive notation) leaves 

room for the interpreter to establish, within certain limits, an own relationship with the 

instrument and with the notation. However, the new and basically unexplored possibili-
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ties of AR for gesture-based notation present a promising perspective in which prescrip-

tive notation reaches a high degree of predictability in terms of gesture and sound result, 

especially where complex actions, difficult to notate on paper, come into play.  

GesturAR allows one to draw, store and play back trajectories of gestures (with the 

sound they produce) performed on a vibrating surface. Those trajectories are recorded 

with the original speed and internal articulation of the gesture and will maintain the exact 

temporal proportions when played back. For example, let’s consider a setup formed by a 

tam-tam and two spherical magnets (one per side of the tam-tam, held together across 

the instrument’s body by the magnetic force). By moving the magnets on the surface, the 

timbre of the instrument is changed according to the position of the magnet and the per-

ceived pitch(es) (if any) will be shifted downwards or upwards. The system provides indi-

cation about the position of those magnets in time (therefore about the result, which is 

unique given a specific instrument and a specific position) directly on the instrument itself.  

The visual representation of gesture shown directly on the vibrating body could provide 

a new, intuitive framework for writing, rehearsing and performing some specific sets of 

extended techniques. From the performer’s point of view, it is possible to follow the tra-

jectories in real-time on the instrument instead of learning, from a paper score, the pre-

cise gesture, its timing and its approximate timbral result. From the composer's point of 

view, the notational process allows a direct and intuitive way of storing and retrieving 

information about the wanted gesture and, at the same time, the intended sound result.  
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6.2.1 Technical framework 

The framework is composed of: 

• software developed in Unity3D/C\#, used for motion capture, data processing 

(headset and trackers position and orientation) and graphics rendering; con-

nected through OSC protocol to: 

• Max/MSP patch handling audio processing and playing sound files; 

• 1 non-see-through device48; 

• 1 motion capture tracker49; 

• 1 hand tracking device50; 

• 1 contact microphone. 

 

48 HTC Vive Pro headset. 
49 HTC Vive Tracker. 
50 LeapMotion, device for skeletal hand-tracking, providing position and orientation for each 
knuckle, the palm and the wrist. 

 

Figure 6.3 - A magnet moved on a tam-tam. The second magnet is in the back of the instrument. 
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6.2.2 Functions 

Recording trajectories 

The system makes use of LeapMotion for detecting the fingers' position at each video 

frame. The detection is performed using the LeapMotion plugin for Unity. There is also 

a sound processing unit (in Max/MSP) used for detecting when the instrument is 

played. The position of the instrument (tam-tam, in this case) in space is detected 

by using a Vive Tracker. This way, the user does not need to manually set the po-

sition of the instrument after every reboot of the software. 

In GesturAR, a User Interface (UI) is created around the instrument. It can be used for 

triggering different functions: Start Recording, Stop Recording, Cancel, Save, Load, Write 

Score, Process Score. The interaction with virtual buttons is enabled by the hands' position 

detection provided by the LeapMotion. The hands have virtual colliders attached to them, 

used for detecting collisions with virtual objects. 

When the user's hand collides with the Start Recording button, the system waits for 

the user to start playing (by using an envelope follower implemented in Max/MSP, see 

Figure 6.4 - When the recording is activated and the instrument is played, the software starts recording the 

position of the fingertip frame by frame. 
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2.2.4) Then it starts recording the position of the left index finger-tip at each frame (Fig-

ure 6.5) and creates a trajectory out of it. When the user stops playing (according to the 

envelope follower), the system stops recording the position. 

If the user hits Save, the system stores the trajectory as a .json file and saves it for later 

use. The trajectory can be played back by reading consequent positional data in the .json 

file in consequent video frames. By interacting with the Cancel button, the user can erase 

the last recorded trajectory.  

Loading trajectories 

After the user presses the Load button, an additional part of the UI is rendered near to 

the instrument, presenting all the trajectories already stored in the system. Each of them 

is represented as a miniaturised collection of spheres (one per sampling point) inscribed 

inside a red blocks. 

The user can select one trajectory by interacting with the relative blocks (Figure 6.6). 

The selected trajectory is then rendered on the instrument, in full scale (Figure 6.7). The 

original gesture can be played back as a line that moves from one sampling point to the 

next, preserving the original speed of the gesture (Figure 6.8). 
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Figure 6.6 - The user can select different pre-stored trajectories by "pressing" with the hand the red square containing its 

miniaturized shape. 

Figure 6.7 - The selected trajectory is rendered over the real instrument as a collection of spheres, indicating the sam-

pling points in space. 

Figure 6.5 - Trajectory playback. 
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Creating the score 

By selecting Write Score, a timeline (a transparent white rectangle) is activated (Figure 

6.9). The user will have the possibility to select trajectories from a menu (still in miniatur-

ized form inside red blocks). When a trajectory is selected, a copy of it is created inside 

the timeline. By using a grab gesture51, the user can move trajectories inside the timeline. 

At the current stage of development, only one trajectory at a time is possible. Inside the 

timeline, durations are proportionally represented. The length of blocks is proportional to 

the duration of each gesture and the space between different gestures is proportional to 

the duration of the silence (i.e., no gesture rendered on the instrument) between consec-

utive gestures.  

Once the timeline has been arranged, the user can press the Process button and the AR 

action score will be created and played back. 

 

 

51 An interaction gesture consisting in closing the fist and moving it. This gesture is typically used 
in AR/VR for moving virtual objects. 

Figure 6.7 - The user positioning trajectories on the timeline. 
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The score consists of a series of lines drawn on the instrument, representing the gestures 

in the given order on the timeline, with their original speed and with rests between ges-

tures having a duration proportional to the space between consecutive red blocks. 

Max/MSP 

 
The Max/MSP patch has two functionalities: 

• understanding when the instrument is played for triggering the recording inside 

the AR software; 

• storing and recalling the recorded sound linked to each trajectory. 

The first function is accomplished by using an envelope following algorithm based on 

spectral magnitude values, averaged over 10 consecutive audio frames. When the values 

pass the minimal threshold, a start message is sent through OSC (Open Sound Control) to 

the AR software, that starts recording the trajectory. When the values fall back under the 

threshold, a stop message is sent to the AR software. 

The second function is accomplished by storing the sound produced by each trajectory 

inside a buffer. If the user decides to save the trajectory (inside the AR software) a save 

message is sent through OSC from the AR software to Max/MSP and the content of the 

buffer is saved to a sound file.  

When a trajectory in the AR software is selected and played back, a play message is sent 

from the AR software to Max/MSP and the file associated to the trajectory is played back.  

6.3 Embodied Interactive Notation 

GesturAR represents the first exploration into a new type of notation that could be 

called embodied interactive notation: the notation is created as a direct consequence of 

an embodied act (detected through sensors) and is a 4D representation in space and time 

of the original gesture, in the form of a trajectory or some other kind of spatial marking. 
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The gesture that creates the notation and the notated act coincide, as the notational mo-

ment is also a performative one (the notation is generated as a consequence of a gesture 

that produces sound). Following from this description, an AR representation of gesture in 

space has a two-folded interpretation: from one point of view, it is, as said, a new type of 

musical notation, with specific possibilities and affordances, still largely unexplored. On 

the other side, it has a very specific technical profile, as it allows a precise representation 

of trajectory and timing of complex gestures, in a way that is precluded to notation on 

paper.  

This particular form of notation implies a particular relationship between composer and 

interpreter: the notation keeps trace of the performative moment from which it was gen-

erated. For notating, the composer has to be a performer. For interpreting, the performer 

has to redo what the composer did in the moment of creation.  

Embodied interactive notation, as realised in GesturAR, also implies a particular ap-

proach to rhythm. Musical time is not notated in a proportional or symbolic way. The 

system is not meant to represent a precise rhythm subdivided in discrete values of dura-

tion (as it happens, for example, with quavers and semiquavers in CMN). In fact, while in 

the usual practice rhythm is notated in space (e.g., on paper or on a screen), GesturAR 

notates time over time: information about starting moment and duration of events is pro-

vided in the moment in which the event is meant to happen and as long as the event is 

meant to last. Such a relationship with time is quite intrinsic in AR forms of notation, as 

shown in numerous research papers on music education that make use of some real-time 

positional indication (e.g., the piano roll described in 1.3). The notation in GesturAR can 

portray the inner articulation of different velocities inside a gesture: typically, a complex 

gesture does not have an even speed for its all duration but is characterised by an alter-

nation of different velocities. This particular approach to musical time could be called con-

tinuous rhythm, as opposed to discrete rhythm (the one indicated by noteheads). 
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GesturAR also presents an embodied approach to the construction of the musical form. 

The disposition of gestures on the timeline, as a result of a bodily physical motion, poses 

an interesting perspective, although, at the current stage of development, the solutions 

offered are too limited (see next section). 

6.4 Limits and future work 

The technical quality for motion capture and rendering constitutes one of the limitations 

of the current version of GesturAR. The precision allowed by the use of LeapMotion is 

barely satisfying. The device has been designed to detect bare hands or hands while hold-

ing a pen or an object with similar shape. When the finger is pressing against the instru-

ment (tam-tam, in this case), positional errors arise (trajectories tend to be subjected to 

random deviations from the original gesture). Another limit in the use of LeapMotion con-

sists in the need to always keep the hands in the limited Field of View (FOV) of the sensor 

(150 x 135 degrees). This limitation might be solved through the use of motion capture 

gloves (not using magnetometers) or similar equipment. The quality of rendering is lim-

ited by the low resolution of the front facing cameras mounted on the Vive (420p). Further 

enhancements would include the use of a third-party front facing stereo VR camera (such 

as Stereolab's ZED Mini) or the adoption of a see-through device, such as Microsoft's Ho-

loLens 2. However, in this case, the limited FOV (43 x 29 degrees) might make the device 

unsuitable for this specific application. Other see-through devices have a similar or smaller 

FOV. 

Although the representation of trajectories can precisely resemble speed and position 

over time of the original gesture, the interpreter cannot follow said trajectory as soon as 

it appears, due to the physiological reaction time. Instead, the performer would wait until 

a part of the trajectory has been shown before starting his/her own movement. There-

fore, the notation would be followed with some degree of approximation. This fact is not 
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necessarily a limit, as it is due to biological factors and should be perceived as a charac-

teristic rather than a shortcoming. 

Drawbacks can be found in the compositional dimension of GesturAR. The system so far 

allows the construction of very simple musical forms with no possibility of overlapping or 

superimposing gestures. The long-range temporal organization is left to an approximate 

perception of distance between blocks on the timeline, with no system for accurately 

structuring the occurrence of events. The current version of GesturAR does not allow the 

indication of dynamics, although the speed of the gesture itself might be considered, in 

some circumstances, as a dynamic mark. The notation can only work on instruments that 

have a surface to play on, like tam-tam, drums, piano strings. Such a form of notation 

could not be used for instruments such as woodwinds or brasses. 

At the current stage, an evaluation experiment has yet to be realized. In order to assess 

the actual usefulness of the system, different parameters should be evaluated, with per-

formers, composers and non-musicians as participants to the experiment(s). The main as-

pects to evaluate would be: time effectiveness of the system (both for composing and 

learning a piece), accuracy of the performance (comparing an AR system with a normally 

written score) and perceived usefulness. 

6.5 Conclusions 

This paper is about GesturAR, a system for the real-time notation of gesture and em-

bodied composition in AR. The concept of embodied interactive notation has also been 

presented. 

GesturAR allows the composer/performer to record trajectories in 4D space and time 

through the use of motion capture and AR equipment. Such gestures are intended to be 

performed on the surface of an instrument (for example, a tam-tam, as described in this 

research) as a collection of sampling points in space (3D cartesian coordinates and time 
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values). By using a virtual UI, each saved trajectory is stored in memory and can be re-

called, selected and played back (with a line moving from one sampling point to the next) 

on the instrument’s surface. Trajectories can be adjusted on an AR timeline by using bare 

hands gestures. Once the timeline is processed, the time of occurrence of events is calcu-

lated proportionally (the red blocks' length is proportional to the duration of the gesture 

and the silence is calculated proportionally to the distance between blocks). 

The concept of embodied interactive notation has been proposed, defined as that form 

of notation that is created as a consequence of a gesture (detected through sensors) and 

that is a precise representation of that gesture in space and time, displayed as a trajectory 

or some other form of AR mark. Composer and performer experience the same performa-

tive dimension, although at different times and with different aims. In this context, the 

representation of rhythm shows a particular trait. In fact, this form of notation is not suit-

able for the indication of discrete time values (such as quaver or semiquaver) or different 

time proportions (still conceptually affine to the concept of subdivision of a longer dura-

tion value into shorter ones). Instead, it is the vehicle of a continuous representation of 

rhythm, where time proportions are represented over time and as different speeds inside 

a single gesture. 

Limitations can be found in the robustness of the hand-tracking system making use of 

LeapMotion and in its compositional usability. Future developments of the research will 

include the use of motion capture gloves for reaching more reliable space sampling and 

capture data, the design of an evaluation experiment and improvements in the function-

alities, such as the possibility of superimposition of different gestures. 
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7. Paper 6 - Action scores and gesture-based notation in Aug-

mented Reality 

Accepted for publication in SMC 2020 conference proceedings 

Abstract 

Augmented Reality is becoming, year by year, an established and well-known techno-

logical resource. Experimentations and innovative applications are produced in different 

areas. In music, there already is some use of such a technology in the fields of education 

and performance. However, the use of AR features and particular aspects as composi-

tional resources has yet to be deeply explored and leaves room for innovative research. 

In particular, the possibility of notating the gesture in space, instead of on paper or screen, 

has been only superficially explored. The presented research focuses on the development 

of a new notational system for gestures addressed to the prescriptive representation of a 

specific set of extended techniques requiring a direct contact between the hands of, or 

tools held by, the performer and the vibrating body.  

Such a system has been implemented in the composition Portale, for small tam-tam, AR 

environment and live-electronics. 

7.1 Introduction and background 

The notation of gesture for music scores has been at the center of numerous experi-

mentations at least in the past 60 years. The need to expand the Common Music Notation 

(CMN) system derived from an enlarged aesthetic panorama which, in many circum-

stances, was taking into account sounds and performing techniques that had not been 

considered and included in the standard practices of music. The notation of gesture is 

often connected to the notion of prescriptive notation (indication of the action) as op-

posed to descriptive notation (description of the result).  
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7.1.1 Action scores 

In Lachenmann's action scores, “…the score is notated as a series of actions without 

determining their precise pitch content or even their precise sounding result”[45]. In 

other words, it implies a notation of gesture which leaves room for some unpredictability 

in the sonic outcome. The panorama is extremely vast and varied and it is impossible to 

provide a satisfying background in this paper. Three examples from three different au-

thors will be provided. 

Figure 7.1 shows the beginning of Lachenmann's Guero (1969), where the pianist plays 

the keys themselves (as the emitter of the sound), with no action on the strings. The clefs 

report the whole keyboard extension (almost as a simplified geography of the instrument) 

and the score is based on gestural information (e.g., white squares correspond to the 

white keys played with finger’s nails) and relatively free proportional time indications. 

Some degree of unpredictability is intrinsic in the notational system itself and is regarded 

as an aesthetic value of the compositional thinking.  

 

A further evolution of gesture-based notation, almost completely excluding CMN ele-

ments, can be found, for example, in compositions by A. Cassidy, such as the Second String 

Quartet, 2010, where notes are completely replaced by lines indicating the left hand's 

fingers' positions and indications such as trill and vibrato. Moreover, a grey scale is used 

Figure 7.1 - First two lines of Lachenmann's Guero. 
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to deliver pressure information (from full pressure to harmonics pressure). A red line in-

dicates bow position, pressure (using transparency) and strings of contact. A green line 

indicates the bowing (which portion of the bow is being pressed on the string at a given 

time). Rhythm of left and right movements is notated on additional staves. The result is a 

complex and multilayered “tablature” that “examines the ways in which limited 

collections of physical action types can “push against” constructed, dynamic, multi-pla-

nar bounding windows”. The complexity of their combination “encourages unusual, un-

expected, and often unpredictable materials to emerge”.  

On the other side, Billone's Mani.Mono, 2007, (Figure 7.2) includes drawings of the ges-

tures to perform along with the symbolic prescriptive notation of the gesture and the 

corresponding descriptive notation of the intended sound result. In this case, gesture-

based notation is oriented towards the sound in a very specific and "deterministic" way: 

there is one expected sound result which is meant to be consistent across different per-

formances. The score indicates how to reach a specific result rather than constructing a 

set of possibilities through a parametric representation of gesture. 

In all the mentioned examples, the notation is coherent with the aesthetic purposes of 

the composers and is adequate to meet the artistic goals. This research is not meant to 

point out limits of 2D notation in general. However, new perspectives beyond the already 

Figure 7.2 - The beginning of Billone's Mani.Mono 
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known uses of notation can be pointed out: notation on paper would always show limits 

in carefully indicating spatial information, as it requires some form of abstraction from 

the space itself. In other words, notation on paper cannot notate space "in the space". 

Conversely, AR notation has this capability. As discussed in sections 2 and 4, in cases 

where an articulated use of gesture needs to be connected with a precise and consistent 

sound result (with the intention to minimize the intrinsic unpredictability of prescriptive 

notation), AR can deliver an unprecedented level of precision. 

 

7.1.2 AR for music education and performance 

Before describing the content of the AR-based notation system developed by the au-

thor, it is worth pointing out some background research in Augmented Reality for music 

education, composition and/or performance. 

In music instruction, differentiated areas of interest have been taken into consideration. 

Interest have arisen around Western instruments, such as guitar [19]–[21], violin [22]–

[23], and non-Western instruments such as Guqin [25], Koto [26],and Dombyra (Kazhakh 

traditional instrument)[27]]. The most researched instrument is piano, addressed in a 

large number of papers (e.g., [30]–[34] to cite a few). In general, studies describe applica-

tions providing visual information in 3D. Usually hands positioning [19]–[26] or keys to 

press [30]–[34] are indicated. The piano roll is a quite standard tool: virtual blocks appear 

in correspondence of the keys to press. As long as a block is visible, the corresponding key 

has to be held down. When the block disappears, the key has to be released. 

According to evaluation studies carried in the cited research papers, AR lowers the bar-

rier of entry for beginners, guarantees higher accuracy and better mnemonic retention. 

The target audience of applications are students in very early stages and the proposed 
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repertoire includes compositions studied in the first one or two years of learning. Alt-

hough benefits for beginners have been proven, experts tend to find AR notation systems 

on traditional repertoire confusing and impractical. 

It is important to notice that all the mentioned applications have been developed for 

allowing students to learn an already existing repertoire, as an aid to traditional instruc-

tional means more than as a stand-alone solution. 

With the release of devices dedicated to AR, some experiments have risen. In~\citKim-

Boyle2019}, Kim-Boyle presents the concept of immersive score. The score 5x3x3, previ-

ously realized in 3D, is ported into an AR environment and in room-scale size. The per-

former, wearing the HoloLens 152 headset, is immersed in a virtual structure (the score), 

superimposed to the real world and can navigate it. In this context, AR is used mainly in 

its visual capacity; however, different properties of the score react to timbral nuances, 

thus introducing interactive functions in the AR notation. 

On the other hand, the works of Brandon, such as Augmented Percussion [40], present 

a deeper focus on AR interfaces and interaction: bare hands of a percussion performer 

are used to activate/manipulate the sound of virtual objects, some of which are embed-

ded in the real instrument. The interpreter makes use of a Meta 253 headset. 

LINEAR [87] is an AR framework for improvisation that allows the creation of a notation-

interface hybrid in real-time: a performer, using an iPhone, can generate virtual bodies 

along the trajectory of his/her gestures. Those bodies have both the function of interface 

(they are linked to specific samples) and notation (for generating the sound of the original 

gesture, the performer needs to repeat the same gesture). 

 

52 An AR see-through device developed by Microsoft. 
53 An AR see-through device developed by MetaVision. 
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[48] describes an AR controller for sound spatialization in n-channels designed both for 

diffusion automation and for live performance. It allows to position virtual bodies in the 

space and to draw trajectories with the gesture. Each of these bodies is linked to a sound 

source moving in the space along the designed trajectories. The tool is designed for HTC 

Vive Pro54. 

7.2 The AR action score: why and how 

The concept of AR action score will be explained by analyzing the particular case of the 

author's Portale(2019), for small tam-tam, AR environment and live-electronics. 

In the composition, the tam-tam is played in 2 ways: 

• by using fingers wearing thimbles; 

• by moving one magnet (held in position by another magnet in the back) over the 

surface of the instrument. 

The finger generates a scratchy timbre when it is moved continuously on the surface. It 

also produces a more “pitched” sound when hitting the tam. 

The magnets move the perceived pitch and shift spectral components, behaving as 

masses attached to the vibrating body. The will to realize a clear and intuitive notation for 

indicating the movement of the magnets (addressed to a specific spectral configuration) 

is at the core of the development process. 

 

54  Non-see-through head-mounted display headset allowing AR content thanks to the use of front-
facing camera for visualizing the real environment. 
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7.2.1 How the magnets modify the tam's spectrum 

Figure 7.4 and 7.5 report two different results (spectrogram and pitches of the loudest 

partials) generated by the percussion of a finger (with thimble) hitting one specific tam-

tam in a specific position (white cross) with the magnet(s) in another specific position 

(white circle).  

Although some difference has to be expected among repeated hits, the spectral content 

of sounds is consistent for every position of the magnet and of the hitting finger, given a 

specific tam-tam, a specific magnet and a specific thimble.  

Figure 7.3  shows the spectral shift obtained with a magnet moved on the tam-tam. 

Every trajectory performed on the surface of the instrument results in a different shifting 

effect (although with some similarities between similar movement shapes).  

 

 

Figure 7.3 - Shift of partials (and stop) during the movement (and stop) of the magnet on the tam's surface. 
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Figure 7.4 - Position of the magnet (circle), position of the hit(cross), pitches of the seven loudest 

partials, spectral analysis of the sound (up to 2 kHz, first 0.6 seconds) 

Figure 7.5 - Position of the magnet (circle), position of the hit(cross), pitches of the seven loudest partials, 

spectral analysis of the sound (up to 2 kHz, first 0.6 seconds). 
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7.2.2 Notate the effect by notating the action 

In general, the accurate identification of sound results in the context of extended tech-

niques poses well-known limitations55: instability, unpredictability and limited control 

over the result (although inside a well-defined timbral world). 

The rationale behind the notation system presented here is that, by being able to indi-

cate the specific point in space where the interaction has to be realized, it is possible to 

increase the level of accuracy, while decreasing the complexity of the deciphering process.  

In fact, if any position of the magnet and of the thimble on the instrument correspond 

to a quite consistent class of spectra, the identification of the precise point of access is 

enough for also indicating the result with a satisfying precision. In addition, the notation 

is almost self-sufficient, requiring few preliminary information. On the contrary, a nota-

tion on paper could need to be complemented with additional audio material and perfor-

mance notes (especially in circumstances where a precise spectral result is required). 

The notation system implemented consists in virtual points indicating hit spots and in 

virtual lines following pre-designed trajectories projected directly on the tam-tam. The 

performer can see those objects by wearing a headset for AR rendering. 

 

 

 

55 In some cases, considered as aesthetic resources. 
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Figure 7.6 shows the two playing modes on tam (with fingers and with magnets). The 

picture at the bottom presents the AR indication corresponding to the configuration pre-

sented in Figure 7.5: the AR model of the magnet (black virtual sphere) indicates the in-

tended magnet position and the light blue effect representing the hit point for the finger. 

The line in the picture on the right illustrates the trajectory the performer has to follow 

on the tam with the index finger. Such a line is not static but moves (therefore, the direc-

tion to follow is made obvious by the direction of the line along the trajectory). 

 

Figure 7.6 - The two ways the performer is meant to play the tam: fingers with thimbles and magnet(s). On 

the left, the AR notation of the configuration in Figure 7.5, on the right the AR line representing a trajectory 

the performer has to follow. 
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7.2.3 Notation of time and notation of intensity 

In a prescriptive notation system as above, that consists in a line mimicking the gesture 

to perform, the notation of rhythm has two specific aspects. 

The first one is that the notation is not symbolic (it does not use a figure that resembles 

something else from itself) but mimic (the movement is actually performed in advance by 

a virtual object and subsequently repeated by the performer). We are used to adopt some 

kind of symbol (or position on paper) to resemble durations (or time proportions). In gen-

eral, we divide greater time values in smaller ones, or create longer durations by adding 

up shorter ones. 

In the AR notation system introduced here, time is not represented as multiples (or frac-

tions) of a fixed amount of duration; on the contrary, it is represented as a fluid alternance 

of internal speed articulations of the gesture. We could call it continuous rhythm as op-

posed to discrete rhythm (the rhythm expressed by metrical values). Such fluid notation 

of time can take into account the differences of speed inside a gesture: in fact, a real 

performance act can have an unstable velocity, connected to differences in sound result 

(e.g., different speeds of the bow on a string or, as in Portale, different speeds of a magnet 

on a metal surface). Although the metric notation in CMN can become extremely specific 

in defining different durations, it will always describe the articulation of a gesture as a 

sequence of finite durations (for going from a point A to a point B) and not as a fluid 

change in the gesture's velocity. 

The second aspect is related to the performer’s reaction time. In fact, rehearsed rhythm 

learned on a score is precise. On the contrary, in this system the information is conveyed 

to the interpreter in real-time and every action is notated in the moment in which it 

should happen. Clearly, the performer cannot realize the required actions as soon as they 

appear on the instrument. The execution needs some delay time. For this reason, a certain 

fuzziness in the rhythmical outcome is an intrinsic component of such a notation system. 
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At the current stage there is no clear indication of dynamics (which has a noticeable 

impact on the spectral result); adding some indicators for that parameter is a forecasted 

enhancement of the software. However, the system already notates width and speed of 

movements and hits, which have a close relation with dynamics (faster and wider move-

ment for ff, opposed to small and slow movements for pp). 

 

7.3 Technical aspects 

The notation system used in Portale relies on a technical environment requiring differ-

ent hardware and software components. In addition to microphones, speakers, sound in-

terfaces and pc(s) for audio, visual and positional tracking processing, the framework re-

quires: 

• 1 non-see-through Head Mounted Display (HMD)56; 

• 1 stereo VR camera57; 

• 2 motion capture trackers58; 

• software developed in Unity 3D for AR processing. 

7.3.1 Headset and trackers 

The performer is wearing the HTC headset, which allows the representation of virtual 

bodies in space by detecting the real world with front-facing cameras and representing it 

on the internal screens (one per eye). Virtual bodies are rendered on the same screens. 

The front-facing cameras natively installed on the headset deliver a poor image quality 

(420p per eye) and have a high latency (200 ms), making it problematic for the performer 

to follow the notation accurately. For this reason, the ZED Mini Stereo VR Camera has 

 

56 HTC Vive Pro headset. 
57 ZED Mini VR Camera. 
58 Vive Trackers, devices used for detecting the position and orientation in space of objects in the 
real world. 
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been mounted on the headset for replacing the native one, bettering the resolution to 

720p per eye and lowering the latency to 60 ms.  

The two trackers are positioned: 

• on the tam for detecting the position and orientation of the instrument. This way, 

the AR score always follows the tam's movement; 

• on the right hand of the performer. This tracker is used as an input device for 

interacting with virtual bodies (this component of the composition is not a part of 

the notation system described in this paper and therefore its function will not be 

further addressed). 

7.3.2 Software 

The software side of Portale is articulated in two components: 

• an AR program created and compiled in Unity; 

• a Max/MSP project (its functioning is not further analyzed as it is not implied in 

the notation system). 

The AR software is responsible for scheduling, rendering and positional tracking pro-

cessing. The software also sends control information to Max/MSP when the interaction 

of the physical performer with virtual objects (detected through motion tracking) is meant 

to produce some sound outcome (generated in Max/MSP).  

7.3.3 Gesture design 

In the application, gestures are resembled by a virtual object (the blue line in Figure 7.6) 

following a trajectory with a certain speed. 
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The creation of an Augmented Reality score poses two issues: how to draw a 3D gesture 

and how to move a body along that trajectory in time. 

The trajectory of the gesture is created with a 3D cubic Bezier’s curve (a parametric 

curve used in computer graphics), whose shape and bending can be adjusted by shifting 

the position in space of nodes (the white squares in Figure 7.7) and control points (the red 

squares in Figure 7.7, two per node). Trajectories are designed in advance and cannot be 

changed during the performance. 

Two scripts59 allow the composer to control the starting point in time, the internal speed 

articulation of the gesture (how long does it take for the line to go from one node to the 

next) and its total duration. 

 

59 A script is a custom programming file written in C# that can be attached to virtual objects in 
order to control their behavior 

Figure 7.7 - The creation of one trajectory with a sequence of cubic Beziers inside the 
Unity editor. 
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7.4 Discussion 

The concept of AR action score and AR gesture-based notation is conceived in the frame 

of extended techniques and timbral research. Its main focus lies in the delivery of mimic 

(not symbolic) prescriptive information in 3D space which, while ensuring a certain degree 

of intuitiveness, allows an accurate control over the result. In fact, in every circumstance 

where the result is consistent given a specific position of exciters and/or preparation60, 

the system provides a univocal way of notating that result (as a function of the positions 

or gestural behavior). The particular nature of time indication in this context produces a 

condition which could be defined as continuous rhythm, as a consequence of its capability 

of notating speed changes in gesture instead of events happening in relation to fixed 

rhythmical values or in relation to time proportions linked to the position on paper.  

In Portale, the formal development is focused on the evolution of different forms of 

interaction between the physical performer and a virtual object (the blue animated line 

that runs across trajectories) which, in the last section, becomes AR gesture-based nota-

tion. Describing the other stages of interaction would go beyond the scope of this paper. 

However, it is worth mentioning that, in its implementation for Portale, the notation sys-

tem has been used for a restricted set of pre-designed actions with a relatively narrow 

space for development: only two playing techniques, only one trajectory at a time, the 

impossibility for the physical performer to interact with the notation itself (but only follow 

it). These constraints have been implemented mainly for two reasons: 

• Portale is structured around different possibilities of interaction between the 

physical performer and virtual objects (and viceversa) and, in this context, AR no-

tation is one of those; 

 

60 Preparation is here intended as a modification of the usual behavior and timbral result of a vi-
brating body by the addition of extraneous masses to the vibrating body itself. 
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• the physical conformation of the small tam did not allow to safely and/or effec-

tively use some solutions61. 

Such constraints are not to be considered limitations of the system itself, but rather 

choices of implementation. Other versions of the system for future compositions focusing 

exclusively on AR gesture-based notation will include broader sets of possibilities. 

Although, in the opinion of the author, such a quite unprecedented possibility shows 

potentials for future musical research, there are some intrinsic limitations. 

While the system can be considered precise in static situations, when movements (es-

pecially for the magnets) are considered, the instrument itself and the magnets attached 

to it oppose some resistance to the performance gestures. In fact, the irregularities of the 

surface of the tam might sometimes prevent the magnet from keeping its position or fol-

lowing the desired path. As a result, a precise indication of movement does not automat-

ically translate into a precise movement.  

Another issue consists in the difficulty of adaptability of the notation. For example, play-

ing Portale on a tam different from the one on which the composition has been devel-

oped, would make the sound result (at least slightly) different. In fact, every tam, even if 

of the same size and from the same constructor, could present significant timbral diver-

gences. Those dissimilarities would be particularly obvious in case of tams with different 

sizes. This limitation would also hold for other instruments on which this notational sys-

tem might be applied. 

 

61 E.g., the use of two sets of magnets could have created problems given the small size of the 
instrument. In fact, there is a high chance of having the two sets near enough to generate magnetic 
attraction, thus making impossible to have the control over the required techniques. 
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All of this said, the notation system itself would not present particular problems of scala-

bility in size (e.g., changing from an 18" to a 32" tam): the same score would easily fit a 

bigger or smaller instrument. That is because the reference system can be scaled inside 

the AR software, and therefore the score itself and all the gestures can be instantly resized 

accordingly. 

One additional constraint is constituted by the organological nature of the instruments 

on which the system could be used. It would only work for instruments whose vibrating 

part can be directly manipulated by the performer with the gesture (surface-like instru-

ments): most of percussion instruments and strings; conversely, it could not fit for wood-

winds and brasses (where the vibrating body is constituted by the air column).  

An informal evaluation carried on December 1st 2018 at the AR/VR Retreat in Berkeley 

(CA) showed that non-musicians were able to perform a 30 seconds AR score producing a 

result reasonably close to the intended outcome after just one repetition after an instruc-

tion process that lasted around one minute. Although only a structured evaluation (which 

will be presented in future research) could provide trustable results, the informal one was 

encouraging. 

7.5 Conclusions 

The notation system presented in this article, developed for the composition Portale, 

allows one to draw in space and time the intended gesture addressed to a specific sound 

result. The score is formed by a series of static points (indicating specific spots on the 

instrument) and lines moving along pre-designed trajectories rendered on the tam. This 

notational system guarantees to preserve immediateness and intuitiveness of notation, 

while being accurate on the result. In fact, as shown in Session 2, it is possible to compose 

the harmony derived from the movement of the magnet across the surface of the tam 

without needing extra sound material or additional spectral/harmonic information. The 
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indication of the position of interaction or of the trajectory is sufficiently accurate to de-

termine quite consistently the result. 

Another point of interest can be found in the notation of rhythm, not realized through 

symbols referring to discrete values (such as quaver), or through a proportional graphic 

distribution, but coming from the internal speed articulation of the gesture. AR notation, 

as implemented in Portale, mimics the behavior of gesture over time and represents vis-

ually and in real-time the fluid alternation of velocities with a level of similarity that nota-

tion on paper could not possibly achieve. Such a particular dimension of temporal indica-

tion might be referred to as continuous rhythm. 

The system requires the use of a specific headset for AR rendering (HTC Vive) and is 

realized through a custom software created in Unity 3D. The trajectories used for the 

score can be generated with a graphic editor and custom scripts allow to compose the 

internal speed of movement on each trajectory.  Trajectories are then automatically 

placed on the real tam through the use of the Vive Tracker. 

Main limitations consist in difficulties of adaptability (different tams provide a slightly to 

greatly different sound result given the same interaction positions and trajectories). Ad-

ditionally, the notation is fruitful only on instruments providing a surface for interaction 

(while it could not work on instruments using the air column). 

In future work, the realization of a formal evaluation experiment will provide more in-

formation on the actual usability, precision and intuitiveness of the system 
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8. Portale: description of the system architecture 

 

Abstract 

This is a technical description of the environment realized for the composition Portale, 

for tam-tam, AR environment and electronics,. After giving a brief overview of the general 

vision of the use of AR in music and the compositional idea behind Portale, the content of 

this writing focuses on the system architecture of the environment and on the details of 

each component. The environment makes use of an AR software developed in Unity and 

a Max/MSP patch. The two components are connected through OSC (Open Sound Con-

trol). The realization of the composition requires the use of an AR-capable Head Mounted 

Display (HMD) and of some positional tracking sensors and microphones. The aim of this 

description is to provide a rather extensive analysis of how an AR composition can be 

realized and deliver information for establishing best practices in a quite unexplored ar-

tistic context where solid, standard procedures have still to be developed.  

8.1 Introduction  

The possibility to merge real and virtual worlds in Augmented Reality (AR) delivers un-

precedented scenarios for creative and performative practices. The uniqueness of AR in 

musical terms can be identified in two main components: the way information is con-

veyed, and the way one can interact with pieces of information. A Virtual Object (VO) can 

represent and behave like numerous, different entities: a gesture, an indication, an envi-

ronment, an instrument, an interface and so on. Essentially, the nature and the behavior 

of every virtual component of an AR scene can be designed and decided by the program-

mer/composer according to their needs and in a way that is completely free from the 

physical limitations of the real world. Thus, on one side, information can be delivered in 

every form the creator finds suitable, e.g. a traditional score on virtual paper, a moving 
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3D shape, a set of virtual markers placed in precise positions in space and so on. On the 

other hand, VOs can also interact among VOs and with the physical environment, as well 

as the physical environments can interact with VOs. Different combinations are possible. 

The strongly visual nature of AR also requires developing VO’s design for the audience’s 

usage. In fact, the point of view of the performer wearing a HMD can be mirrored to a 

projector. It is also possible to use external cameras in order to make available more than 

one perspective to the audience. 

Portale (Italian for portal) is a composition for tam-tam, Augmented Reality (AR) envi-

ronment and live-electronics. It has been composed by using the aforementioned AR fea-

tures as a compositional resource. As a result, the form is structured around different 

relationships that can be established between the performer and virtual objects existing 

inside an AR space. Although Portale’s events and sounds are not notated on a 2D com-

mon score, it is a fully fledge composition. In fact, the composition has a consistent form 

which is developed through the scheduling module (see 5.5). It features different kinds of 

notation and requires the realization of a precise set of expected timbral outcomes. The 

duration and the succession of events is fixed except for some limited improvisational 

elements in one section of the composition (see 1.4). 

8.1.1 Portale: A composition of interactions 

The composition Portale has two main figures of reference. The first one is the physical 

performer and the other one is a virtual object whose functions and relationship with the 

real world are modulated throughout the composition. In fact, the whole form and com-

positional development is based on the different possibilities of interaction between the 

performer and this VO. Its visual appearance is formed by one particle system. The virtual 

protagonist in Portale is a Virtual Object (VO), a line-shaped element that is free to move 
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in 3D space and establishes different forms of interaction with other VOs, with the physi-

cal world and with the real performer. Portale can be divided in 5 clearly distinct sections. 

Each of them deals with a specific state of the virtual body and a different kind of interac-

tion. 

8.1.2 Character 

In the first section, the protagonist VO (a blue particle effect62) emerges from a portal, 

presented as a sort of creature. In this section, the protagonist VO only expresses its visual 

properties, without any interaction. The real performer only needs to observe (in order 

to provide a Point of View, POV, for the audience) and switch the point of view (another 

fixed external camera provides a different POV for the AR scene) mirrored to the projec-

tor. 

8.1.3 Performer 

In the second section, sphere-shaped virtual bodies appear. Each of them is linked to 

one sound sample and the playback is triggered when the sphere is destroyed (i.e., when 

the virtual blue line collides with such spheres). All of the interactions are processed in 

real-time (although the trajectory of the line is pre-composed). Therefore, the blue virtual 

 

62 See section 5.3.1 and glossary. 

Figure 8.1 The protagonist VO emerging from a portal. 
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body is behaving as a performer: in fact, its behavior in space have clear and distinguish-

able effects on the sonic outcome. The concept of virtual performer, able to play virtual 

or real instruments has more potential than it could be unfolded in the current implemen-

tation of the system used for Portale. Future developments for new compositions will 

better explore the possible developments of this aspect. 

8.1.4 Tail 

This section is an improvisational one. The protagonist VO is linked to the performer’s 

gestures, behaving as a tail of the arm’s movement.  The protagonist illustrates and un-

derlines the trajectories followed by the physical gesture. Now the virtual object follows 

the real performer, while later, when the protagonist VO will become a form of notation, 

the real performer will follow it.  

The physical performer is now producing sound by their own movements. Gesture’s ve-

locity (a float value) and position (a 3D vector) are mapped to parameters of a multi-buffer 

granulator (see 5.4.3 and glossary). In this section, the tasks previously performed by the 

virtual performer are shifted to the real one: the performer is required to destroy the 

virtual spheres that were previously targeted by the protagonist VO.   

Figure 8.2 The protagonist VO following the performer's movement. 
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8.1.5 Augmented Virtuality 

The fourth section comes with a sudden change in the environment. In fact, the real world 

disappears, and the real performer finds themselves immersed in a completely virtual 

environment. The tam-tam, visible through a circular window in the virtual world, is the 

only visible part of the physical environment. It is like being on the other side of the portal 

which appeared at the beginning. The tam-tam behaves like a black hole attracting the 

blue virtual line, that gets compressed over the 2D layer of the instrument. At that point, 

the movements of the virtual body become a form of notation, to be followed by the 

performer. 

8.1.6 Notation 

 

Figure 8.3 The tam-tam is the only visible physical element in the VR environment. 

Figure 8.4 AR notation 
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In the last section, the movements of the protagonist VO indicate gestures and positions 

to be realized on the tam-tam. The protagonist VO becomes notation. The instrument is 

played in two ways: with thimbles on finger-tips, and by moving two magnets, one on 

each side of the instrument, over the tam’s surface. The two magnets behave as a mass 

attached to the instrument, thus shifting perceived pitch and spectral components up and 

down according to the magnets’ position. In addition to the presence of a blue line, visual 

indications are added to indicate when to play with the magnets or without and where to 

hit the tam with fingers (in absence of a continuous movement). It is worth noticing that 

the relationship between performer and virtual body is now inverted: in the third section, 

the blue line was following the performer, and now it is the opposite. 

8.2 Architecture 

 

Figure 8.5 System architecture diagram. 

8.2.1 Equipment 

1 Contact Microphone and 1 cardioid condenser microphone; 
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1 computer running Unity and MAX/MSP 

1 Head Mounted Display with AR capabilities63 (equipped with stereo front-facing cam-

eras);  

2 motion tracking sensors64; 

1 small tam-tam; 

2 spherical magnets (one per side of the instrument); 

1 camera; 

1 projector; 

1 projector screen; 

2 loudspeakers. 

 

8.3 Input to the environment 

8.3.1 Microphones 

The audio input is provided to the system by two microphones: 

• 1 contact microphone attached to the tam-tam; 

• 1 cardioid condenser microphone. 

The combination of these two microphones is necessary due to the playing techniques 

used in Portale. The performer plays the tam-tam either with thimbles or by moving mag-

nets on its surface. Both the techniques produce a rather quiet sound for which amplifi-

cation is crucial.  The contact microphone is used to detect the lowest components of the 

sound: in fact, the low frequencies fade away quite fast in function? of the distance. By 

picking up sound directly from the vibration of the instrument’s surface instead of from 

 

63 HTC Vive pro headset tethered to the laptop is the current implementation. The front-facing 

cameras are enhanced with the use of the ZED Mini. 
64 Vive Controllers in the current implementation. They need to be coupled with 2 Vive Lighthouses 

in order to provide motion tracking. 
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the air’s vibration, contact microphones are perfect for delivering that part of the timbre. 

However, typically, contact microphones do not have a balanced frequency response,65 

especially in the high range of the spectrum, thus sounding muffled and dull (like a low-

pass filtered sound). In order to compensate for the lack of high frequencies, a close-up 

positioned cardioid condenser microphone is also necessary. The cardioid condenser mi-

crophone needs to be close positioned because the sounds are quite delicate. The two 

microphones are combined into a mono signal. The sound source thus obtained is com-

pressed, EQed and sent out to the audience with a stereo panning. 

8.3.2 Trackers 

Sensors are needed in order to detect position and orientation of elements that interact 

with Virtual Objects (VOs) or have some impact on the rendering. These parts are:  

• The tam-tam, detected via a pose tracker; 

• One performer’s hand, detected via a pose tracker; 

• The head, detected via the motion tracking component mounted on the headset; 

Pose trackers are devices used in order to understand position and rotation of the object 

they are attached to. In the current implementation, Vive Trackers have been used. A Vive 

Tracker is a round-shaped device with three protuberances. The device is covered with 

photosensor receptors for delivering data used for positional understanding. In order to 

generate that data, the tracking system requires the use of (at least) two external laser 

emitters (called Lighthouses) which throw a synchronization pulse and a laser beam across 

the room every second (synchronization is locked at 60 Hz). The difference in time be-

tween the sync pulse and the reception of the laser by the different photosensors 

 

65 Frequency response is a measure of how much of the sound energy is detected by the microphone 

in a given frequency range. In other words, a flat frequency response (at 0 dB) will pick exactly the 

amount of energies that reaches the microphone across the whole frequency axis. Instead, a 

microphone with a non-linear frequency response will enhance some frequencies and cancel out 

other frequencies. 
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mounted on the device provide the necessary data for understanding position and orien-

tation of the tracker. The same system is used for the headset, which is covered with pho-

tosensors as well. 

8.3.3 Cameras 

Cameras provide the video feed for the environment, used as the Point of View (POV) 

on the real world. VOs are rendered in accordance to that POV. As explained in 5.4.2, 5.4.3 

and 5.4.4, the AR session is also mirrored to a projector. Portale features two different 

POVs: 

• The performer’s POV; 

• One external POV, ideally a camera oriented towards the performer placed be-

tween the performing space and the audience space. 

In the current implementation, the performer’s POV is delivered by a ZED Mini Stereo 

VR camera mounted on the HTC Vive Pro headset, a tethered non-see-through Head 

Mounted Display). The Vive Pro needs a stereo VR camera for producing AR content. In 

fact, visuals (both physical and virtual environments) are rendered on screens inside the 

headset. Although the Vive Pro has two built-in front-facing cameras, the visual quality in 

terms of resolution (480p) and latency (around 200ms) was too limited for the realization 

of Portale. Limitations were particularly obvious for the correct perception of the physical 

world and the timing of the visual response to fast movements. For these reasons, the 

headset was equipped with the ZED Mini, providing 720p per-eye resolution and a 30-45 

ms latency. The external POV is delivered by an additional camera connected through ca-

ble to the computer. 

8.4 Environment 

The environment is subdivided into four different interconnected modules: 
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• Tracking module, used for elaborating positional tracking data and linking that 

data to specific function; 

• Rendering module, used for visualizing VOs with the correct perspective and po-

sition in space; 

• Audio module, used for generating audio and processing the sound fed into the 

system by the microphones; 

• Scripting module, used for regulating events and functions over time. 

Tracking, rendering and scripting modules are included in the dedicated software devel-

oped by the author by using the platform Unity 3D, based on the utilization of a dedicated 

set of programming objects (called GameObject) and scripts attached to those objects. 

The audio module is realized in Max/MSP, as Unity does not provide robust features for 

advanced audio processing and live performance.  

8.4.1  SteamVR and HTC Vive Pro 

SteamVR is a framework developed by the gaming platform Steam in collaboration with 

HTC. It includes hardware and software solutions for using or developing AR/VR applica-

tions. It uses Lighthouses and photosensor receptors for motion tracking. The setup for 

the Vive Pro requires sensors, headset and controllers. Every time the setup is moved, the 

system needs to be re-calibrated through a default function included in SteamVR. The 

calibration is needed for: 

• Fine-tuning the interpretation of positional data; 

• Creating a main reference point for the coordinates in the AR scene: the (0, 0, 0) 

positional vector; 

• Defining the area of action of the user (especially used for VR application where 

the user cannot know his/her own position in the physical world). 
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In particular, the definition of the (0, 0, 0) point is crucial, as the whole chain of events 

in the AR scene is defined by a system of Cartesian coordinates. 

When a SteamVR_TrackedObject script is attached to a GameObject, the programmer 

can select which device provides positional data for the corresponding physical object. In 

fact, in order to detect position and rotation of a real-world object, a GameObject is cre-

ated in Unity and is associated with the data provided by a tracking sensor. Ideally, the 

virtual GameObject will follow, in the virtual world, all the movements of the physical 

object in the real world. The setup for Portale requires more than one tracker. Therefore, 

it is necessary to define which one of the trackers sending transform data is referred to a 

specific physical object (in the example above, the tam-tam). Trackers (called Device in 

the script above) are identified by numbers. 

8.5 Tracking module 

The tracking module is that part of the AR software that deals with the elaboration of 

motion tracking data coming from sensors and transforms them in positional and rotation 

data. In Unity, the combination of the two 3D vectors of position and rotation (x, y and z 

axis) is called Transform and can be easily accessed through code in a script of through a 

procedure called parenting (explained below). The tracking module also sends transform 

Figure 8.6 - The transform of a tracked object with attached a script from the SteamVR plugin. 

The position and rotation values in the transform are referred to the origin reference coordinates. 

The script allows to choose the device to associate with the desired tracked object. 
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data to the other modules in order to provide reference coordinates or to control perfor-

mance parameters. The elaboration of raw sensor data is performed by some scripts con-

tained in the SteamVR plug-in, specifically developed for the Vive equipment. The con-

nection of positional data to the other parts of the AR software is custom made. 

8.5.1 Hand 

The movement and orientation of one hand is detected through the use of a tracker held 

on a specific mount for the hand. 

More specifically, the sensor detects the transform of the palm.  

8.5.2 Instrument 

The tracker attached to the tam-tam has two important roles: 

• Superimposing a virtual tam-tam to the real one (e.g., virtual bodies interact with 

the virtual instrument, creating the illusion of interacting with the physical one); 

• Providing the reference system for the positioning of all the virtual bodies (the 

relative positioning of the AR scene will be automatically adjusted to the instru-

ment even after moving it to a different position). 

The virtual tam is a VO having the same size of the physical one and occupying the same 

position in the cartesian coordinate system. It is covered with smaller virtual bodies (the 

Figure 8.7 - Hierarchy menu: a GameObject is a child of another one if it is subordinated to it 

in this menu. 
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white squares in Figure 8.7) which are connected to different sound results in the audio 

module (see 8.8). The squares in Figure 8.7 are then made invisible in the final scene by 

deactivating the renderer for those specific objects. This way it is possible to have the 

instrument “played” from a distance through the use of VOs (see 8.7.1). 

The process of parenting (see glossary) is used for providing the reference point for the 

instantiation of virtual bodies. Unity relies on a hierarchical disposition for creating posi-

tional and scale dependency among GameObjects. A GameObject (child) hierarchically 

subordinated to another one (parent), inherits its transform and uses the position and 

orientation coordinates of the parent as  

its new position and rotation origin. Every coordinate in the transform is then referred 

to the parent’s transform, not to the main origin point of the AR scene.  

The usage of the tam transform as the parent of most of GameObjects allows one to 

have a performing setup that remains consistent when the instrument is moved from one 

position to another (e.g., change of performance venue). 

Figure 8.8 - The virtual instrument covered with virtual bodies defining different sounds related to differ-

ent regions of the tam's surface. 
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8.5.3 Head 

The detection of the head transform is crucial for providing the VR/AR rendering module 

with the positional data it needs for delivering the right perspective on VOs. In the real 

world the physical objects’ image we see depends on the point of view from which we 

look at those. Similarly, in a VR/AR environment, the rendering of a VO  depends on the 

point of view. This feature is one of the very basic and crucial components of AR, essential 

for delivering a believable sense of immersion. The transformation of the perspective is 

performed through transform matrices (see Glossary) that allow re-mapping vertex coor-

dinates in relation to a new point of view (or coordinate reference system).  

8.6 Collisions 

The collision system is a component of the Unity’s built-in physics engine (see Glossary). 

The system allows the detection of collisions between different Virtual Objects. In order 

to be detectable by the collision system, an object needs to have a collider attached to it 

(the system checks upon colliders, not meshes). Usually, the collider has a 3D shape which 

is similar or equal to the shape of the mesh (see Glossary). A collision happens every time 

two colliders occupy the same portion of space in the coordinate system. The interaction 

between the physical performer and VOs is detected by attaching a collider to the tracked 

hand, whose coordinates reach the virtual space through the use of Trackers (see 8.5.2). 

Events can be associated to specific collisions through the functions OnCollisionEnter 

(when the collision starts), OnCollisionExit (when the collision ends), OnCollisionStay (as 

long as the collision lasts). 
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Figure 8.9 reports a script making use of the collision system. It is used for sending an 

Open Sound Control (OSC) message to Max/MSP every time a virtual object having the 

script attached to it is touched by the performer. This script is attached to “sound bombs” 

(see 8.7.1 and 8.8.1), sphere shaped VOs with a collider attached to them. As soon as a 

collision with another collider starts (OnCollisionEnter), the program checks whether the 

“sound bomb” object has collided with has a tag66 set on “Collision” (line 17). If the Bool-

ean test gives True as a result, the part in curly brackets (line 19-21) is evaluated. In par-

ticular, the SendtoMax function (line 25) is called. The function requires an integer to be 

passed into it (becoming the number linked to a sound file in Max/MSP). It creates an OSC 

message (line 27), provides it with an OSC address (28), adds the integer value to it  (29) 

 

66 Tags are a way Unity provides for defining and marking a particular category of VOs specialized 

on a particular task. Tags can be created and assigned to VOs through a dedicated menu. 

Figure 8.9 - The DestroyOnCollisionAndSendAudioToMax script 
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and sends it through the OSC manager (30) which can be set from the Unity Editor (the 

OSC component is set as public in line 8). Upon collision, the GameObject to which the 

script is attached is also destroyed (Destroy(gameObject), line21). The script mentioned 

above is just one example. Basically, any function can be linked to the starting or ending 

moment of a collision or can be associated as long as the collision lasts. 

8.7 Rendering module 

The rendering module produces all the visuals inside the AR scene and also handles the 

perspective from the user’s point of view.  

8.7.1 Positioning and movement of VOs 

VOs are the core of the visual and interactive component of an AR scene. They can be 

assigned to any kind of visual feature, material and property (script) the creator might 

desire. Every object has a transform attached that provides its position and orientation in 

space (e.g., every object is precisely located in a coordinate system). Every VO’s transform 

in Portale is a child of the tracked position of the tam-tam. This way, it is possible to move 

the physical setup and keep the VOs anchored to the real ones. The movement of virtual 

elements is handled in two ways: 

• Through the performer’s movement; 

• Via script. 

The interaction between the physical performer and VOs is mainly realized through the 

Collision system (see 8.6). 

Different types of VOs:  
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Buttons  

Buttons are here intended as VOs that have the simple function of triggering one single 

action or one single sample. There are three different types of buttons in Portale: shown 

buttons, hidden buttons and “sound bombs”. 

Shown buttons are used for changing the POV mirrored to the projector (choosing be-

tween the performer’s HMD’s left camera and the external camera).  

Hidden buttons are used for simulating the capability of playing the real tam-tam with a 

VO. In fact, in the tail section of Portale (see 8.1.4), the performer sends virtual projectiles 

towards the instrument, which emit sounds when it is hit by a virtual body (Figure 8.10). 

Such an effect is achieved by placing invisible buttons on the surface of the tracked tam-

Figure 8.10 An AR projectile hitting the tam. 

Figure 8.11 – Hidden and shown buttons. 
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tam. When a virtual projectile reaches the tam’s surface, it hits one of these invisible but-

tons, triggering a sample in Max/MSP (through OSC message). 

In (8.11), some buttons are shown, while other ones are hidden (the border is high-

lighted in the editor but would not be shown during performance). In general, in order to 

hide an object while preserving its collision detection capabilities it is sufficient to deacti-

vate its Mesh Renderer (unticked in 8.11). Another solution could consist in providing the 

GameObject with a completely transparent material. 

 

Sound bombs 

Sound bombs are sphere-like VOs that are used for triggering samples in Max/MSP. Alt-

hough their design doesn’t look like the one of a usual button, they are still connected to 

one simple function. They are thought to appear as interactable objects not only in their 

functional capacity but also as visual elements for the performer and for the audience. 

They are composed by two different particle effects: the plasma-like core and the external 

crown. Figure 8.13 shows how a sound bomb is structured inside the Unity editor. The 

particle effects “spheres” and “Frame” are grouped as children of the GameObject star 

(which only has the function to group the two particle effects). The left part of the figure 

also reports some of the parameters used for the particle effect attached to “spheres” 

Figure 8.12- One audio bomb in the Unity editor. 
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(the center of the bomb). The right part of the picture shows the parent “Audio1”, which 

carries the sphere collider: this GameObject carries a collider even without a mesh (in fact, 

for audio bombs the visuals are not created by a mesh with a material, but by the combi-

nation of the two particle effects). The sphere collider’s size is adjusted to the size of the 

two children particle effects. “Audio1” also carries the script DestroyOnCollision-

AndSendToMax which makes use of the sphere collider. Audio bombs are instantiated in 

predetermined 3D coordinate points by creating copies of one model GameObject (called 

prefab, see Glossary). 

Portals 

Portals are combinations of particle effects mapped on the tam-tam. They are meant to 

open and close in order to let the creature-like particle effect emerge from them. The 

arrangement of the behavior over time of portals (that should open, close, generate extra 

lighting effect and embers, in a fade-in/fade-out manner) requires the coordinated.  

Figure 8.13 - Sound bombs in the Unity editor 
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use of scripts and animations (controlled by the scheduling system). 

Portals are composed by eight different particle systems and are a custom modified ver-

sion of a complex particle effect included in the external asset for Unity Ultimate VFX. 

Animations67 and scripts are custom made. The behavior over time of these different par-

ticle effects can be observed at the beginning of Portale. Animations are applied to the 

effects InnerEmbers, InnerEmbers2 and OuterEmbers.  

The example in Figure 8.15 shows the values of the animation InnerEmberSmall. It is 

used for the particle system InnerEmber at the first appearance of the portal (when the 

size of the portal reaches a maximum size of around half the size of the tam-tam). The 

particle system’s parameters are listed on the left of Figure 8.15. On the right, a timeline 

with marking points (the rhomboidal shapes) indicating the presence of a new value to 

reach for the correspondent parameter. The animator automatically interpolates be-

tween the starting and the ending value. The total duration of the animation is six seconds 

 

67 Animations can be defined as a way to control a complex set of visual parameters over time, 
which result in the perception of an animated and self-moving VO. 

Figure 8.14 - The particle effects used for creating portals. 

Figure 8.15 - An example of animation for the portals 
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and marking points are present at the third second (the end of the fade-in and the start 

of the fade-out) and at six seconds (the end of the fade-out). Animations can be “read” 

quite freely by the system. In fact, a 6-seconds long animation can last longer or shorter 

depending on the animation speed: if the animation speed is 1, then the duration will be 

the original length. If it is >1, then the animation duration will be shorter. If it is <1, the 

animation duration will be longer. In addition, the animation can be stopped at any spe-

cific point and retrieved when convenient. For the portal’s opening and closing, the ani-

mation speed is set from the scheduling module (see section 8.9) and the animation is 

stopped in the middle (when there are the first marking points) for an amount of time 

regulated by the scheduling module. 

A script-based increase and decrease of the size of the main particle effect (Portal) is 

also used at every activation of the portal. The use of an animation is not required in this 

case, as there is only one parameter to control (the size of the particle effect). All the 

effects are coordinated from the custom script PortalOpenAndClose (Figure 8.16), ac-

cessed by the scheduling module. 

Figure 8.16 - PortalOpenAndClose script. 
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The visual result is a portal that increases in size, stays at maximum size for some time, 

and then decreases in size until it disappears. All the connected effects (embers and such) 

follow this behavior. 

Virtual environment 

One of the most interesting features of AR on a non-see-through Head Mounted Display 

is that the whole environment can be changed and visually restructured. In fact, devices 

such as the HTC Vive are also able to render Virtual Reality content, thus excluding com-

pletely the visualization of the physical world. These conditions cannot be created with 

see-through devices such as Magic Leap or HoloLens, as the real environment cannot be 

fully excluded: the Field of View (FOV) of these headsets is quite limited (around 45x50 

degrees) and the remaining part of the human FOV (210x150 degrees) is taken by the real 

world. 

On non-see-through devices, other solutions are also possible, where most of the envi-

ronment is virtual and only a few elements in the scene are real. Such a situation (where 

the virtual component is sharply more present than the physical reality) is also called Aug-

mented Virtuality. In one section of Portale, the real environment disappears, occupied 

by a black, starry sky. The only visible real object is the tam-tam, surrounded by numerous 

particle effects. 

Figure 8.17- A view on the virtual environment in the Unity Editor. 
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The starry sky (Figure 8.17) is achieved by creating a big black sphere surrounding the 

whole scene. Such a sphere needs to have its normals directed towards the inside, while 

usually a VO has its normals directed towards the outside. If normals were directed as 

usual, the sphere would not be rendered when the observer is inside the object. Normals 

have been inverted by using a 3D graphics program68. The fade-in/fade-out of the black 

sky is achieved by a script able to control the alpha channel of the albedo color of the 

material assigned to the sphere with inverted normal. As a result, the sky can appear (al-

pha channel >0 and up to 1) and disappear (alpha channel = 0). The sphere is filled with 

particle effects recreating the effect of stars and galaxies.  

Figure 8.18 shows how the presence of just one physical element in a virtual space can 

be achieved. A virtual disc having the exact same size of the tam-tam (“pDisc1Occlusion”) 

 

68 Autodesk’s Maya 2018. 

Figure 8.18 - The portion of the AR scene that allows to show physical objects.Unity Editor and per-

formance views. 
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is attached to the tracked instrument. A special transparent material is assigned to it, us-

ing a shader that does not allow the graphics rendering of any virtual element behind it, 

only letting through the rendering of the real world. Therefore, the VR scene is perforated 

with a disc that allows physical items’ rendering pass-through. 

Virtual protagonist: Particle effect 

Here follows a thorough description of the particle effects that constitute the protago-

nist VO.  

A particle effect is the result of the generation over time (or in consequence of a move-

ment) of a specified number of instances of one bidimensional or tridimensional object. 

Particle effects can be used to simulate water, fire, smoke, rain but also planets and stars. 

The variety of possibilities in terms of outcome are enormous. In this specific case, the 

wanted result is an effect that could look like a point when steady and like a tail when in 

motion. Additionally, when moving, it should get narrower at the extreme sides (like a 

Figure 8.19 - The parameters for the particle effect of the main VO. 

Figure 8.20 - The main VO in motion and steady. 
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visual fade-in/fade-out) and it should be darker at the beginning and lighter in the end. 

The tail should remain along the trajectory of the motion and not re-orient itself (as a 

straight line) along the direction of the movement.  

The parameters in Figure 8.19 are adjusted so that the visual outcome corresponds to 

the expectations. The appearance of a continuous line or a plasma-like point is achieved 

by instancing an elevated number of small particles, with the material in Figure 8.21.  The 

effect is looping, i.e., every second (duration = 1.00) the generation of particles is re-

peated. Every particle lasts 2 seconds (Start Lifetime = 2.00). This value determines how 

long will the impression of the trajectory last (and therefore, how long will be the portion 

of trajectory be seen when the particle system is in motion). The StartSpeed  Figure 8.19 

is set to 0: particles are not pushed away when the object is not in motion. As the particle 

needs to be very small in this case, the Start Size is randomly chosen between 0.05 and 

0.06 multiplied to the original size. In order to have the particles adjust to the shape of 

the trajectory when in motion, the simulation space has to be set to World coordinates in 

Unity. The maximum number of particles allowed is set to 1000. When 1000 particles have 

been generated, the production of new ones is inhibited until some of the previously emit-

ted ones have died out. This number can have an impact on performances when a very 

high number of particles are generated or when using complex and graphic-intensive par-

ticles. In the case of this effect, the number of particles would only slightly surpass 1000 

if the VO would travel 1 meter/second (this situation never occurs in the piece). In fact, in 

the Emission menu, the number of particles emitted over time is set to 50: every seconds 

50 particles are emitted. Additionally, when moving, 500 particles are emitted per unity 

Figure 8.21  - The plasma-like material used as a base for the particle effect. 
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length traveled (1 m) (Rate Over Time). The shape of the emission is a very narrow cone 

(basically a line). The Color Over Lifetime (Figure 8.19) indicates how each particle changes 

color throughout its life and in this case it is set so that, from blue, a particle shifts to light 

green before vanishing and becoming transparent. The Size Over Lifetime of each particle 

reflects how the entire shape of the VO in motion will look like. In fact, smaller sizes at the 

extreme of the lifetime means that the object will be narrower at the extremes: young 

particles are emitted (small size) at the very forefront of the path and remain in their 

position for their life (growing in size and then decreasing again), so that when they die 

they are at the tail (very small size). In the Renderer menu, the Renderer mode is set to 

Billboard: the particle (which in this case is a 2D object) will always face the viewer’s per-

spective, thus giving the perception of a 3D object. Other parameters have not been de-

scribed as their explanation is not crucial for the description of the result per se and is 

related to the way Unity processes graphics (e.g., sorting rendering layers and automatic 

particle scaling). 

Virtual character 

As previously discussed in Section 8.1.2 The first function of the creature-like VO is as a 

virtual character: the VO emerges from the portal and “dances” in space for some time 

without interacting with any object (except for the occlusion behind the tam-tam). The 

task of the VO is moving along 3D trajectories embracing the performance space. 
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Such trajectories have been designed in Unity by using the external asset SplineMesh 

(with some script customization). Every trajectory is created as a concatenation of 3D cu-

bic Bezier curves69. For Portale, 31 trajectories have been created. 

Figure 8.22 shows one path designed in the Unity editor. One node is highlighted. Its 

orientation is also represented by showing the Y and X axis. The two parametric points of 

the Bezier curve associated with that node are shown as red squares. By moving the 

squares in the 3D coordinate space, it is possible to change the shape of the trajectory. 

The script InternalGestureProportions was used for deciding the velocity of the creature-

like VO between consecutive nodes along the trajectories. In the case of Figure 8.22, there 

are 14 nodes and 13 curves. The time spent to complete each of them is expressed as a 

decimal to be multiplied with the Total Gesture Duration (in seconds). The sum of all the 

decimals is always 1. The speed of each curve is therefore obtained as the length of the 

 

69 A cubic Bezier curve is a curve defined by two nodes (beginning and end of the curve) and two 

other points (usually not on the curve) that define direction and curvature of the path described by 

the curve. 

Figure 8.22 - One trajectory designed in the Unity editor. One node is highlighted. On the right, one script allowing to 
select the speed of the trajectory for each part of the path delimited by two consecutive nodes. 
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curve over the time spent to complete it. The total gesture duration is accessed by the 

scripting module, while the single proportions are set once for all. 

Virtual performer 

When the protagonist VO encounters sound bombs it activates them and produces 

sounds. Therefore, it becomes a virtual performer (although in a simplified fashion). This 

function is enabled by a sphere collider attached to a GameObject which share the same 

parent with the particle effect of the protagonist VO. Therefore, the collider moves with 

the forefront of the line created by the VO when in motion. When the VO touches a sound 

bomb, a collision is detected.  

Movement’s tail 

In the corresponding section (see 1.4), the protagonist VO follows the movements of the 

performer’s hands, thus describing its trajectory. The result is accomplished by setting the 

particle system as a child of the performer’s tracked hand. Here the performer’s hand 

controls a multi-buffer granulator (see Section 8.5.3) processing tam-tam and other per-

cussion samples; therefore: a physical motion controls sounds coming from virtual 

sources. In the last section (the one in which the VO becomes musical notation), most of 

the sounds produced are acoustic and therefore a virtual motion controls sounds coming 

from a physical source. 
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Notation 

In the last part of the composition, the protagonist VO is used as a notational tool. It 

designs trajectories mainly on the 2D surface of the tam-tam. An exhaustive explanation 

of the reasons and relevant aspects of such a new form of notation can be found in Chap-

ter 7. Beyond the simple use of the blue line, the notation in the last section also features 

additional indications related to the different techniques. When the performer is asked 

to drag a magnet on the instrument’s surface, a virtual magnet of the same size of the real 

one is shown in the position where it would be meant to be. When the performer is asked 

to hit specific points of the tam, small circle-shaped particle effects are shown in those 

specific positions (blue for the left hand, red for the right hand). When the performer is 

required to hit the magnet with alternate hands’ index fingertip, alternating lights (blue 

and red) are activated so that they highlight where on the magnet the performer is re-

quired to hit and with which hand’s index fingertip. 

8.7.2 HMD and the actual on-screen rendering 

The performer’s POV is rendered on the non see-through HMD. The image rendered for 

each eye is the result of the superimposition of the stereo VR front-facing cameras’ image 

and VOs. VOs’ perspective is redrawn at every video frame in order to take into account 

the new position and orientation of the performer’s head (POV). In order to correctly ren-

der the angle of the view and the distance of VOs, their appearance is transformed 

Figure 8.23 - AR notation on the magnet. 
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through the use of transformation matrices (see Glossary). VOs are then merged with the 

real environment’s image for each frame. The rendering of the VOs perspective requires 

the use of a virtual Camera (the GameObject dedicated to the realization of the POV) for 

each eye. Inside the Unity coordinate system, the two virtual Cameras are positioned at 

inter-eye distance and linked to the pose tracking of the HMD. This way, the two virtual 

cameras will look in the precise direction of the sight of the performer and will render the 

VOs accordingly. 

The camera feed is used as a background and VOs are superimposed on it in most of the 

cases. An exception is created when occlusion is realized (see Glossary). In order to deliver 

a believable sense of presence of VOs inside the physical space, VOs staying behind a 

physical object have to be hidden or partly hidden. The rendering module makes use of 

the built-in function in the ZED Mini asset for Unity in order to achieve that. The Stereo 

Camera is also used for creating a 3D depth map (see Glossary) of the environment. The 

3D map is a mesh which is placed in the coordinate system of the AR scene. A material for 

occlusion is assigned to the 3D map mesh. Consequently, any VO staying behind the 3D 

mesh from the point of view of the performer is not rendered. This effect enhances depth 

perception and immersivity. 
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8.7.3 External Cam 

To achieve a more immersive experience for the audience, a second POV is rendered 

from a position closer to their seating in the performance venue. In order to render the 

point of view of an external camera, the feed of that camera has to be received in real-

time in Unity and shown inside the AR scene. The camera feed is gathered by calling the 

WebCamTexture class which obtains the camera feed of each video device connected to 

the computer as a texture (e.g., the camera has to be connected to the pc via cable or 

wifi). The texture obtained from the external camera is updated at every frame and can 

be applied as the main texture of the material assigned to a GameObject. A virtual screen 

is used to render the camera texture. A virtual camera is created and positioned in the 

position that corresponds (in the Unity coordinate space) to the position of the real cam-

era in the real world.  The screen is positioned in front of the virtual camera in a position 

that allows rendering the camera feed so that no other component of the scene can be 

seen in the background. 

Figure 8.24 - Positioning of the virtual camera and of the screen in front of it. 
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8.8 Audio module 

8.8.1 Max/MSP 

In Portale, the production of audio is delegated to a Max/MSP patch that handles two 

functions: playback of audio files and sound processing. Figure 8.25 presents the Presen-

tation View70 of the patch. 

8.8.2 Playback  

In order to have synchronization between the two primary software environments used 

(AR software developed in Unity and Max) The playback of the Patch is fully controlled by 

the AR software via OSC. All the samples and audio files required are preloaded in ordered 

playlists (inside a sflist~ object). There are three different playlists associated to three dif-

ferent types of VOs which send messages to Max/MSP through different OSC addresses 

(needed in order to pass the command to the right sound file player). Additionally, each 

VO is linked to one single sample inside the Max playlists (the OSC message contains the 

number of the sound file to play). By using the route object, the sample number contained 

 

70 The Presentation View is a simplified version of a Max Patch that only includes important user 

interface objects? some crucial components (such as parameter controllers) for ease of access.  

Figure 8.25- The Max/MSP patch, presentation view. 
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in the message is passed to the right sound file player (implemented inside the poly~ ob-

jects in Figure 8.26.  

There are three playlists, corresponding to three different types categories: 

• audioFiles, triggered directly by the scheduling module (see Section 8.9): long 

sound files having the role of fixed tape; OSC address: “/audioFile”; 

• soundBombs, triggered by the sound bombs in the AR software (see Section 

8.7.1): tam-tam and other metallophones samples (tam-tam, waterphone, crot-

ales, cymbals) played with a bow or with beaters; OSC address: “/soundBomb”; 

• tamRegions, triggered by the hidden buttons on the tam-tam (see Section 8.7.1): 

samples of the sound obtained by hitting different regions of the tam-tam; OSC 

address: “/tamRegion”. 

8.8.3 Processing 

The second part of the audio module deals with the following kinds of live sound pro-

cessing: 

• Mix, EQ and compression; 

• Multi-buffer granulator; 

• Spectral delay. 

Figure 8.26 - The Max/MSP subpatch dedicated to the playback of sound files. 
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EQ, Mix and compression 

The incoming signal is delivered by two microphones: one contact mic attached to the 

tam-tam and one cardioid condenser microphone close-positioned behind the instru-

ment. The two input signals are separately EQed by using a combination of the filtergraph 

and biquad~ (see Glossary) objects. The results are then mixed into a mono signal that is 

passed to a multi-band compressor (omx.5band~ object). The control parameters for this 

component of the audio module are set before the performance and are not subjected to 

any change. There is no control of by the performer over these values. 

Multi-buffer granulator  

The multi-buffer granulator is a custom tool designed for Portale. It is used only in the 

section of Portale in which the protagonist VO follows the performer’s hand as a tail. The 

granulator applies a granulation algorithm to up to 3 different sound files (therefore, 3 

buffers) at the same time, choosing the balance between them (how many voices will be 

assigned to each sound file). The starting point of each grain is randomly selected. The 

grain duration, panning and loudness is randomly established inside a range controlled by 

the dedicated sliders. The envelope of each grain can be designed in the dedicated sub-

patcher. The transposition of each grain is controlled with a keyslider object  in a just-

intonation temperament (intervals are adjusted to harmonic intonation up to the 17th 

harmonic).  

Figure 8.27- One probability distribution on the multislider 
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The granulator also allows one to decide the probability distribution of grains over time 

(probability for each grain to be activated at a given moment). The distribution can be 

simply drawn on a multislider as shown in Figure 8.27. The lines are formed by a succes-

sion of 200 small steps. Each of them represents a value from 0 (bottom) to 100 (top) and 

is the probability distribution in percentage at a given point in time. When the probability 

is 0, no grains are activated (silence) while when the probability is 100, all grains are acti-

vated. It is possible to decide the speed at which the values on the multislider are read. 

For example, if the value of every step lasts for 5 ms, then the whole period is read in 

5x200 = 1000 ms. Once the whole graph has been read, the process restarts. Among the 

various uses, this multislider can be used for generating rhythmical loops and to create 

continuous or discontinuous textures. 

The AR software sends control data for the granulator through the address “/GSGrain” 

and /silence. The first one carries a message containing data of the speed of movement 

and the x, y and z coordinates of the performer’s hand’s position (relative to the tam’s 

transform). The second address is used for determining when the granulator should not 

sound (i.e., when the speed is 0). The speed parameter is mapped to the selection of dif-

ferent melodic patterns and to the speed at which these patterns have to be realized 

(faster pace for faster movements). The x coordinate (left-right in reference to the tam’s 

Figure 8.28 - Part of the Max patch dedicated to the control of parameters by the AR software. 
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transform) is used for the choice of a preset in the probability distribution (more perfo-

rated to the left, more continuous to the right). The y coordinate (up-down) determines 

the size of the grain: longer at the top, shorter at the bottom. The z (back-forth) coordi-

nate is mapped to a mix between different buffers. 

Spectral delay 

The spectral delay is used in the last section of Portale, where the protagonist VO be-

comes a form of notation. This sound processing unit is based on an analysis algorithm 

called FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) which separates very narrow bands of frequencies 

across the whole audible range71 (usually, from 256 to 4096 bands, called bins) and ana-

lyzes the energy content of each one of these bins. The FFT algorithm is also used for 

resynthesizing a sound after manipulating the frequency bins. A spectral delay inde-

pendently organizes the delay times of the different bins: the component of the sound 

 

71 20-20000 Hz. 

Figure 8.29 - Parameters presets for the spectral delay. 
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carried by a frequency band bin is not necessarily emitted as soon as it reaches the pro-

cessing unit (delay = 0ms) but in a later moment according to the amount of delay. The 

semi-custom spectral delay used for Portale also implements the possibility to control 

feedback values and panning position of each frequency band independently. The high 

number of bins and the logarithmic nature of the perception of frequency can make it 

difficult for the programmer to control the perceptual impact of each parameter’s modi-

fication. For this reason, this version of the spectral delay reorganizes the frequency bands 

into 24 non-equal bands (Bark critical bands, see glossary). The breadth in terms of fre-

quencies of each band varies on the base of psychoacoustic criteria. The values of time 

delay, feedback and left-right panning can be decided for each band separately and stored 

in presets then controlled via OSC by the AR software. This component of the audio unit 

is exclusively controlled by the scheduling module and is activated in correspondence of 

specific events. The AR software changes presets. No other component of the spectral 

delay is accessible from the outside.  

8.9 Scheduling module 

The scheduling module is in charge of controlling the organization of the events over 

time: instantiating, activating and deactivating VOs, triggering audio files, delivering speed 

information for trajectories, activating and deactivating functions. The module is consti-

tuted by three scripts attached to the  GameObject Scripting. This GameObject is used 

only for handling the scripting module and does not have any rendering or collision com-

ponent attached to it. 

The ReadCSV script’s task is to interpret and format the information contained in the 

.csv file in a way that can be used by the Conductor_Advanced script for actually triggering 

all the events. The Clock script keeps track of the elapsed time and communicates to the 
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Conductor_Advanced script when to trigger the new event.  All the components in the 

scripting module are entirely custom made for Portale. 

 

 

8.9.1 The .csv file 

This file contains all the information needed for handling the scheduling in Portale. It is 

organized in rows with six elements each: 

• Type: the type of VO the line is dealing with (e.g., particle effects, trajectories etc.) 

• Time: the starting time (in seconds) of the event; 

• Reference: which exact VO, among all the ones of its type, the line is dealing with 

(e.g, trajectory 27); 

• Duration: if needed, how long is that effect going to last (expressed in seconds); 

• Color: if needed, might indicate the color of a particle effect or be used as an extra 

value for controlling another parameter for one specific VO type; 

• Life: if needed, used for indicating the fadeout time on some particle effects. 

 

Figure 8.30 - The Scripting GameObject 
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8.9.2 Read CSV 

This script processes the .csv file so that it is transformed into a List<List<strings>>. Lists 

are collections of variables or objects in a specific order and accessible by an index. Con-

trarily to Arrays, Lists do not have a fixed number of elements, but new variables or ob-

jects can be freely added as long as they are of the type allowed in the list (and that’s why, 

in this circumstance, Lists were preferred over Arrays). In the case of the ReadCSV script, 

strings (see glossary) are the allowed variable. A string is defined as a collection of char-

acters (or, intuitively, a portion of text). The script uses the “/n” character (the “new 

line”72 character) and the “;” character in order to separate the whole text in the .csv file 

into strings, thus producing a list of strings (List<strings>). It then uses the Split function 

for grouping all the strings in smaller lists of six strings each, thus producing a list of list of 

strings (List<List<strings>>): the script. Inside this final list of lists, each list of strings of six 

 

72 In text files, the new line is actually a character on its own. 

Figure 8.31- Excerpt from the .csv file. 
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elements corresponds to one single event and carries all the information needed by the 

Conductor_Advanced script (see the dedicated paragraph below, Figure 8.33). 

8.9.3 Clock 

The Clock script (Figure 8.32) accesses the list of lists of strings created by ReadCSV (lines 

16 and 17 in Figure 8.32). At startup, the counter of time and events is cleared (lines 18 

and 19). The script uses a Boolean start (declared at line 5) for letting the composition 

start. There is also a Boolean used for checking whether the composition has just started, 

or has been started in previous updates (previousCondition, declared at line 6). Every time 

the piece is restarted, all the counters are reset (lines 25-29). Once start has been set to 

‘true’, the float73 variable timeElapsed accumulates  the amount of time elapsed since 

the past update, unless the composition has been stopped, i.e. the stop Boolean is set to 

‘true’ (lines 31-35). The script looks into the second element (time of occurrence) of the 

following event’s set of variables (script[scriptEvent + 1][1]74, line 41) and, if the elapsed 

time has reached the required time value, the integer variable scriptEvent is raised by 1 

(lines 41-44). All of that only happens if the script has not reached its end, i.e., if not all 

the lists of strings inside the script have been accessed (line 38). 

 

73 Float is a type used in C# for handling decimals. 
74 In C# and usually in every programming language, the first element in an Array or List is 

associated with the index 0.  
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8.9.4 Conductor_Advanced 

This script accesses the scriptEvent variable created by the Clock script and, if the event 

number has just been increased the new set of parameters for the new event is created 

and transformed into the required type: int, float or string (lines 52-62). If the event is 

referred to the protagonist VO (classified as “line” type, see Figure 8.33, line 64) the In-

ternalGestureProportions2 script (regulating the internal speed of each trajectory) is ac-

cessed (lines 64-67). The total duration of the trajectory is set based on the value written 

in the fourth element of the list related to that event (stored in the variable _dur); then 

Figure 8.32- The clock script. 
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the movement along the new trajectory is triggered (68-69). The scripts Spline (containing 

vertices and functions related to the Bezier curves constituting each trajectory) and Ex-

ampleFollowSpline (handling the actual movement of the protagonist VO along those tra-

jectories) are accessed (70-71). Based on the “color” parameter (which in this case is not 

used for determining the color), it is decided whether the trajectory will be followed from 

the first node to the last or from the last node to the first (“backwards” line 72-77). The 

startLife of each particle in the protagonist VO (see Section 8.7.1 ) the is set according to 

the “life” parameter.  

 

 

Figure 8.33- Extract from the Conductor_Advanced script. 
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8.10 Conclusions 

This chapter is dedicated to a thorough technical explanation of the realization of the AR 

environment for Portale, with examples of code sheets, 3D graphics editors and audio 

processing patches in Max/MSP. This chapter is meant as a sort of development guide 

that might be helpful for researchers who might want to start studying the field. In an 

experimental panorama for live performance, this contribution might deliver fruitful in-

sights for the definition of future best practices. 

8.11 Glossary and technical concepts 

Alpha channel: one component of the RGB (Red Green Blue) color coding (also used in 

Unity) that determines the transparency of a color.  

Array: in the programming language C# it is an indexed collection of variable of the same 

type with a fixed size. 

Bark critical bands: these bands group frequencies in which the frequency response 

(such as sensitivity to pitch change or dissonance) of the ear is the same. Although these 

bands are defined with precise frequency boundaries (obtained as a consequence of psy-

choacoustic experiments), in reality the hearing process is likely not that discontinuous. 

Bark bands form the Bark scale. 

Bezier curve: a parametric curve that can be created by assigning coordinates to few 

points. Beziers can be linear (two control points), quadratic (three points), cubic (four 

points) and of n-degree. 

Biquad~: a Max/MSP object used for creating filters with complex shapes (similarly to 

what is achieved in Audio Work Stations’ EQs). It is typically used in conjunction with the 

filtergraph object. 
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Bin: a very narrow frequency band used for the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. The 

number of bins depends on the window size chosen for a given FFT analysis. Most typical 

choices are 256, 512, 1024, 2048 or 4096 bins. 

Boolean: is a binary type of variable used in programming languages. The typical values 

are true-false and, in some languages, 0-1. Booleans are used for implementing if state-

ments and other statements as loops, such as while loops. 

Buffer: is a portion of memory dedicated to the storage of some data. In Max/MSP buff-

ers are typically used for storing soundfiles to be played back or analised but they can also 

be used for storing values. 

Child: in Unity, a child is the transform of a GameObject whose coordinate system is 

referred to the transform of another GameObject (called parent). 

Collider: in Unity, a collider is a GameObject component that allows the detection of 

collisions with other GameObjects. It can have the same shape of the GameObject’s mesh 

but there are exceptions. For example, a GameObject can have a collider without having 

a mesh and a mesh renderer component. There are 2D and 3D colliders using simple pri-

mary shapes such as circles, spheres, cylinders etc. Mesh colliders use a mesh for creating 

the collider. This last solution are usually avoided as they are computationally expensive. 

Compression (dynamic): it is a sound processing function that allows to compress the 

dynamic range of an audio file. Every time the loudness passes the threshold (expressed 

in dB) the compressor reduces that exceeding loudness in function of the ratio: for exam-

ple, if the threshold is -15 dB and the original signal is -11dB, then, if the ratio is 4:1, the 

compressor will lower the sound level to -14dB.  

Depth map: a depth map is a texture that includes information about the distances of 

the surfaces in a scene given a point of view. 

EQ: an EQ, or equalizer, is a filter bank where different kinds of filters can be used (band 

pass, band reject, low pass, high pass, low shelf, high shelf, bell etc.) in order to change 
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the tone balance inside a timbre: loud components can be lowered in loudness, while 

quiet components can be enhanced. 

Envelope: an envelope is a set of values that describes the behavior of a parameter over 

time. It is often used for describing the loudness profile of a sound. In psychoacoustic, the 

envelope of a timbre is divided in the phases of Attack (the initial phase of the sound that 

leads to the peak of intensity), Decay (a drop of energy that precedes the following phase), 

Sustain (the phase in which the sound has more or less a stable intensity) and Release (the 

phase in which the instrument is not anymore excited by an external force and its vibrat-

ing components lose energy until they reach a resting condition). 

Feedback: is that audio phenomenon that happens when the output of an audio system 

is sent into its input, thus generating a loop. Depending on its use and implementation, 

the feedback can create sustain effects (such as reverb-like or echo-like results) or distor-

tions, particularly evident when a microphone is positioned near loudspeakers that are 

diffusing an amplification of the microphone’s signal. 

FFT analysis: 

Filtergraph: it is a graphic Max object used for creating complex EQ profiles to be fed 

into the biquad~ object. 

Float: is one of the ways for creating a variable with a decimal value. It is a single preci-

sion data type (32-bit, up to 7 decimals). Other types are Double (double precision, 64-

bit, up to 15-16 decimals) and Decimals(128-bit, up to 28-29 decimals). In situations where 

a high precision is not required, Float are likely the choice as they are the least impactful 

on performance. 

GameObject: every object in a Unity scene is a GameObject. By default a GameObject 

only has a transform attached to it. Therefore, it is not necessarily a graphic object, as it 

would need a mesh and a mesh renderer for being visible. 
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Granulator: In audio, a granulator is a sound processing unit that plays very small chunks 

of audio (grains, mostly in the 1-30 ms range) in rapid sequence, reconstructing new tex-

tures out of any timbre. The size of the grain, the loudness, the position on the original 

soundfile, the envelope of the grain, the transposition and the position in a spatialization 

system can typically be controlled. In case of a polyphonic granulator, multiple grains are 

played at the same time. 

Integer: it is a data type used for integer variables. An integer cannot represent decimal 

values. 

Keyslider: Max/MSP object looking like a keyboard and outputting MIDI messages. 

List: it is an indexed list of objects of a specific type (such as strings or integers) with a 

non-fixed size. 

Lighthouse: a laser emitter used for the outside-in tracking system of the HTC Vive head-

set. A common setup includes two lighthouses. 

Material: every 3D object needs a material in order to be rendered. The material is the 

property that, in conjunction with a shader, defines how surfaces on a GameObject look 

like, what are the irregularities (cavities and elevations) and how do they absorb and re-

flect light. Materials can be monochromatic, plain colors with reflective properties or 

complex visual configurations that require a specific mapping in order to be shown 

properly on the mesh.  

Max/MSP: visual programming language for electronic music and audio visual produc-

tion. 

Mesh: is a representation of complex polyhedral figures used in Computer Graphics for 

defining the geometry of virtual objects. It is a collection of vertices, edges and faces. Ver-

tices are positions in 3D space that carry color, texture and shader coordinates. Edges are 

lines that connect those vertices. Faces are the surfaces described by edges. Usually, faces 

are subdivided in triangles for rendering purposes. In fact, most of the rendering pipelines 
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are only able to render 3-sided faces and polygons and complex shapes are obtained as a 

summation of numerous triangles. 

Multislider: a multislider is a Max object composed by more than one slider. The value 

of each of them can be individually adjusted with the mouse and all of them can be ad-

justed at once by simply dragging the mouse over the object and designing a shape. 

Normal: In computer graphics, it is the direction in which a surface reflects light (i.e. the 

direction in which the material is rendered). 

Occlusion: it is a visual effect for which objects behind other objects from a specific point 

of view are not seen from that specific point of view. The correct representation of this 

phenomenon is crucial in computer graphics. 

Omx.5band: a dynamic compressor object in Max/Msp. 

OSC: a protocol used for connecting different pieces of software and/or different devices 

over a network. Messages can be sent from one software/machine to another soft-

ware/machine through OSC addresses (different addresses can be used for different func-

tions), by knowing the network IP address of the recipient machine and the port to which 

the recipient program is listening. Data types such as strings and floats can be sent. Sets 

of commands can be organized in OSC bundles. 

Panning: positioning of a sound source in a n-channel audio field. In stereo, it is de-

scribed by a left-right value. In multichannels arrays, it is described by one or two angles, 

depending whether the system used is 2D or 3D audio. 

Parent: in Unity, it is the transform of a GameObject used as a point of reference by 

another GameObject’s transform. 

Particle system: it is a graphic effect created by the superimposition of the instantiation 

of synchronous and/or consequent copies of a basic graphic effect (particle). The possible 

results are extremely differentiated. Particle effects can be used to simulate thunders, 

rain, smoke, dust, fire etc. 
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Prefab: it is a GameObject that is used as a model for the instantiation of clones. 

Physics engine: it is that part of a graphic engine that simulates physics. It is used for 

collisions, forces (e.g. the force of gravity), fluid dynamics and such. 

Script: a script is a programming sheet that defines a class (a blueprint for components 

to attach to a GameObject) that implements a specific function. The range of application 

of scripts goes from graphic behavior to the interpretation of data structures.   

Shader:  is a program that calculates the rendering effect on materials, such as light re-

flection and post-processing effects. More in general, a shader can decide what is the be-

havior of vertices, edges and surfaces over time and its capabilities can extend up to the 

modification of meshes. 

Spectral delay: A spectral delay independently organizes the delay times of the different 

bins: the component of the sound carried by a frequency band is not necessarily emitted 

as soon as it reaches the processing unit (delay = 0ms) but in a later moment according to 

the amount of delay. 

String: in programming languages, a string is a data type composed by characters (such 

as letters, numbers and symbols). 

Tag: in Unity, a tag is a mark that can be associated to a GameObject in order to give it 

a specific function or insert it in a specific category of GameObjects. 

Tethered: connected to a computer through cable. 

Texture: it is an image that can be used as the main component of a material. It can 

simulate surfaces, such as brick walls or sand.  

Transform: in Unity, it is the component that deals with the position, rotation and scale 

of the GameObject it is attached to. The values can be referred to the world coordinate 

system or to another GameObject’s transform if it is a child. 

Transformation matrix: 
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Unity: a comprehensive game development platform that includes advanced features 

for graphics, physics simulation, animations, scripting etc. 

Update: in Unity, in every script, it is the function that is evaluated at every video frame 

refresh. 
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9. Portfolio 

9.1 Composition 1- Portale (2019) 

Program notes 

In this multimedia composition (realized through a custom AR software), the small tam-

tam is both a musical instrument and a portal. It is the bridge between virtual and real 

world. It is the door from which a creature emerges, an agile and impalpable being. The 

structure of the composition is articulated according to the different forms of relationship 

the creature establishes with the real performer: it can be a character (moving around 

and almost acting), a performer (it plays some music by interacting with virtual objects/in-

terfaces), a form of notation ("Follow me" it asks to the performer...and then indicates 

what to do on the tam-tam); in some cases, it follows the gesture of the performer, as a 

"tail", drawn in the air. Real and virtual world are here merged in different ways, with 

different balances between the two different opposites. We see both sides of the portal. 

This piece is the result of a research addressed to the study of new ways for music per-

formance through the use of Augmented Reality, where the combination of real-time 3D 

graphics and motion capture has the potential to redesign our perception of reality, our 

representation of it and our capability to interact with the environment. Although differ-

entiated, all the sounds are obtained from the tam-tam (or, in few cases, other metallo-

phones) through multiple forms of sound processing that can distort a timbre until it is 

not recognizable. Therefore, the sound itself reflects a continuously crafted out relation-

ship between virtual and real. All the sounds and visuals (including camera switches) are 

generated live. 

The composition does not have a score written on paper. However, the sequence of 

events and its organization through time are exactly codified in a specific script used by 
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the scripting module of the AR software described in Chapter 8. Additionally, Portale 

makes use of a brand-new form of gesture-based AR notation which cannot be translated 

on paper without deeply changing its interactive, space-located nature. 

Links:  

https://cnmat.berkeley.edu/projects/augmented-and-virtual-reality-notation-audio-

synthesis-and-performance-giovanni-santini 

 

 

  

https://cnmat.berkeley.edu/projects/augmented-and-virtual-reality-notation-audio-synthesis-and-performance-giovanni-santini
https://cnmat.berkeley.edu/projects/augmented-and-virtual-reality-notation-audio-synthesis-and-performance-giovanni-santini
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9.2 Composition 2 – Studi sulla Realtà Nuova (2018-2020) 

Program Notes 

Studi sulla Realtà Nuova (Etueds on the New Real) is a (modular expandable) cycle of 

Etudes made of two compositions for augmented piano in Augmented Reality (AR). In 

each composition, I dealt with different aspects and implications of instrumental augmen-

tation and artistic implications of AR. The musical language used is meant to ignore dis-

tinctions of musical language, style and target audience often considered by musicians. 

Uses of strictly tonal elements and simplified rhythms, as well as song-like patterns, are 

openly integrated without hiding behind concepts such as adaptation, contamination or 

citation. At the same time, no effort in replicating exactly a specific stylistic requirement 

was attempted. The new real is not only constituted by a new technological frontier, but 

also by a (not-so-new) stylistic panorama where the distinction between genres is willfully 

ignored. Every material can filtrate without any discrimination but coherence and quality 

in the realization. No theoretical discussion is wanted, researched, proposed or expected 

beyond a strong and purposeful idea of artistic freedom. 

In Sopra (On Top) the use of repeating rhythmic patters is linked to different states of 

piano augmentation, with a dynamic set of interfaces that are changed by the interpreter 

during the performance. The idea of excitement is conveyed by the continuous virtuosity 

required in jumping from virtual to real keys as well as by the irregular rhythms (inside a 

very regular grid of 16th notes). A disco-like theme prorupts in the second part, delivering 

a sort of brainlessly joyful (and rather orgiastic) state. 

In Ghiaccio (Ice) the performer interacts with interfaces designed as astra or as repre-

sentations of water-related phenomena. It is an artistic suggestion around the idea of 

“ice” and “cold”, thematized as the different states of water and the outer space (as a 

cold environment). The design of interfaces is strictly related to the expressive core of the 
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composition and is meant as a part of the artistic outcome. The result is an audio-visual 

composition where the technical needs of the performer are also connected to audience-

related expressiveness. 

 

Link: https://www.giovannisantini.com/studisullarealtanuova 

 

 

  

https://www.giovannisantini.com/studisullarealtanuova
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Performance notes 

The two Etudes included in this cycle do not require any extended techniques. However, 

the notation of the interaction with AR interfaces requires some explanation. The inter-

faces appear when they are needed and disappear when the interaction is not requested. 

In the score, each interface is identified with a different color and the number of lines on 

the staff depends on the number of virtual bodies.  

For interfaces composed of more than one body, if bodies are arranged horizontally, in 

the notation bottom correspond to the left side and top corresponds to the right; alter-

natively, if bodies are arranged vertically, bottom and top in the notation correspond to 

bottom and top for the AR interface. When the interaction with interfaces is supposed to 

generate pitches that can be changed by the interpreter, those pitches are notated with 

Common Musical Notation.  

The performer can interact either by using hands or by using the gaze direction. 

Needed equipment: 

• One HTC Vive Pro headset; 

• One ZED Mini camera; 

• 3 Vive Trackers; 

• Software developed in Unity 3D for AR rendering and interaction;  

• Ableton Live session with custom Max Effects (created through Max for Live) and 

software synthesizers and samplers. 

Sopra 

In this composition the notation is divided into 6 main staves: 2 for the performer on the 

piano keys, 2 for the performer on the AR interfaces and 2 indicate the material to be 

performed by a virtual improviser (implemented as an audio-only algorithm), which can 

change “freely” some parts. 
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Interface correspondences: 

This interface appears between the performer and the keyboard, at 

the same height of the keyboard and with the faces pointing upwards. 

 

 

This interface appears above the keyboard. 

 

 

 

 

 

Also intf 3, 4, 5, 6 and 9 (different pitches). Appears above the keyboard. 

 

 

 

 

Intf 7 is composed of 4 virtual objects and is used in two different ways. 

Intf 7, central virtual bodies 

 

 

Intf 7, external virtual bodies and Intf 0. 
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In this interface, the interpreter cannot change the single pitches but just the chords, 

arranged in a sequence. The two spheres of the interface have the same function to trig-

ger the next chord, therefore the player can choose the sphere they prefer at each needed 

change. 

Ghiaccio 

In this etude all the interfaces are used for triggering the next chord or timbre, except 

for the multislider that can be used for producing pitches and altering the timbre. There-

fore, except for the multislider, the other interfaces are notated on one single line staff 

with number boxes.  

Interface correspondences:  

 

The interface is activated as soon as the 

hand emerges from the water. 

 

 

The interface is activated when the 

performer looks at it. 

 

The player needs to put 

his hand inside the icy block in order to activate it. The 
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frets indicate different pitches that can be used for the synthesizer linked to the interface. 

 

The interface is activated when the per-

former looks at it. 
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9.3 Composition 3 – Passacaglia (2019) 

Program Notes 

In this composition, AR interfaces are using for augmenting the conductor of a string 

ensemble. The gesture of the conductor is used as a controller for electronic processing 

and sample playing. The form of the piece is a passacaglia, where a small initial composi-

tional cell is continuously varied repetition after repetition, creating slowly developing 

textures alternated with abrupt episodes. Sets of variations are grouped inside long-range 

sections. The use of virtual interfaces follows a similar development, with changes or evo-

lutions at every new repetition, thus demonstrating the possibility to compose interfaces, 

groups of interfaces, functions and their development over time. 
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Performance notes 

Performance notes 

Conductor 

Needed equipment for the conductor: 

• One HTC Vive Pro headset; 

• One ZED Mini camera; 

• 3 Vive Trackers; 

• Software developed in Unity 3D for AR rendering and interaction;  

• Ableton Live session with custom Max Effects (created through Max for Live) and 

software synthesizers and samplers. 

The conductor’s gesture is used for controlling electronics processing and samples. One 

Vive Tracker has to be worn per hand. One additional tracker should be used for providing 

a point of reference in space for the rendering of virtual objects.  

The right hand of the conductor will be used for conducting, marking the beats of each 

bar, as usual. In some circumstances, a transparent virtual block will be activated in the 

range of action of the conductor’s right hand. By moving the hand inside that block, the 

conductor will be able to control the parameters of sound processing. Note that in those 

circumstances, the conductor is only asked to keep doing the usual “beating” movement. 
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Right hand interface: 

 

The left hand has three different interaction situations. Its movements can be assigned to 

another block, similar to the right hand one. In this case, a gestural description is indi-

cated, where the staff notates the left-right movement, while dynamics indications de-

scribe the top-down movement (top is ff and bottom is pp).  

 

In another case, the following interface would be activated (progressively virtual object 

after virtual object). 
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In the third case, the interface has the task to generate chords. The harmonies are indi-

cated on the score but the interpreter has no possibility to adjust pitches in real-time: the 

interface is only needed for triggering the next, pre-generated chords 

Instruments: 

• Violin I (divided in a and b) 

• Violin II (divided in a and b) 

• Viola (divided in a and b) 

• Cello (divided in a and b) 

• Double bass (divided in a and b; b has five strings, with V tuned on b). 

Microtonal intonation indicated for harmonics is the natural intonation. Performers are 

not requested in any way to adjust the intonation when there is a sign of natural harmon-

ics. In some case, quarter-tone indications are reported without a natural harmonics sign. 

In that case, the performer has to produce the quarter-tone by adjusting the intonation. 
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9.4 Composition 4 - AR installation (2019) 

Program notes 

This is a simple installation representing a planetary system where virtual objects (plan-

ets and sun) are linked to sounds that, combined together, create a complex audio tex-

ture. Participants can move these objects and, by changing their position, also change the 

sound they are linked to. Additionally, users can draw a trajectory with one controller and 

spawn an additional planet following that trajectory. 

 

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XlOUQlaG70&t=22s 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XlOUQlaG70&t=22s
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9.5 Synesthesizer (2018) 

Short description 

The Synesthesizer is a timbre synthesizer based on color recognition and Machine Learn-

ing. It is inspired by the principle of synesthesia, i.e. the involuntary extension of one sense 

to other senses. More specifically, I address chromesthesia (also known as sound-to-color 

synesthesia), i.e. the involuntary perception of a color provoked by a heard sound. The 

main idea of the Synesthesizer is to use the continuum spectrum of colors in order to 

explore a continuum spectrum in sounds. Its implementation in VR specie also allows a 

more engaging interaction. The tool is simple and open to be used by non-musicians. The 

functioning and realization of this application is fully described in Chapter 2. 

Links: https://www.giovannisantini.com/synesthesizer 

https://cnmat.berkeley.edu/projects/augmented-and-virtual-reality-notation-audio-syn-
thesis-and-performance-giovanni-santini 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.giovannisantini.com/synesthesizer
https://cnmat.berkeley.edu/projects/augmented-and-virtual-reality-notation-audio-synthesis-and-performance-giovanni-santini
https://cnmat.berkeley.edu/projects/augmented-and-virtual-reality-notation-audio-synthesis-and-performance-giovanni-santini
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9.6 LINEAR (2018) 

Program notes 

The idea of LINEAR (Live-generated Interface and Notation Environment in Augmented 

Reality) came from a simple observation: no kind of existing musical notation can really 

represent a gesture. Even if a specific movement can be described through some symbols 

or graphic representations, its trajectory can never be fixed in space.  AR technology, al-

lowing the creation of 3-d virtual objects inside the real environment, allows the live gen-

eration of virtual entities that can keep track over time of the trajectory of one gesture. 

Those bodies can be also treated as real objects, subjected to physical laws. Consequently, 

it is possible to interact with them so that they can be “played” as an electronic instru-

ment. In LINEAR, one performer creates virtual bodies through his/her gestures (using an 

iPhone as a sort of brush). The smartphone’s screen is then mirrored to a projector, thus 

making the process visible to the audience and to other players, who sight-read the rep-

resentations on screen, as forms of graphic notation. This process requires the interpret-

ers a continuous effort of engagement and creativity, since the information provided by 

that form of notation is not strictly codified, as it would be using the Common Western 

Musical Notation. The unprecedented possibilities of merging the real environment with 

a virtual one, delivered by the last developments in technology, pose new questions on 

reality and artistic practice and generate new perspectives on creativity and creation, 

whose implications are still to be fully explored and questioned. LINEAR constitutes one 

of the first steps in this direction. 

 

Links: https://www.giovannisantini.com/linear,   

https://cnmat.berkeley.edu/projects/augmented-and-virtual-reality-notation-audio-

synthesis-and-performance-giovanni-santini 

https://www.giovannisantini.com/linear
https://cnmat.berkeley.edu/projects/augmented-and-virtual-reality-notation-audio-synthesis-and-performance-giovanni-santini
https://cnmat.berkeley.edu/projects/augmented-and-virtual-reality-notation-audio-synthesis-and-performance-giovanni-santini
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9.7 AR Spatialization system (2019) 

Short description 

This is a tool for sound spatialization in AR. It allows one to draw trajectories in the air 

(with speed data) and then have these trajectories played back by virtual objects linked 

to sound sources. The sound sources can be spatialized in an immersive 3D audio field. 

Full description of functioning and realization is reported in chapter 3. 

Link: https://www.giovannisantini.com/arspatialization 

 

 

  

https://www.giovannisantini.com/arspatialization
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9.8 GesturAR 

Short description 

This study explores a new way to notate extended techniques on tam-tam (expandable 

to other instruments in the future). The application allows the representation of gestures 

(through holograms projected on the instrument’s surface) addressed to specific results. 

The trajectories can be created by the composer himself with the bodily motion thanks to 

the use of a hand skeletal tracking device. The sequence of previously recorded trajecto-

ries in space can also be organized on a timeline and played back, realizing a new type of 

score that notates events through time instead of on paper. A full description of function-

ing and realization of the application is reported in Chapter 6. 

Link: https://www.giovannisantini.com/gesturar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.giovannisantini.com/gesturar
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10. Conclusions 

Following from the articles and portfolio presented in the previous chapters, it is possi-

ble to draw some conclusions about the research questions introduced in 1.5. 

10.1 Research questions 

Q1: What aspect of musical notation could Augmented Reality enhance? Due to its 

capability of delivering information in 3D space and time, AR is particularly suited for 

representing movements in space. It shows a very promising potential for forms of notation 

that require an indication of the position of action or, more extensively, a representation of 

gesture in space. The viability of this particular direction in music notation had been shown, 

earlier on, in music education, where solutions such as the piano roll (described in 1.3.1) 

make use of the spatial indication capabilities of AR. However, as previously discussed, in 

that context the realization of a new form of musical notation was intended for the 

instruction of beginners by translating in an AR context previously existing scores notated 

in Common Music Notation. Consequently, in Music Education, AR notation has only 

conceived as an instruction tool helpful for lowering the barrier of entry75. On the contrary, 

in the works presented in this portfolio, AR music notation has been studied in its potential 

use for music performance and composition. For the research presented in this thesis, one 

 

75 Indicates the difficulty, for a beginner, to move the first steps. 
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area of interest has been identified in the use of AR for gesture-based music notation. As it 

has been pointed out in Chapters 6 and 7, AR can allow one to represent the trajectory of a 

gesture quite precisely in space and time. In chapter 6, a system has been presented that 

allows one to create 4D trajectories by using the composer’s own gestures, storing them, 

and organizing them on a timeline. AR makes possible a new form of sensors-mediated 

notation, and interactive embodied notation where the notated action coincides with the act 

of notation. Similar capabilities of AR in music notation have also been limitedly treated 

in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Chapter 7 describes how the possibility to notate a gesture in space 

can have importance in contexts where the performative act is addressed to sound 

exploration and extended techniques. In fact, on specific types of vibrating bodies, such as 

the tam-tam, the position of the instrumental preparation and the position of excitement 

matter so much that a precise mapping of positions and a space-accurate form of notation 

have an impact on the compositional process itself. The expectations in term of precision 

of the result can be much higher than the ones allowed by traditional notation on paper. Far 

from considering such a condition an absolute advantage, the specificity, importance and 

potential of this form of notation is nevertheless claimed. For what concerns the indication 

of rhythms, AR gesture-based notation, in its current development stage, results not optimal 

to notate rhythm as a sequence of discrete time values (discrete rhythm). Instead, it can 

deliver precise information about the articulation of different velocities contained in one 

single gesture, at a degree of precision and intuitiveness that notation on paper cannot 

deliver. This way of notating time generates continuous rhythm.  

 

 

Q2: Given its interactive nature, what new possibilities for interactive musical notation 

could AR enable?  

The research has recognized different ways in which AR can facilitate interactive capa-

bilities in music notation.  
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• The very process of composing and creating music notation can be made 

interactive (as shown in chapter 6) by using sensors for detecting the gesture’s 

position and orientation over time; 

• this research shows that any virtual object can be assigned to different tasks and 

change roles or have more than one function at a time. In Chapters 4 and 5, it has 

been shown that a virtual object that is part of a trajectory notating a gesture can, 

at the same time, be an interface, i.e. control some parameter of the sound. In 

that case, a notation-interface hybrid has been created. In chapter 3, drawn 

trajectories are not exactly a form of notation, as they are not used to indicate 

any performance action.. However, they represent the movement of sound 

sources and can be used in order to better understand and portray in space the 

behavior of a complex spatialized texture over time. In chapter 7, the description 

of Portale outlines some possibilities of AR extension of the role of notation inside 

a composition. More properly, the same graphic effect used for notating actions 

can undergo a series of changes in role and relationship with the environment 

and the physical performer. Notation can be extended to other functions by 

assigning different tasks to the same virtual object; 

• the strong graphic component of AR allows its expressive use for the audience. 

With the idea of using the full range of capabilities of AR, the design of AR 

interfaces and notation needs to be conceived from an audience point of view, 

thus implementing solutions that are not only technically relevant for the musical 

practice, but also visually expressive. This interactive component of AR is shown 

in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 8. 
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10.2 Limitations and future work 

Limitations can be found both in the relatively early stage of AR technology by itself, and 

in the work presented in this dissertation. For what concerns the state of the art, the 

spread of AR is still strongly limited by the types of hardware available on the market: see-

through devices are too expensive for the mass consumer market, have limited Field of 

View (FOV) and are uncomfortable to carry if compared to common eyeglasses, and much 

heavier than other portable devices such as smartphones. Non-see-through devices have 

a broader field of view and are cheaper (still relatively expensive) in price, but immersivity 

is reduced due to the need to use front-facing cameras for seeing the physical world. 

Moreover, non-see-through devices are typically heavier. In the short term, a limited 

adoption of AR based music applications has to be expected. 

Regarding the work presented in this dissertation, limitations lie mainly in the explora-

tive nature of the work: although potentially fruitful ideas and applications have been 

proposed, there is still room for further experimentation and for improvement in design, 

in terms of gesture interaction, virtual instruments realization and visual expressiveness.  

For example, the exact identification of gestures in relation to an exact reproduction of 

sound is not yet fully achieved. Although the foundation for that kind of work has been 

provided, further experiments and evolution of the system are needed. Especially fruitful 

could be the creation of a mapping chart for instruments where nodes and vibrational 

areas could be identified and notated with overlaid virtual signs.  

Given the complexity of the architecture needed and the different levels of competences 

required, the development of AR-based music practices could move from its experimental 

nature into a state-of-the-art production through a development team. Another enhance-

ment could be achieved through the use of motion capture gloves: fingers, palms and 

swirl detection, with a detection point per hand joint instead of the current single detec-

tion point allowed by the use of Vive Trackers. Better precision of motion capture gloves 
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could also better the result for the application shown in chapter 6, due to the limitations 

of the hand tracking device there utilized (Leap Motion). Evaluation would also be im-

portant at a later stage in order to assess more objectively the contribution to the field. 

Some informal evaluations have already been carried out through concerts or showcases. 

However, the design of a proper experiment could deliver more reliable information. An 

evaluation of AR gesture-based notation compared with normal notation could address 

comparative advantages in: time needed for learning a score, cognitive load, perceived 

effectiveness, perceived expressiveness, perceived control over the result, and an evalu-

ation of performance accuracy.  

The interactive and multimedia-oriented nature of AR suggests its suitability for opera-

length immersive and articulated works, where visuals, audio, choreography, (virtual and 

real) architecture could be merged together. Immersivity for the audience could be 

achieved by using holographic film (a particular type of canvas for projections as in [3], 

[110] coupled with the use of 3D audio, lights and 360 degrees projections (including floor 

and bottom). An AR Opera would be the next stage of development.  
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